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ABSTRACT
The primary purpose of th is  study was to examine alternative 
adjustment opportunities for increasing incomes on small cotton farms 
in 4 parishes in the M ississippi River Delta Area of Louisiana. Farms 
in the area are predominantly small with approximately seventy per cent 
containing less  than 100 acres of to tal land. On most small farms in­
comes are low and in  some instances sub-standard . Many small farms 
have failed to make necessary technological adjustm ents. Tenancy, 
though decreasing, s till remains a problem. Previous research and 
general observations on farms in the area show that on too many farms 
resources are inefficiently used , largely as a resu lt of lack of planning.
‘This study is concerned with a method of providing both data and a pro­
cedure useful in farm planning.
A sizeable proportion of farm income in the area is  from livestock 
and grain crops, but cotton is  the most important source of income.
Thus, farm operators have been particularly affected by acreage controls 
on cotton. As a re su lt, farm operators are faced with the problem of 
selecting the most profitable crop and livestock enterprises for the re­
maining acres of cropland and other resources. Farm operators need 
information relating to returns to particular enterprises and enterprise 
com binations, if needed adjustm ents are to be made and incomes in­
creased .
xi
Linear programming techniques were used to determine optimal 
plans for small farms with different quantities and proportions of avail­
able resources, within the limitations of these resources and given 
techniques of production. Resource situations were programmed at four 
levels of available resident labor and for five selected soil types and 
soil type combinations. Additional resource situations were programmed 
in which specific restrictions on resources were imposed, such as re­
moving wheat and hogs and adding dairying and commercial layers as 
possible alternative enterprises, using only resident labor, and relaxing 
the restriction of 30 per cent of total cropland to cotton. Situations were 
programmed at present levels of technology and management for com­
parison with advanced levels.
As the size of farm increased, other resources remaining con­
stan t, optimum farm plans included combinations of crop and livestock 
enterprises that were more extensive in the use of limited resources. 
Enterprises intensive in the use of limited resources, such as hogs and 
commercial layers, decreased in numbers, as the size of farm increased. 
Farm income increased as size of farm increased but not in proportion.
Incomes were greater on farms with sandy so il, than either mixed 
or c lay . Incomes on farms with a combination of soil types were between 
the extremes of incomes on sandy and clay so ils .
At present levels of technology and management cotton, soybeans,
xii
and wheat entered optimal farm p lans. At advanced levels these  enter­
prises were not only produced in increased amounts, but com and hog 
enterprises entered optimal plans to Increase farm Income. In general, 
farm incomes were increased over 50 per cent when technology and 
management was raised to  advanced le v e ls . When dairying and com­
mercial layers were included in programs as alternative p o ssib ilitie s , 
net income, as well as operating cap ita l, increased over 300 per cen t. 
Commercial layers entered optimal plans on the smaller farms, while 
dairying predominated on the larger.
In summation, if small farms in the area are to maximize net in ­
comes. each farm should be organized to include various combinations 
of crop and livestock en terprises. The most profitable farm organiza­
tion for small cotton farms varies with the quantities of land, labor, 
cap ita l, and management. Each farm has a different bundle of resources 
and there is no one best plan for the wide range of resource situations 
existing on small farms in the 4 Parish Area.
xiii
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION 
The Problem
Change is one of the major problems facing entrepreneurs in our 
relatively free enterprise economy. Technological innovations, in ­
creased mechanization, shifting market demand, and improvements in 
other production practices pose continuing problems to managers if scarce 
resources are to be more efficiently allocated for the greatest benefit to 
society . Farm firms are not immune to th is  problem. Rapid changes 
over the past few years have continually shifted the economic balance 
of the agricultural industry.
Farm income has generally decreased in relation to that of other 
industries in the past few years . C osts of resource inputs in agricul­
ture have remained high and for some items increased , while prices of 
commodities sold have been depressed . Due to increased technology 
and mechanization, there has been a more than proportionate increase 
in agricultural production over market demand even though population is 
increasing. There appears to be an over employment of resources in 
some segments of agriculture. If so , some resources now engaged in 
agriculture should be shifted to other more remunerative a reas . Those 
remaining may increase efficiency either by operating on a larger sca le ,
and thus lowering per unit cost of production, or through a more effi­
cient organization of existing resources, en terprises, and p ractices.
The farms in the M ississippi River Delta Area of Louisiana are 
predominantly sm all. Approximately seventy per cent of these  farms 
have 100 acres or le ss  of to tal land. On a majority of these farms 
incomes remain low, and In many cases sub-standard, even with rapid 
technological developments within agriculture itse lf . Tenancy, though 
decreasing, s till remains a problem. The question arises whether or not 
agricultural resources are being efficiently u tilized , and what ad just­
ments are needed and can be made to increase farm income.
In the M ississippi River Delta Area of Louisiana, coitton is a 
highly important source of income. Only a small percentage of income 
is from livestock and livestock products. Thus, farm operators have 
been particularly affected by Governmental acreage controls. Possi­
b ilities  for increasing incomes from increased cotton allotments or prices 
seem rather removed at the present tim e. As a resu lt, farm operators are 
faced with the problem of selecting the most profitable combinations of 
crop and livestock enterprises for the remaining acreas of cropland and 
other resou rces. Farm operators need information pertaining to relative 
returns of particular enterprises and enterprise combinations. They are 
in terested in knowing which enterprises are likely to be most profitable 
in farm plans from the use of available resources, if adjustm ents are to 
be made and incomes increased .
The answer to th is problem is not the same for all farm operators,
even though their farms contain equal a c re s  of cropland and homo­
geneous soil types. In fac t, there is no one best plan for a ll farmers.
The best combination of enterprises for one operator would be differ­
ent from another, for no two operators have identical "bundles of 
re so u rc e s ." For example, labor may be a limiting factor for one 
operator and plentiful for another, not only from the point of view of 
amount available, but also  its  distribution throughout the year. Even 
the best plan for an individual farm should change with the amount of 
land, labor, cap ita l, managerial sk ills , and other fa c ilitie s . These 
differences in quantity and quality of resources affect the most profit­
able combination of en terprises. The organization or plan for a farm, 
if it is to maximize profits, must fit the resources peculiar to that 
individual farm and farm operator.
Objectives
The overall objective of th is study is to examine various alterna­
tive opportunities or possib ilities for increasing incomes on small cotton 
farms in the 4 river parishes of the M ississippi River Delta Area of 
Louisiana. Linear programming techniques were used to determine op­
timal farm plans for farms with different quantities and proportions of 
available resources, within the lim itations of these  resources and given 
tdchniques of production. This information can be used as a guide by farm 
operators in choosing the most profitable combination of enterprises com­
mensurate with their resource lim itations. It should a lso  aid farm
operators in making necessary adjustments in farm plans arising from 
variations in prices and changes in technological innovations. To those 
persons engaged in policy making and administration of public programs, 
this type of information can serve as guides for decision m aking.1
The more specific objectives of th is study are:
(1) To determine the most profitable combinations of enterprises 
for small farms with different quantities of available land, 
labor, and different levels of technology and managerial 
sk ills .
(2) To show how optimum farm plans differ with different levels 
of managerial abilities and quantities of resources.
(3) To estimate the approximate net incomes and resources used 
and unused for the different optimum farm plans.
(4) To determine the effects of price changes (for major enter­
prises produced in the area) on the optimum conbination of 
resources and enterprises and on net returns.
*This study is a segment of the Southern Regional Research 
Project S-42 (An Economic Appraisal of Farming Adjustment Opportunites 
in the Southern Region to Meet Changing Conditions). The primary 
purpose of Project S-42 is  to determine and to evaluate the adjustment 
opportunities needed and available for the entire Southern Region. This 
study was developed so that the various resource and enterprise situations 
can be consolidated with contributing studies from other states in the 
Southern Region, in order to evaluate the implications of the available 
adjustment opportunities at both the regional and national level.
Location and Size of Area
The study is confined to the 4 river parishes (hereafter desig­
nated as the 4 Parish Area) of the M ississippi River Dfelta Area of 
Louisiana. It begins in the northeastern part of the state along the 
Arkansas border and extends along the M ississippi River into Central 
Louisiana. The parishes included in this area are Concordia, East 
Carroll, Madison, and Tensas as shown in Figure 1. The total land
2area occupied by the four parishes is approximately 1,552,000 acres. 
The Individual parishes and the number of acres in each are:
These parishes were chosen in order to have an area as homo­
geneous as possible in such physical characteristics as topography, 
clim ate, and rainfall. Homogeneity of rural socio-cultural characteris­
tic s  were also considered in the selection of the area.
Parish Acres
Concordia 
East Carroll 
Madison 
Tensas
453,760
275,140
423,680
398,720
2J. P. Montgomery, Trends in Farm Acreage, U se, and Value in 
Louisiana. 1909-1954, (D.A.E. Circular Number 190, Baton Rouge: 
Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station, March, 1956), p . 2.
Figure 1. Location o f  the Area
P arish es Studied
CHAPTER II 
RESOURCES AND AGRICULTURE IN THE AREA
The purpose of this chapter is to present a description of the 
resources in the 4 Parish Area as a basis for the programming analysis 
that follows .
Trends in Population
The population of Louisiana increased from 2,683,516 inhabitants 
in 1950 to 3,257,022 in 1960, or an increase of 21.4 per c e n t.1 Even 
though the state showed a substantial increase in population, the 
parishes in the 4 Parish Area did not show the same response (Table I). 
While the 4 Parish Area increased 8 per cent, three of the four parishes 
(East Carroll, Madison, and Tensas) decreased in population. The in­
crease in population in Concordia Parish was sufficient to more than off­
set the decrease in the other three parishes.
The 4 Parish Area is considered as rural. Sixty-two per cent or 
39,070 of the inhabitants in the area live on farms as compared to 37 
per cent for the state as a whole. There is not one major city in the 
entire 4 Parish Area and the density of population is extremely low.
^United States Bureau of the Census, Census of Population. 
Louisiana. Advance Report. 1960 (Washington, D. C .: United States 
Government Printing Office, November 25, 1960), p . 1.
7
8Table I . Recent Trends in Population, 4 Parish Area, M ississipp i 
River Delta Area of Louisiana, 1950 and 1960
Parish 1950 1960 % Change
Concordia 14,398 20,467 +42%
East Carroll 16,302 14,433 -13%
M adison 17,451 16,444 -  6%
Tensas 13,209 11,796 -11%
Total 58,360 63,140 + 8%
SOURCE: United S tates Bureau of the C ensus, C ensus of Population, 
Louisiana. Advance Report. 1960 (W ashington, D. C .:  
United S tates Government Printing O ffice, November 25, 
1960), p . 3.
Number and Size of Farms 
The number of farms in the 4 Parish Area decreased from 5,663 to  
2 ,954 , or a decrease of 48 per cen t, for the period 1954 to  1959 as 
shown in Table II. From 2 to 3 per cent of th is  decrease is  attributed 
to  the change in the definition of a farm by the C ensus of Agriculture. 
The g rea test decrease in the number of farms for any particular parish 
was in East Carroll which had a reduction of 759 farm s, or a decrease 
of 56 per ce n t.
The s ize  of farms in the 4 Parish Area Increased from an average
oFor 1954, each place operated as a unit of 3 or more acres from 
which the value of farm products to taled  $150 or more, a s  w ell as  each 
p lace of le s s  than 3 acres from which the value of a ll agricultural pro­
ducts sold to taled  $150 or more, w as counted as  a farm. For 1959, each 
p lace operated as a unit of 10 or more acres from which the sa le  of agri­
cultural products to taled  $50 or more, as w ell as each place operated as 
a unit of le ss  than 10 acres from which the sa le  of agricultural products 
to taled  $250 or more, w as counted as a farm.
Table II. Number and Size of Farms, 4 Parish Area, M ississippi River Delta Area of Louisiana,
1954 to 1959
Parish
Number Size
1954 1959 % Chanoe 1954 1959 % Chance
Concordia 1189 710 -40 188.0 293.6 + 56
East Carroll 1715 759 -56 108.2 235.8 + 118
Madison 1418 735 -48 177.8 281.5 + 58
Tensas 1341 750 -44 186.7 326.9 , + 75
4 Parish Area 5663 2954 -48 165.2 284.2 + 72
SOURCE: United States Bureau of the C ensus, Census of Agriculture-Preliminary. 1959. Series 
AC 59-1 . (Washington, D. C .i’ United States Government Printing Office, December, 
1960), p . 1.
^The reduction in the number of farms due to the change in the definition of a farm from 1954 
to 1959 for Concordia, East Carroll, Madison, and Tensas was 56, 32, 28, and 27, respectively .
f
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of 165.2 acres In 1954 to an average of 284.2 acres in 1959, or an in­
crease of 72 per cent. East Carroll, as would be expected, also  ex­
perienced the greatest Increase in size of farms, from an average of 
108.2 acres in 1954 to an average of 235.8 acres in 1959, or an in­
crease in size of 118 per cent. In the 4 Parish Area, as in the United 
S tates, farms are decreasing in number and increasing in s ize .
The number of farms by size for the 4 Parish Area, for the period 
1954-1959 is shown in Table III. The greatest reduction in the number 
of farms for the period occurred in farms of 100 acres and under. In 
1954 there were 4,773 farms under 100 acres, or 84 per cent of the total 
number of farms. By 1959 this number had decreased to 2,010 farms or 
68 per cent of the to ta l. The relative decrease in the number of farms 
under 100 acres from 1954 to 1959 was 16 per cent, but the absolute 
decrease was 58 per cent.
The opposite would, of necessity , be true for farms over 100 
acres. In 1954 they comprised 14 per cent of the total number of farms 
in the 4 Parish Area. By 1959 they comprised 32 per cent of the total 
number of farms. Although the relative increase in the number of farms 
over 100 acres as compared to the to tal number of farms was 18 per cent, 
the absolute percentage increase was only 6 per cent. The decrease for 
farms under 10 acres was 69 per cent. Although some categories of farms 
over 100 acres decreased in number, the 500 -  999 acres size group in­
creased by 32 per cent.
Table III. Number of Farms by Size, 4 River Parishes, M ississippi River Delta Area of Louisiana,
1954 and 1959
Item
Concordia East Carroll Madison Tensas Total
1954 1959 1954 1959 1«S4 1959 1954 1959 1954 1959
All farms, number 1189 710 1715 759 1418 735 1341 750 5663 2954
Under 10 acres 363 129 326 53 268 73 357 148 1314 403
1 0 -4 9  acres 533 283 872 272 704 252 561 242 2670 1049
50 -  69 acres 58 54 144 83 96 63 96 68 394 268
70 -  99 acres 49 52 124 85 95 93 97 60 365 290
100 -  139 acres 45 43 72 59 73 48 45 45 235 195
140 -  179 acres 25 32 34 27 32 43 30 32 121 134
180 -  219 acres 20 16 18 32 14 16 13 16 65 80
220 -  259 acres 10 13 20 16 13 12 7 8 50 49
260 -  499 acres 32 26 39 47 50 51 39 34 160 158
500 -  999 acres 17 23 35 47 26 37 33 39 111 146
100 or more acres 37 39 31 38 47 47 63 58 178 182
SOURCE: United States Bureau of the C ensus, Census of Agriculture-Preliminary. 1959. Series 
AC 59-1 (Washington, D. C .: United States Government Printing Office, December, 
1960), p . 1.
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Table IV shows the land in iarm s by size for the 4 Parish Area in 
1954.3 Although the number of farms under 100 acres comprised 84 per 
cent of the to ta l number of farms in the 4 Parish Area in 1954, they were 
only 13 per cent of the to tal land in farm s.
Farm Tenure
The reduction in the number of farms from 1954 to 1959 was 
accompanied by tenure changes. Table V shows the number of farm 
operators by tenure for the 4 Parish Area. All types of tenure showed a 
decrease from 1954 to 1959. However, the decrease in some types was 
very sligh t. The greatest reduction was in "all tenants" which decreased 
from 3,446 to 1,048, or a decrease of 70 per cent. The relative decrease 
was from 60.9 to 35.5 per cen t.
Although full owners showed a decrease of 257 in number, their 
re lative position Increased from 28 to 44 per cent from 1954 to  1959.
In other words, there was an absolute decrease of 16 per cent and a 
relative increase of 16 per cent.
Part owners were 10 per cent of the to tal number of farm operators 
in 1954 and 19 per cent in 1959. Farm managers consisted  of approxi­
mately 1 per cent of the to tal number of farm operators in 1954 and 
almost 2 per cent in 1959.
Data on land in farms by size of farms for 1959 is not available 
at th is  tim e.
Table IV. Land in Farms by Size, 4 Parish Area, M ississippi River Delta Area of Louisiana, 1954*
Item Concordia East Carroll Madison Tensas Total
All land in farms 223,481 185,622 252,097 250,373 911,573
Under 10 acres 2,332 2,012 1,687 2,290 8,321
1 0 - 2 9  acres 6,584 9,579 8,191 6,735 31,089
30 -  49 acres 3,908 10,580 7,832 5,018 27,338
50 -  69 acres 3,843 8,425 5,564 5,537 22,869
70 -  99 acres 4,157 10,056 7,737 8,096 30,046
100 *■ 139 acres 5,198 8,408 8,462 5,351 27,419
140 -  179 acres 3,859 5,328 4,932 4,616 18,735
180 -  219 acres 3,972 3,589 2,710 2,578 12,849
220 -  259 acres 2,389 4,692 3,052 1,590 11,723
260 -  499 acres 11,718 13,357 17,264 14,230 56,569
500 -  999 acres 13,348 23,072 17,781 22,852 77,683
1000 acres and over 162,673 85,894 166,885 171,480 586,932
SOURCE: United States Bureau of the Census, Census of Agriculture. 1954. Volume I, Part 24, 
(Washington, D. C .: United States Government Printing Office, 1956), pp. 81-85.
*Data on land in farms by size has not been published for 1959.
Table V. Farm Operators by Tenure, 4 Parish Area, M ississippi River Delta Area of Louisiana,
1954 and 1959
Item
Concordia East Carroll Madison Tensas Total
1954 1959 1954 1959 1954 1959 1954 1959 1954 1959
Full owners 411 364 482 339 384 329 290 278 1567 1310
Part owners 113 93 192 182 147 155 136 118 588 548
Managers 13 13 16 1 1 18 14 15 1 0 62 48
All tenants 652 240 1025 227 869 237 900 344
4
3446 1048
Per cent tenancy 54.8 33.8 59.8 29.9 61.3 32.2 67.1 45.9 60.9 35.5
SOURCE: United States Bureau of the C ensus, Census of Agriculture-Preliminary, 1959,
Series AC 59-1, (Washington, D, C .: United States Government Printing Office, 
December, 1960), p. 1.
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Soil and Clim atic Conditions
The prevailing clim atic conditions in the 4 Parish Area are con­
ducive to crop and livestock production. The summers are long, the 
temperature relatively  high, and the w inters re la tively  mild. The mean 
date of the la s t freeze in the spring occurs around March 15 to  20.
The mean date of the firs t freeze in the fa ll occurs around November 1 
to  10. This affords approximately 240 days of frost free growing w eather.
The mean average annual rainfall for the 4 Parish Area for the 
period 1931-1955 w as 51.92 in ch es. The mean temperature for 
January and July was 4 9 .0 °  and 8 2 .2 °  Fahrenheit, respective ly , for 
the same period of tim e .^  Thus, on the average there is  ample rainfall 
and moisture for the production of most field crops and pasture g ra sse s , 
though droughts may occur locally  during c ritica l growing periods.
The so ils  are deep and productive. The topography is  lev e l. The 
soil types along the old stream channels are generally sandy to very fine 
sandy loam s. The broad flat basins are mostly clay so ils . The area b e ­
tween the broad flat basins and the shallow ridges or r ise s  is  clay loam. 
Since these  three general divisions of soil have different capab ilities  or 
productivity , they were grouped into three general c la s se s  (sandy, mixed, 
and clay) according to texture and capability  or productivity.
4United S tates W eather Bureau, Clim ate of the S ta te s , Louisiana. 
C llm ato-graphv of the United S ta te s , Number 60-16 (W ashington, D. C .: 
United S ta tes Government Printing O ffice, December, 1959), p . 7 .
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The Clay grouping, known as  Sharkey C lay s, is  a heavy soil
with s ilty  clay or clay surface and clay subso il. They are sometimes
referred to  as "buckshot s o i ls ."  Sharkey C lays are deep fine textured ,
very slowly perm eable, imperfectly drained recent M ississipp i River
5
bottomland so ils .
The Mixed grouping, known as Mhoon C lay Loams, is  a soil w ith a 
surface of silty  clay loam with silty  clay and silty  clay loam stratified  
su b so ils . They are sometimes referred to  as "mixed lan d ."  Mhoon 
Clay Loams are deep , moderately fine tex tured , slowly perm eable, 
imperfectly drained recent M ississipp i River bottomland s o ils .  Small 
portions of th is  grouping are comprised of Dundee C lay Loams which 
are deep, moderately fine textured , very slowly perm eable, imperfectly 
drained old M ississipp i River bottomland so ils .
The Sandy grouping, known as Commerce Very Fine Sandy Loam, 
is a soil with a silty  or sandy surface with silty  clay or s ilty  clay loam 
stratified  su b so ils . They are deep medium tex tured , slowly perm eable, 
moderately well drained recent M ississipp i River bottomland so ils . The 
pH of th is  grouping is  slightly  acid  to neutra l. There are sm all portions 
of Dundee Silt Loams in th is  grouping. They are deep medium textured, 
very slowly permeable, imperfectly drained, old M ississipp i River 
bottomland so ils which are medium to  strongly ac id .
^Soils descriptions were developed from m aterial supplied by Mr. 
Tracy W eems, Soil S c ien tis t, Soil C onservation Service, Tallulah, 
Louisiana.
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Land Use
The pattern of land use changes through the years but usually 
rather slowly. Table VI shows the to tal land In farms for the 4 Parish Area 
in 1954 and 1959. Total land in farms decreased by 7.8 per cent during 
the five-year period for the area. However, Madison Parish experienced 
a decrease of 45,204 acres, or a decrease of 17.9 per cent. Total land 
in farms was 54.1 per cent of the to tal land area in the 4 Parish Area in 
1959. Farms in Madison Parish occupied less (48.8 per cent) to tal land 
area than any other parish in the area.
Table VI. Acres of Land in Farms, 4 Parish Area, M ississippi River 
Delta Area of Louisiana, 1954 to 1959
Parish 1954 1959
Per cent 
Chanae
Per cent in 
farm s-1959
Concordia 223,481 208,405 -6 .7 45.9
East Carroll 185,622 179,840 -3 .1 64.9
Madison 252,097 206,893 -17.9 48.8
Tensas 250.373 245.166 - 2 . 1 61.5
Total 911,573 840,304 -7 .8 54.1
SOURCE: United States Bureau of the C ensus, Census of Agriculture -  
Preliminary. 1959. Series AC 59-1 . (Washington, D. C .: 
United States Government Printing Office, December, 1960}
p. 1 .
Soil capability maps (451) of farms 100 acres and under, whose 
operators are cooperating with the Parish Soil Conservation Service were
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6obtained and measured for soil types, land u se , e tc . Table VII shows 
acrea of land in farms according to use by parishes on farms 1 0 0  acres 
and under. Cropland was 17,737 acres or 71 per cent of the to tal land 
in farms. Pasture land was 3,525 acres or 14 per cent of the to tal land 
in farm s. Pasture land may or may not be suitable for cropland. Of 
the to tal land in farms, 15 per cent of 3,790 acres was in woodland. 
Woodland includes woods, farmstead, roads, d itches, lan es , w aste , e tc .
Table VII. Land U se, Farms of 100 Acres and Under, 4 Parish Area, 
M ississippi River Delta Area of Louisiana, 1959
Parish
Total land 
in farms1 Crooland 2Pasture Woodland^
Concordia 1,393 832 422 139
East Carroll 11,667 8,677 1,269 1,721
Madison 7,548 5,353 1,051 1,144
Tensas 4,444 2,875 783 786
Total 25,052 17,737 3,525 3,790
SOURCE: Obtained from Soil Capability maps of farms whose operators 
are cooperating with the Parish Soil Conservation Services 
in the 4 Parish Area.
in c lu d e s  only the land of the cooperating farmers.
2 pasture land may or may not be suitable for cropland.
3Woodland includes hom estead, roads, d itches, lanes, w aste , e tc .
“These 451 maps comprise a complete enumeration of farms 100 
acres and under whose operators are cooperating with the respective 
Parish Soil Conservation O ffices in the 4 Parish Areas. This was 22 per 
cent of the to tal number of farms 1 0 0  acres and under in the area .
Land use according to acres of crops grown is  shown in Table VIII 
for the 4 Parish Area, 1954-1959. The M ississippi River D elta, of 
which the 4 Parish Area is  a portion, is  one of the most highly spec ia l­
ized cotton producing regions in the world. In 1954, 93 per cent of the
7
farms in the area reported harvesting cotton. Of the 2,954 farms in the 
4 Parish Area, 2,182 or 74 per cent reported harvesting cotton in 1959.
In 1954 crops by order of importance were cotton, soybeans, com , and 
o a ts . Cotton was harvested from 83,412 acres or 34.2 per cent of the 
to tal cropland harvested (Table VIII). Soybeans, com , and oats fol­
lowed with 21 .3 , 16 .0 , and 10.6 p e rc e n t, respectively . Wheat 
acreage was not important enough to be reported.
By 1959, the number of harvested acres of cotton had decreased 
to 74,993 acres or a decrease of 10 per cen t. As a re su lt, it com­
prised 28.9 per cent of the to tal cropland acres harvested. Soybeans, 
on the other hand, increased from 51,689 to 81,400 acres or an increase 
of 57.5 per cent for the five-year period. As a resu lt, they were 31.5 
per cent of the total cropland acres harvested. Com retained third place 
in order of importance, but decreased in to tal cropland acres harvested. 
Oats decreased from 24,613 to 14,892 acres from 1954-1959 or a de­
crease of 42 per cen t. They dropped from 4th to 5th position according
7 United States Bureau of the C ensus, Census of Agriculture. 1954 . 
Volume III. Special Reports. Part 9, Chapter III (Washington, D. C .: 
United States Government Printing Office, 1956), pp. 11-12.
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Table VIII. Land U se, According to Acres of Crops Grown as a Per 
Cent of Total Cropland Harvested, 1954 and 1959, 4 
Parish Area, M ississippi River Delta Area of Louisiana
Commodltv
1954 1959
Acres Per cent Acres Per cent
Cotton 83,412 34.2 74,993 28.9
Soybeans 51,689 21.3 81,400 31.5
Corn 38,823 16.0 33,988 13.1
Wheat 0 0 24,988 9.6
Oats 25,613 1 0 . 6 14,892 5.7
Rice 4,367 1 . 8 5,263 2 . 0
Other 39.145 16.1 23,770 9.2
Total 243,049 1 0 0 . 0 259,294 1 0 0 . 0
SOURCE: United States Bureau of the C ensus, Census of Aari culture - 
Preliminary. 1959, Series AC 59-1 (Washington, D. C .: 
United States Government Printing Office, December, 1960), 
pp. 1 and 2 .
to to tal cropland acres harvested. W heat, on the other hand, was not 
reported in 1954, but by 1959 had increased to 24,988 harvested ac res . 
As a resu lt, it occupies fourth position in order of importance as well 
as 9 .6  per cent of the to tal cropland acres harvested.
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Labor
According to the 1959 Census of Agriculture, there was an average
of 1 . 2 0  man-equivalents of operator and unpaid family labor available
8
per farm in the 4 Parish Area. Of this amount 0.86 man-equivalents 
was family labor and 0.34 man-equivalents was unpaid family labor. 
Average operator labor available was based on the number of days 
worked off the farm during the year. In 1959, 42 per cent of the farm 
operators worked off their farms during some part of the year. Of the 
number who worked off their farms during 1959, 23 per cent of the total 
number of operators in the 4 Parish Area worked off their farms 100 days 
or more. The number of unpaid family workers was based on the number 
of persons at work during the last week in September adjusted to take 
into account seasonal changes in employment.
Capital
Livestock and livestock products comprise only a small proportion
Q
United States Bureau of the C ensus, Census of Agriculture- 
Preliminary. 1959. Series AC 59-1 (Washington, D. C.£ United States 
Government Printing Office, December, 1960), p . 1. The data are e s ti­
mates made from all farms upon the basis of tabulation of data from a 
sample of approximately one-fifth of a ll farms. The farm operator was 
taken to represent a full man-equivalent of labor unless he was 65 years 
or older or unless he worked off the farm during the year. If he worked off 
the farm during the year, man-equivalents were computed as follows:
Days worked off the farm Man-equivalents
1 - 9 9  days 0.85
100 -  199 days 0.50
200 days and over 0.15
Each unpaid family worker was considered 0.50 man-equivalent.
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of to ta l Income In the 4 Parish Area. C onsequently, It can be assumed 
that fac ilities  for livestock production are not adequate and would have 
to be supplied if additional livestock enterprises were produced. This, 
of course, would necessita te  additional Investment cap ita l.
Ordinarily investment capital is  made available by lending 
agencies, not on its  marginal productivity, but according to a sse ts  
owned by the borrower. Usually the maximum that an agency w ill lend 
is tw o-thirds of the normal appraised value of land and buildings.
According to the 1959 Census of Agriculture, the average value of 
land and buildings was $142.18 per acre in the 4 Parish Area. Table IX 
shows the average value per acre of land and buildings for specified 
farm sizes  in the 4 Parish Area. Amounts of capital available to farm 
operators a t one-third and tw o-thirds normal appraised value is a lso  
shown. For example, a farm operator with an 80-acre farm could obtain 
$7,500 for long term investment cap ita l. This does not consider the 
character and managerial ability of a particular farm operator.
Sources of Farm Income
The primary source of farm Income in the 4 Parish Area is from the 
sa le  of field crops. Table X shows the value of all farm products in the 
4 Parish Area in 1954.® Of the $25,906,213 worth of farm products sold
®Data on value of farm products sold from the 1959 Census of 
Agriculture have not been published.
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Table IX. Value of Land and Buildings for S e lec ted  Farm S izes and 
Average Investm ent C ap ita l A vailable, 4 Parish Area, 
M iss iss ip p i River D elta Area of Louisiana, 1959
Farm
size
Value of 
land and 
build lnas
Amount of cap ita l ava ilab le  a t
1/3 value of 
land and buildings
2/3  value of 
land and build lnas
(acres) (dollars) (dollars) (dollars)
2 0 2,844 948 1,896
40 5,687 1,896 3,792
60 8,531 2,844 5,688
80 11,374 3,791 7,582
1 0 0 14,218 4,739 9,478
^Computed from an average of $142.18 per acre  for land and bu ild ings. 
Value per acre  of land and buildings is  an average for the 4 Parish 
Area a s  reported by the  1959 C ensus of A griculture.
Table X. Value of Farm Products Sold, 4 Parish Area, M ississippi River Delta Area of Louisiana,
1954*
Item Concordia East Carratl Madison Tensas Total
(dollars) (dollars) (dollars) (dollars) (dollars)
All farm products sold 3,413,490 8,397,744 6,830,573 7,364,406 25,906,213
All crops sold 2,622,913 7,613,962 5,580,823 5,929,819 21,747,517
Field Crops 2,618,156 7,585,411 5,562,325 5,918,826 21,684,718
Vegetables 1,080 14,985 2,799 2,905 21,769
Fruits and Nuts 3,677 13,566 14,099 6,088 37,430
Horticultural specialties 1,600 2 , 0 0 0 3,600
All livestock and products 770,887 732,494 1,163,094 1,229,058 3,895,553
Dairy 31,710 98,804 202,304 64,992 397,810
Poultry 31,875 66,014 26,708 30,953 155,550
Other 707,302 567,676 934,082 1,133,113 3,342,173
Forest products 19,690 51,288 86,656 105,529 263,163
SOURCE: United States Bureau of the Census, Census of Agriculture, 1954, Volume I, Part 24 
(Washington, D. C .: United States Government Printing Office, 1956), pp. 86-89.
*Data of this type from the 1959 Census of Agriculture are not available.
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in the 4 Parish Area in 1954, $21,747,517 or 84 per cent was from the 
sale of crops. Field crops comprised $21,684,718 or 99.7 per cent of 
all crops sold. The remaining Income from crops was from vegetables, 
fruits and nuts, and horticultural spec ia lties.
Although livestock are produced in the 4 Parish Area, they provide 
only a portion of farm income. There was $3,895,553 worth of live­
stock and livestock products sold in 1954. This was 15 per cent of 
total farm income. Dairy products were $397,810 or 10 per cent of the 
total sale of livestock and livestock products. The sale of poultry was 
4 per cent of the total sale of livestock and livestock products.
The sale of forestry products was approximately 1 per cent of the 
total sales of a ll farm products sold in the 4 Parish Area.
CHAPTER III
THE TECHNIQUE AND LOGIC OF UNEAR PROGRAMMING
The growing complexity of the farm b u s in ess , accompanied by 
increased  farm size and cap ital investm ent, has forced more emphasis 
on the functions of efficient farm management. In the more recent past 
the attack  on managerial problems has been through budgeting along 
with farm record and production function a n a ly s is .
Linear programming, however, is  a technique which can broaden 
the scope in several different a sp e c ts . W hereas budgeting allows the 
se lec tion  of the best alternative from tw o, th ree , or as many p o ss i­
b ilitie s  as time and funds permit, linear programming allows selection  
of the best alternative from a great number of possib le alternatives 
given certain  assum ptions and re stric tio n s . It can be defined as a 
highly formalized type of farm planning or budgeting, when applied to
farm management. It can be described as a m athematical computational
#
procedure used to prescribe production p o ss ib ilitie s  w hich, depending 
upon the ob jec tive , either maximize profits or minimize co sts  of pro­
ducing specified enterprises on a farm.
Assumptions of U near Programming
C ertain assum ptions are necessary  in linear programming, otherw ise
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a sufficiently  accurate solution may not re su lt. The assum ptions are 
as follow s : 1
(1) Linearity -  The functional re lationship  between the input 
of factors and output of products is  linear. A lso, the ratio  of the 
quantity of one input factor to another and to the  quantity of product 
is  lin ear. These relationsh ips are independent of the level a t which 
an activ ity  or enterprise is u sed . For exam ple, in  Figure 2, if 10 units 
of enterprise P can be produced with 2 units of factor X and 3 .5  units of 
factor Y, then  20 un its of enterprise P can be produced with 4 units of 
factor X and 7 units of factor Y. Linear programming obtains its  name 
from th is  assum ption.
1 2
10
20Y
10
1 2 3  4 5  6 7 8 9  10
X
Figure 2 . Nature of the Process
*Earl O . Heady and W ilfred C andler, Linear Programming Methods 
(Ames: Iowa S tate College P re s s , 1958), p . 17.
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(2) D ivisibility -  The assumption is  made that input factors are 
divisib le into fractional units and products can be produced at a ll non­
negative lev e ls . For example, the linear programming technique w ill 
specify production of 6.19 s tee rs , 120.1 lay ers , e t c . ,  using 91.3 hours 
of labor, 3.39 acres of land, e tc .
(3) Additivity -  The ac tiv ities or enterprises are additive in the 
sense that when two or more are produced simultaneously, the combined 
output of products w ill be the summation of the production from the in ­
dividual ac tiv ities  or en terprises. The to tal usage of each input factor 
must be equal to the sum of a ll the inputs used by individual ac tiv ities 
or enterprises and must not exceed the to ta l supply of the input. How­
ever, the to tal consumption by any particular activity  or enterprise may 
not exceed the available supply of any one input factor.
(4) F initeness -  A limited number of alternative ac tiv ities  and 
restric tions is assum ed. To apply linear programming to any problem, 
the number of available alternatives must be fin ite . In other words, if 
a farm operator had unlimited alternative opportunities, it would be im­
possib le to program all of them . On any farm the possib le variations in 
the production technique is  almost unlim ited. P ractically , however, 
most of the possib le variations need not be considered. As a result 
the possible alternatives can and must be limited in number.
(5) S ingle-valued expectations -  The input-output coeffic ien ts, 
resource requirements and prices used are assumed to be known with 
certain ty . This assumption is a source of discomfort to  the researcher,
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but is  not unique to linear programming. It is  a lso  used in  budgeting 
and other research techniques in making farm recom mendations.
W ithin th is framework, linear programming offers a satisfactory  
descrip tion of the farmers decision  making model, that of choosing 
which productive p rocesses or ac tiv itie s  to use and at what level or 
in tensity  to use each of them .
Algebraic Presentation
The following is  an algebraic formulation of the linear programming 
model.  ^ It is  assum ed there are n factors or resources available to  the 
farm in fixed supply, which are not perfect substitu tes for each o ther. 
A lso, there are k ac tiv ities  or en terp rises , each of which u ses  one or 
more of the lim ited resources availab le to  the farm. The problem is 
then one of deciding which of the k ac tiv itie s  w ill be used  and a t what 
lev e l. The activ ity  w ill resu lt in products to be marketed under com­
petitive conditions. The excess of revenue over variable costs  w ill be 
referred to as net p rice , C j, of that particular ac tiv ity . The coefficients 
of an activ ity  can be symbolized by a column vector as:
Pj = (a lj a 2 j • • • • anj) J = 1 1 2 j . . . . k ^
^Robert Dorfman, Application of Linear Programming to  the Theory 
of the  Firm. (Berkley: University of C alifornia P ress , 1951), Chapters I 
and II.
A. Charm es, W . W . Cooper, and A. H enderson. An Introduction 
to Linear Programming. (New York: John W iley and Sons, In c . ,  1953), 
Part I.
Heady and C andler, op . c l t . , C hapter III.
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where a^ denotes the amount of the scarce resource consumed in 
the activity  or enterprise. There are k ac tiv ities or enterprises 
and n scarce resou rces.
All the column vectors may be arranged in a matrix (A) form:
A= a H  a 1 2  a lk
a 2 1  a2 2  a 2 k
•  •  •
•  •  •
*  •  •
a n l a n2  ank
where each Pj is  a column vector of n elements and A is a matrix of n
rows and k colum ns. The n rows specify the factor resources which 
may become restrictive and the k columns represent the coefficients of 
. ac tiv ities or enterprises which may be included in the production plan.
The ac tiv ities may be denoted by a k element column vector:
X =  ( X j  X2  Xfc) ,
where the element expresses the level of the jth activity  or enter­
prise .
The quantity available of each scarce or restric ted  resource can 
be expressed by S^. Consumption or use of each scarce resource for all 
ac tiv ities or enterprises must not exceed the availability  of each quantity.
^The coefficient a is  the quantity of the particular resource 
necessary to produce a unit of a particular activity or enterprise.
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That Is,
a l l  x i + a 1 2  x 2  a ik *k “ S 1
a 2 1  Xl + a 2 2  * 2  a 2 k \  * S 2
* • a t
•  « * •
« • a t
anl X 1 + anx * 3  anJc ^  “ Sn .
Let Zo - C 1 Xl + C2 Xl +  + Ck ^
where ZQ is profit, is the net price of a particular activity, Xj is the
amount produced of each activity. The problem of linear programming is
to select those X.., which maximize profits subject to the following 
J 3
restrictions:
Xj 1  0  xk ^  0
and
<
AX = S
The empirical solution of the above can be made less difficult, 
however, if the relationships can be expressed as equalities rather than 
inequalities. This can be done by disposal activities which permit non­
use pf particular resources. In other words, a particular resource may be 
allowed to "go idle" if not using the resource leads to greater profits. 
These disposal activ ities, one for each restricted resource, may be 
represented by
*k+l *k+ 2 .............\+ n .
The inequalities may now be expressed as equalities as:
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a l l  X1 + a 12 *2 + • * * • + a lk \  * lx k+l + 0xk+2 + • • • • + o x k+n " S 1 
a21 X1 + a22 X2 + • • • • + a2k *k + OXk+l + 1Xk+2 + • • • • + oxfc+n * S2
anl X 1 * an2  *z + • * ■ * + ank \  + oxk+l + 0 xk+ 2  + • • • * ix |c+n “ Sn* 
The number of activities have increased to k+n, k active processes and 
n disposal processes. The original matrix A, which had k columns has 
been expanded to matrix B which has k+n columns and may be denoted by
B = (Pj Pj . . . .  Pn . . . .  Pk+n) = (AI) 
where I is the identity matrix of n rows and columns.
The matrix B may be expressed as follows:
a ^ 2  • * • • **ik ^  ^  * * * * ^
a 2 i  ® 2 2  * * * • ^ 2 k  ^  ^ • • * * ^
♦ 1 • •
•  •  •  —
•  •  •
a _ a » . . . .  a , O O . . . .  1.nl n2 nk
The resource restrictions are then
>
X= O
and
BX * S .
The net revenue formula then becomes:
Zo = C 1 X 1 + C 2 *2 + * * * • Ck \  + OXk+l + 0 Xk+ 2  * * * * 0 Xk+n*
Geometric Presentation 
From a geometric point of view the logic and technique underlying 
linear programming may be presented graphically in a two process or
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enterprise situation.^ If more than two enterprises are Involved the 
geometric presentation becomes formldhble because of the problems of 
portraying more than two dimensions. However, the principles and 
results are the same.
In Figure 3, units of enterprise X^  are measured along the vertical 
axis (OY) and enterprise X2  are measured along the horizontal axis (OX).
X
&
i
&
D
6
A
Figure 3. Enterprise Substitution Curve
Limited resources R^, R2 , and R3 are represented by DDj ,  GG}, and AA^, 
respectively. For example, Rj., which could be limited land, allows
Dakota V. Greenwald, Linear Programming (New York: The Ronald 
Press Company, 1957), pp. 5-12.
Earl O. Heady, Simplified Presentation and Logical Aspects of 
Linear Programming Technique (Toumal of Farm Economics, Volume XXXVI, 
December, 1954), pp. 1035-1048.
Robert Dorfman, Mathematical or Linear Programming: A Non- 
Mathematlcal Exposition (American Economic Review, XLIII, December, 
1953), pp. 797-825.
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production of either OD units of Xj or OD^ units of • By connecting 
points D and D^, we obtain a substitution curve which denotes all 
possible combinations of enterprises and X2  which can be produced 
with the limited supply of resource R j. If a ll of is  used, any com­
bination of X], and X2  that falls on line DDj can be produced. If com­
binations of X} and X2 to the left of line DDj or within triangle ODDj 
are produced, a portion of R  ^ w ill go unused. The slope of DD^ repre­
sents the rate at which Xj substitutes for X2 with respect to the use of
The interpretation of R2  and R3  with respect to Xi and X2  is the 
same as for R^. The possible combinations of X} and X2  are determined 
by the limitations of all resource factors, that i s t the amounts of X} and 
X  ^ must be equal to or less  than the most limiting factor. For example,
Rl permits OD production of Xj, but R3  limits it to OA units.
The various combinations of enterprises X} and X2  which can be 
produced are now defined by the curve ABCD}. This curve corresponds 
to the iso -cost curve in marginal analysis except that it is a broken curve 
instead of a continuous one. The rate of substitution is  with respect to 
R3 along AB, with respect to R2  along BC and Rj along CD}.
The most profitable combination of enterprises that maximizes net 
income is obtained at the point where the iso-revenue curve determined 
by the prices of Xj and X2  is  tangent to the curve ABCD} (Figure 4). Profit 
is  maximized when the highest possible iso-revenue curve Is reached with 
a given set of resources. A unique combination of enterprises X^  and X«
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occurs only if the tangency is  a t one of the com ers A, B, C , or D j.
If it occurs along one of the  segm ents, for example BC, any combination 
between points B and C are equally profitable.
■ M
Ia o -re v e n u e  c u rv e
E n te r p r ie e  X,
Figure 4. Opportunity Curve.
In many instances the relative supply of some fixed resources is 
quite large. Consequently, these  resources do not Impose restrictions 
on the optimum plan, as shown in Figure 5a. The supply of resource R2  
is ample for production of OE of or OC of X2  or any combination of the 
two enterprises represented along line CE. Also, resource R3  is  suffi­
cient for any combination designated by line BF. Resource R  ^ allows 
the production of X  ^ and X2  as represented by line AD. Since line AD 
is entirely below either CE or BF, and always restric ts  production, it is 
the production possibility  curve.
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Figure 5a. Effects of Different Levels of Resources 
on Optimum Plans
If there is an increase in the supply of R j, relative to the supply 
of the other two limiting resources, the situation changes. Rj resource 
may no longer limit the production possib ilities. As shown in Figure 5b 
the supply of R  ^ has been increased and the possibility curve now be­
comes AMB. It is  composed of portions of both Rj and R3 resource curves. 
R2  lies entirely above, and therefore imposes no restrictions on produc­
tion . Suppose R} was increased so OA was greater than OE, then Rj 
would no longer restrict production. The optimum program would then be 
limited by resources R2  and R3 . Quantities of different resources deter­
mine or effect the optimum p lan . The optimum plan determined by the 
iso-revenue curve in Figure 5a would be the production of enterprise X2 , 
while in Figure 5b it includes a combination of Xj and X2 , denoted by 
point M.
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Figure 5b. Effects of Different Levels of Resources 
on Optimum Plans
Format of Model Used
Table XI shows the basic tabular format of the linear programming 
model used in th is study.® Only one level of resources is shown. Al­
though only one resource level is presented here for explanatory pur­
po ses , several resource levels were investigated . The farm described 
in Table XI has clay so ils , one and one-half m an-equivalents, and is 
operated at advanced levels of management using the la tes t technologies.
There are 30 rows and 67 columns in the model. The rows, with 
the exception of rows 19 through 26, denote the amount of limited
'’The simplex method of solving the linear programming problem 
was used . This technique is  adequately presented by Earl O. Heady, 
and Wilfred Chandler, Linear Programming M ethods. (The Iowa State 
College P ress, 1958), Chapter 3.
Table XI. Basic Format of the Linear Programming Model Used In this Study, Showing an Example of a Farm with 
Clay Soil Type, One and One-half Man-equivalents of Labor, Advanced Technology, 4 Parish Area, 
M ississippi River Delta Area of Louisiana
________________________ Disposal Activities
Clay Mixed Sand Total Other Cotton Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr.
Equa- Resource at Resource land land land land land land labor labor labor labor
tion Activity________ level P i P2 ______P3 _____P4_____ P5_____ Pg_____ P7  Pg P9  P^p
1 . Land, clay 0
2 . Land, mixed 0
3. Land, sand 0
4. Total land variable
5. Other land 0
6 . Cotton land 0
7. January labor 261
8 . February labor 245
9. March labor 261
1 0 . April labor 258
1 1 . May labor 410
1 2 . June labor 406
13. July labor 410
14. August labor 410
15. September labor 319
16. October labor 322
17. November labor 258
18. December labor 261
19. u April 0
2 0 . Jo .  May 0
2 1 . * 0  June 0
2 2 . c § July 0
23. £  *3 September 0
24. 0  A October 0
25. O November 0
26. December 0
27. Home grown feed 0
28. Com 0
29. Operating capital 20,000
30. Objective 0
Table XI. Continued
Disposal Activities
Equa- Resource or Resource 
tlon Activity______ level
May
labor
P ll
June
labor
Pl2
July
labor
Pl3
Aug.
labor
Pl4
Sept.
labor
Pl5
Oct.
labor
r 16
Nov.
labor
_liz_
Dec. Apr. May 
labor b ilaace balance
IS . IS . M .
1 . Land, clay 0
2 . Land, mixed 0
3. Land, sand 0
4. Total land variab
5. Other land 0
6 . Cotton land 0
7. January labor 261
8 . February labor 245
9. March labor 261
1 0 . April labor 258
1 1 . May labor 410
1 2 . June labor 406
13. July labor 410
14. August labor 410
15. September labor 319
16. October labor 322
17. November labor 258
18. December labor 261
19. April 0
2 0 . fc May 0
2 1 . a  a June 0
2 2 . -  c July 0
23. g £  September 0
24. ti ^  October 0
25. Q November 0
26. December 0
27. Home grown feed 0
28. Com 0
29. Operating capital 20,000
30. Obj ective OJ<D
Table XI. Continued
Disposal Activities
Equa- Resource or 
tion Activity
Home Oper-
June July Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. grown ating
Resource balance balance balance balance balance balance feed Com capital
level P21 p 22 p24 p25 p26 p27 p2 fi P29
Objec­
tive
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
5.
6 .
7.
8 . 
9.
10.
1 1 .
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20 . 
2 1 . 
2 2 .
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
Land, clay 
Land, mixed 
Land, sand 
Total land 
Other land 
Cotton land 
January labor 
February labor 
March labor 
April labor 
May lhbor 
June labor 
July labor 
August labor 
September labor 
October labor 
November labor 
December labor 
April
0
0
0
variable
0
0
261
245
261
258
410
406
410
410
319
322
258
261
0WtO
■2 © « Occ «
B «
5 *
May 0
June 0
July 0
September 0
October 0
November 0
December 0
Home grown feed 0
Com 0
Operating capital 20,000 
Objective 0
O
Table XI. Continued
Real Activities
Cotton Com Soybean*
Equa­- Resource or Resource Clay Mixed Sand Clay Mixed Sand Clay Mixed Sand
tion Activity level P31 P32 P33 P34 p35 _ P36 P37 p38 P39
1 . Land, clay 0 1 1 1
2. Land, mixed 0 1 1 1
3. Land, sand 0 1 1 1
4. Total land variable
5. Other land 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
6. Cotton land 0 1 1 1
7. January labor 261 .46 .47 .47 .49 .49 .64 .38 .39
8. February labor 245 .46 .47 .47 .49 .49 .64 .38 .39 .27
9. March labor 261 .78 .83 .83 .80 .79 1.02 .61 .64 .36
10. April labor 258 2.08 2.13 2.06 .22 .23 1.03
11. May labor 410 3.25 .64 .44 1.52 1.74 3.91
12. June labor 406 1*98 .64 .44 2.85 4.58 6.52
13. July labor 410 .44 .50 .54 .46
14. August labor 410
15. September labor 319 6.90 10.00 12.40
16. October labor 322 6.90 9.50 11.90
17. November labor 258 .20 .22 .06 .24 .27
18. December labor 261 .41 .42 .08 .30 .32
19. April 0
20. 5 May 0 4.27 1.23 1.18
21. *8 <u June 0 8.83 2.63 ' 2.62
22. t  8  July 0 6.84 1.90 1.90
23. o £  September 0 2.21 1.00 1.00
24. 6  2 October 0 25.34 33.34 42.02
25. q  November 0 37.99 50.00 63.03
26. December 0 21.42 28.01 35.04
27. Home grown feed 0 .40 .42 .42 -25.76 -36.40 -45.36
28. Com 0 -25.76 -36.40 -45.36
29. Operating capital 20,000 65.34 84.55 94.94 34.67 48.31 55.37 26.66 29.68 32.09
30. Objective 0 -94.91 -129.07 -172.16 -20.53 -29.69 -41.83 -11.34 -15.92 -23.01
Table XI. Continued
Real Activities
Oats Wheat Hogs Dairy Layers
Equa­- Resource or Resource Clay Mixed Sand Clay Mixed Sand (2 Utters) (£3 Cow) (1000]
tion Activity level p40 P41 p42 p43 p44 p45 p46 p47 p48
1 . Land, clay 0 1 1
2 . Land, mixed 0 1 1
3. Land, sand 0 1 1
4. Total land variable
5. Other land 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
6 . Cotton land 0
7. January labor 261 5.42 3.1 85.5
8 . February labor 245 . 1 1 . 1 1 . 1 1 . 1 1 . 1 1 . 1 1 10.41 2 . 8 77.5
9. March labor 261 .14 .14 .14 .14 .14 .14 11.28 3.1 85.6
1 0 . April labor 258 7.07 3.9 82.9
1 1 . May labor 410 5.46 4.1 85.6
1 2 . June labor 406 5.46 4.7 82.9
13. July labor 410 4.53 4.8 85.6
14. August labor 410 .83 .83 .83 .83 .83 .83 4.56 6.7 85.6
15. September labor 319 1.52 1.52 1.52 1.52 1.52 1.52 11.24 6.5 82.9
16. October labor 322 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 .33 8.37 2.9 85.6
17. November labor 258 3.38 2 . 8 82.9
18. December labor 261 5.42 2.9 85.5
19. April 0
2 0 . S May 0
2 1 . •g © June 0
2 2 . -  H July 0
23. g « September 0
24. £  « October 
o November 
December
0
25. 0
26. 0
27. Home grown feed 0  -■16.00 -19.20 -19.20 -15.00 -18.00 -18.00 87.67
28. Com 0 76.42
29. Operating capital 2 0 , 0 0 0 32.54 35.29 35.29 30.67 33.02 33.02 316.13 140.16 5953.76
30. Objective 0  -- 5.46 -10.31 -10.31 -13.08 -19.48 -19.48 -  65.41 •120.29 -826.73
to
Table XI. Continued
Transfer Activities
Resident labor transfer
Equa- Resource or Resource 
tion Activity level
Apr. May. June July Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.
p49 p50 P51 p52 p53 p54 p55 p56
Hired labor transfer 
Apr. May June July
pS7 p58 p59 p60
1 . Land, clay 0
2 . Land, mixed 0
3. Land, sand 0
4. Total land variab
5. Other land 0
6 . Cotton land 0
7. January labor 261
8 . February labor 245
9. March labor 261
1 0 . April labor 258
1 1 . May labor 410
1 2 . June labor 406
13. July labor 410
14. August labor 410
15. September labor 319
16. October labor 322
17. November labor 258
18. December labor 261
19. Aprii 0
2 0 . o May 0
2 1 . « g June 0
2 2 . c s *uly 023. o September 0
24. § -o October 0
25. O November 0
26. December 0
27. Home grown feed 0
28. Com 0
29. Operating capital 20,000
30. Objective 0
-1
- 1
-1
- 1
-1
- 1
- 1
- 1
- 1
- 1
- 1
- 1
,45 .45 .45
,45 .45 .45
.45
.45
•uu
Table XI. Continued
Transfer Activities
Hired labor Land Cotton land Variable
Equa­- Resource or Resource Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. transfer to other land resource land
tion Activity level Pei p62 p63 p64 p65 P 6 6 p67
1 . Land, clay 0 - 1
2 . Land, mixed 0
3. Land, sand 0
4. Total land variable 1 1
5. Other land 0 - .7 - 1
6 . Cotton land 0 - .3 1
7. January labor 261
8 . February labor 245
9. March labor 261
1 0 . April labor 258
1 1 . May labor 410
1 2 . June labor 406
13. July labor 410
14. August labor 410
15. September labor 319
16. October labor 322
17. November labor 258
18. December labor 261
19. April 0
2 0 . o May 0
2 1 . •g <o June 0
2 2 . ^  8  July 0
23. o J2 September 0 - l
24. t£ * October 0 - 1
25. q  November 0 - 1
26. December 0 - 1
27. Home grown feed 0
28. Com 0
29. Operating capital 20,000 .65 .65 . 6 6 .65
30. Objective 0 .65 .65 .65 .65
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resources available for a particular situation. Rows 19 through 26 are 
merely operating equations which permit the hiring of labor for cotton 
chopping and picking. The resources and the amount available of each 
are shown at the left of Table XI. An explanation of available resources 
is given more fully in the next chapter.
The 67 columns used in this model each represent an activity or 
enterprise. They are grouped into d isposal, real, transfer ac tiv ities , 
and variable resource. A brief description of each follows:
Pjsposal Activities
Columns through P3 0  are disposal ac tiv ities . The function of a 
disposal activity is  to permit the non-use of all or portions of resources 
not needed for production. Since a profit maximization solution is very 
unlikely to exactly exhaust all resources, some of them may "go id le ."  
The number of disposal activ ities is  the same as the number of resource
restric tions, with one exception. There is  an extra disposal vector for
£
the objective or profit row. Coefficients in the objective row have minus 
signs when they are really plus.®
Real Activities
Columns P3 1  through P4 8  include the real activ ities included in
®These are restraints required for the IBM program used in this 
study by D. D. Grosvenor, and H. O. Hartley, IBM 650 Program for 
Linear Programming. Program Number 10.1001 MU. (Unpublished Manu­
script, Ames: S tatistical Laboratory, Iowa State University, 1960), p . 4.
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this study. They are called structural vectors and each corresponds to 
a particular output variable or real activ ity . The objective (profit) and 
resource requirements for each crop enterprise (real activity) are shown 
for three soil groups. No distinction was made for different soil types 
for livestock enterprises which utilize cropland. Land requirements for 
livestock enterprises are shown on other land along with other resource 
requirements.
Transfer Activities
Columns through Pgg present the transfer ac tiv ities . These 
activ ities provide a sort of built-in  flexibility for allocation or u tiliza­
tion of restricted resources. They specify and/or limit the manner in 
which certain resources may be utilized. Columns P^g through Pgg 
permit the use of resident labor for cotton chopping and picking. 
Columns Pg^ through Pg^ permit the hiring of labor for cotton chopping 
and picking at $.45 and $.65 per hour, respectively. This occurs, how­
ever, only if labor hiring Is profitable after all resident labor has been 
dsed. The cost of hired labor is  added to operating expenses.
Column Pgg is a land transfer activ ity . This activity restricts not 
only cotton acreage to 30 per cent of total cropland available, but also 
c lassifies  total cropland according to the relevant percentage of clay , 
mixed, or sandy soil types. For the form presented in Table XI, all soil 
is  clay . Whenever a unit of cropland is designated to a particular soil 
group or combination of soil groups, clay soil in th is ca se , coefficients
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from the clay soil column of each enterprise have to be chosen by the 
program. This is shown by the unit values a j ,  31; a^ , 34; a^ , 37; 
a 1# 40; and a 1# 43 (Table XI).
Column P5 5  is a cotton land to other land transfer activ ity . This 
activity permits the use of cotton land for other purposes if such use 
is more profitable. For example, when the possibility of hiring labor for 
cotton chopping and picking is removed, cotton becomes less  profitable 
under certain situations and cotton land is transferred to other land for 
use by other more profitable enterprises.
Varying a Resource
Column P0 7  is a variable resource activ ity . This activity permits 
a resource, crop land in this ca se , to vary from 0  to 1 0 0  acres while 
other limited resources are held constant. This feature permits the 
selection of optimum combination of enterprises (for a given complement 
of non-land resources) at various levels of land.
Limitations of the Technique and Study 
The assumptions made in an earlier section of this chapter are 
necessary for a linear programming solution to a problem. The assump­
tions impose some limitations on the precision, scope and range with 
which optimum farm plans can be determined. These limitations can be 
overcome for all practical purposes by the addition of more activities or 
enterprises. However, as more activities are added, the computational
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burden becomes greater and greater until it becomes prohibitive. The 
proper utilization of computer time is an Important factor to be con­
sidered. Therefore, a choice must be made between an "ultimate" in 
precision and com pleteness and a "practical" limit on computational 
tim e. Some of the lim itations of the technique and study follow.
The assumption of linearity imposes constant returns to sca le  over 
the range under consideration for any activity or en terprise . The assum p­
tion may be made "less linear" by increasing the number of ac tiv ities con­
sidered. Thus, increasing or diminishing returns and increasing or de­
creasing costs may be Included. However, in th is study, for a particular 
resource situation , one level of input-output coefficients was used . This 
ignores the possib ility , for example, of decreasing labor requirements as 
the number of cow units Increase in a dairy en terprise. To consider the 
possibility  of decreasing labor requirements as the number of dairy cows 
increase would require additional ac tiv ities within the range considered, 
and th is could increase the size of the programming model and of com­
putational tim e. Because of variability of other factors of production, it 
is  doubtful whether this degree of precision in input-output ratios is  neces 
sary for th is ana ly sis . The error of estim ates for labor requirements in 
most instances would be made on the smaller farm s. However, if a th ree- 
cow dairy enterpiise entered the optimum combination of enterprises on a 
small farm, it would not, from a practical point of view, be considered 
in the optimal farm plans anyway.
The assumption of divisibility permits fractional units of inputs
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to  be used  and fractional un its of output to  be produced. Fractional 
un its of most crop and some livestock  en terp rises w hich en ter optimum 
plan In non-in tegral values can  be rounded to  the n ea rest whole number 
w ithout much change to  net re tu rn s . But 5 .5  litte rs  of market hogs 
entering optimal p lan s , as  in th is  study , can  be ra ther d istu rb ing . In 
ac tua l p rac tic e , how ever, th is  would be rounded to  e ither S or 6  l i t te r s .
The assum ption of d iv isib ility  is  not unrela ted  to  th e  linearity  
assum ption . The ind iv isib ility  of ce rta in  resource inputs 1b one cause  
for deviation  from constan t returns to  s c a le . Ind iv isib ility  of an input 
reso u rce , such as  a milking m achine, would prohibit its  addition in  an  
optimal program in a fractional u n it, a s  the  dairy herd Increased  by 1 or 
2 cow u n its . A milking machine must of n ec ess ity  be added as  a whole 
unit for 10 -  20 cow s. In th is  s tudy , in c reases  in the herd occurred in 
one or more cow u n its . This apparent divergence from linearity  due to  
ind iv isib ility  of a milking machine may not be serious from a p rac tica l 
point of v iew . Unit co s ts  were computed for a 40-cow  herd . A herd th is  
s iz e  w as sufficiently  large enough to  fa ll w ithin the  range of near con­
s tan t co s ts  on the unit co s ts  curve. If, a s  s ta ted  ea rlie r in th is  sec tio n , 
the  dairy en terprise  entered optimum plans in extrem ely sm all u n its , it  
would not, from a p rac tica l point of v iew , be considered in the en terprise  
com binations anyw ay.
W ith the assum ption of s ing le-va lued  ex p ec ta tio n s , input-output 
coeffic ien ts are known with ce rta in ty . Even with the  g rea tes t care exer­
c ised  in the se lec tio n  of coeffic ien ts and p r ic e s , th is  is  not a wholly
rea lis tic  assum ption. However, th is assum ption is  used in other con­
ventional research techniques, and is  not unique to  linear programming. 
In fac t, assumptions of th is  nature are Implied In any estim ate or pre­
diction of the future. However, the effect on optimal plans of the 
coefficients believed most critical can be determined by varying the 
coefficients over a relevant range. The prices of some of the more 
important crop and livestock enterprises Included in th is  study were 
varied over a range to determine the effects on optimal p lan s . In some 
situations programmed the prices varied over a fairly wide range without 
greatly altering the optimum combinations of en terp rises. Other prices 
can be handled in a like manner.
The resu lts of th is study have more specific application on those 
farms with resource situations that generally fa ll w ithin the range of 
the situations programmed. The programmed situations do not Include 
all possible situations for farms 100 acres and under in the 4 Parish 
Area. The programming of a ll possible situations would be a formidable 
ta sk . S till, a large number of situations was programmed, and the writer 
feels that a majority of the practical farm situations on small farms in 
the area were closely approximated.
CHAPTER IV
DATA AND PROCEDURES
The purpose of th is  chapter is  to  describe  the  data  and to  present 
the  procedure used  in se tting  up the  re so u rces , re s tr ic tio n s , and the  
method of analyzing the economic p o ss ib ilitie s  for the  spec ific  re s tr ic ­
tions . The farm plans and incomes shown in the following chapter were 
determ ined by linear programming, the logic and technique of which w as 
shown in the preceding chap te r. An example of the b as ic  model used  in  
th is  study w as a lso  shown in  the  preceding chap te r. As a b a s is  for pro­
gramming, it w as necessary  to  define the  restric tio n s which lim it the 
p lan  in each of the farm situa tions programmed and ana lyzed .
S election  of Farm S ituations and Resource R estrictions 
Land Acreage and U se
This study w as confined to  sm all farms 100 acres and under as 
c la ss if ied  in  the Southern Regional Project S -4 2 .1 Farms 100 acres and 
under were not divided into specified  ca tegories or s iz e s  as is  the usual 
custom  for a de ta iled  study . But land resources were permitted to  vary 
from 0 to  100 a c re s .^  As a re su lt, in s tead  of having specified  s iz e s  of
*A study of a sim ilar nature of medium and large farms in th is  same 
4 Parish Area w ill follow subsequen tly .
2 This is  made possib le  by the  technique of linear programming which 
perm its the varying of resource re s tr ic tio n s .
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20, 40, 60, 80 acres, for example, from which to estimate optimum 
programs, optimums of various unspecified magnitudes were computed 
from 0  to 1 0 0  acres of cropland under different resource restric tions.
This results In a series of optimum combination of enterprises from 0 to 
100 acres of cropland for each set of limited resource situations. These 
optimum plans can be associated , however, with farms of specified sizes 
with little  difficulty, if a comparison of this nature Is desired. As an 
average of seventy per cent of total land in farms is  in cropland and 
cotton acreage allotment was limited to 30 per cent of total cropland, 
an average 40-acre farm, for example would contain 28 acres of cropland,
8.5 acres or 30 per cent of which would be available for cotton.
Since soil capability or productivity varies with the different types 
of so il, land area of farms 1 0 0  acres and under was divided, on the basis 
of parish and farm soil capability maps, into categories or groupings by 
soil type capability. A description of these groupings (clay, mixed, 
sandy) was given in Chapter II. Percentages of the total land in farms 
1 0 0  acres and under in the various soil groupings or c lasses were as 
follows: 54 per cent in the clay, 21 per cent in the mixed and 25 per 
cent in the sandy grouping (Table XII).
Table XIII shows total land in farms by various soil type and soil 
type combinations on farms whose operators are cooperating with the Parish 
Soil Conservation Service. In the programming analysis five different soil 
situations were programmed. They included situations each for clay, mixed, 
sandy, a combination of clay and mixed, and a combination of clay, mixed,
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Table XII. Total Land in Farms by Soil Types on Farms 100 Acres and
Under Whose Operators are Cooperating with Soil Conserva­
tion Service, 4 Parish Area, M ississippi River Delta Area of 
Louisiana, 1959
Parish
Soil Types
Clav Mixed Sandv Total
Concordia 870 129 394 1,393
East Carroll 6,522 2,109 3,036 11,667
Madison 3,981 2,063 1,504 7,548
Tensas 2,259 995 1,190 4,444
Total 13,632 5,296 6,124 25,052
Per cent of Total 54 2 1 25 1 0 0
SOURCE: Soil capability maps from Parish Soil Conservation Service, 
4 Parish Area, M ississippi River Delta Area of Louisiana.
Table XIII. Total Land in Farms by Soil Type and Soil Type Combinations on Farms, Cooperating with Soil 
Conservation Service, 4 Parish Area, Mississippi River Delta Area of Louisiana, 1959
All All All Combination of Combination of Combination of Combination of 
Parish_______ Clay Mixed Sandv Clav Mixed Sandy Clay Mixed Mixed Sandy Clav Sandy Total
26 59 64 46 252 164 1,393Concordia 436 —-- 42 136 48 1 2 0
East Carroll 4428 250 1580 600 661 561
Madison 2218 377 129 928 755 977
Tensas 1244 37 95 482 396 469
Total 8326 664 1846 2146 1860 2127
Per cent of Total 33 3 7 9 7 8
1321 878 360 656 133 239 11,667
626 680 251 194 209 204 8,548
429 398 164 602 104 24 4,444
2402 2105 839 1498 698 631 25,852
1 0 8 3 6 3 3 1 0 0
SOURCE: Soil maps from Parish Soil Conservation Service, 4 Parish Area, Mississippi River Delta Area of Louisiana
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and sandy. For exam ple, a situation  containing only clay so il would 
include 33 per cent of the to ta l land in farms 100 acres and under in the 
4 Parish Area (Table XXII). A situation  containing only mixed or sand 
would include 3 and 7 per cent of the to ta l acres of cropland, re sp ec­
tiv e ly . Twenty-four per cent of the to tal cropland contained a mixture 
of c lay , mixed, and sandy so il ty p es . S ituations containing equal pro­
portions of each of the three soil types were programmed. Eighteen per 
cent of the to ta l cropland contained a mixture of clay and mixed soil 
ty p e s . Situations containing equal proportions of each of the two soil 
types were programmed.
The primary consideration in  the selection  of so il types and so il 
type com binations, as  w ell as  other re s tr ic tio n s , w as to make certain  
that the situations se lec ted  and programmed represen t, a s  far as possib le , 
the g rea test number of situations that actually  occur in the 4 Parish Area, 
so that recommendations made on the analysis of th ese  situations w ill be 
applicable to as  large a number of farms and as large a number of acres 
as p ossib le .
Labor
Four levels of labor availab ility  were considered for the various 
farm situations studied in the 4 Parish Area. These labor situations in ­
clude those in w hich, (1 ) the operator is  advancing in age and thus is  not 
capable of performing full time work or one who may perform a part-tim e 
jo b , such as school-bus driving, in addition to operating the farm, or 2 / 3
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m an-equivalent, (2 ) the  operator handles the farm alone on a full-tim e 
b a s is , or one m an-equivalent, (3) the operator. In addition to  h is own 
full-tim e labor, has sufficient unpaid family labor to  equal .5 man- 
equivalent, or a to ta l of 1.5 m an-equivalents, and (4) the  operator, in 
addition to  h is own full-tim e labor, has sufficient unpaid family labor to 
equal 1 .0  m an-equivalent or a to ta l of 2 .0  m an-equivalen ts. There is  an 
average of approximately 1 . 2  m an-equivalents of labor availab le on a ll 
farms in the 4 Parish Area according to the 1960 C ensus of Agriculture.
Labor availab ility  and requirements were considered by months with 
each month a separate time period. Table XIV shows the method by which 
the availab ility  of both the operator and unpaid family labor w as deter­
mined. M an-equivalent months were converted to  an hourly b asis  for both 
the operator and unpaid family labor, as  shown in  Table XIV. Table XV 
shows the amount of both operator and unpaid family labor available by 
months for the four different leve ls  of labor stud ied . The different amounts 
of available labor are assum ed to  be rather fixed a t each of the above 
specified le v e ls , with the exception that labor for cotton chopping and 
picking can be hired in unlimited quantities a t specified  hourly r a te s .
Hired labo r. A labor buying activ ity  for cotton chopping and picking 
w as Included in the programming a n a ly s is , thus allowing labor to be hired 
during the peak seasons of chopping and picking. That i s ,  extra labor w ill 
be hired if its  returns per hour are equal to or more than its  cost per hour. 
Labor is  hired only then after availab le  operator and unpaid family labor 
have been exhausted.
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Table XIV. Conversion of Available Operator and Unpaid Family Labor 
from Man-equivalent Months to an Hourly B asis, 4 Parish 
Area, M ississippi River Delta Area of Louisiana
Month ODerator1
Unpaid Family 
labor?
Total or 2 
man-eauivalents
January 190 142 332
February 178 134 312
March 190 142 332
April 188 141 329
May 234 351 585
June 232 348 580
July 234 351 585
August 234 351 585
September 232 174 406
October 234 176 410
November 188 141 329
December 190 142 332
Total 2524 2593 5117
Based on 8  hours per day for 22 days per month and 1.5 hours per day 
for the remaining days In November, December, January, March and 
April. February labor was based on 8  hours per day for 21 days and
1.5 hours for the remaining days. Labor for the months of May, June, 
July, August, September, and October was based on 10 hours per day 
for 22 days and 1.5 hours per day for the remaining days.
2Since school children are available for more work in summer, this is 
based on women and children supplying 1 / 2  (six months) of their labor 
during May, June, July, and August, or 1.5 man-equivalents per month 
during this period and .75 man-equivalent each month for the remaining 
8  months of the year. This allocation of one man-equivalent of unpaid 
family labor results in increased hours as the working days are longer 
during the summer period of May, June, July, and August when 1/2 of 
the labor is assumed to  be available.
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Table XV. Available Operator and Unpaid Family Labor in Monthly Man* 
equ ivalen ts, 4 Parish Area, M ississipp i River Delta Area of 
Louisiana
Month 2/3 M .E. 1.0 M .E . 1 1.5 M .E . 2
January 127 190 261 332
February 119 178 245 312
March 127 190 261 332
April 125 188 258 329
May 156 234 410 585
June 155 232 406 580
July 156 234 410 585
August 156 234 410 585
September 155 232 319 406
October 156 234 322 410
November 125 188 258 329
December W 190 261 332
Total 1684 2524 3821 5117
SOURCE: Table XIV.
*One m an-equivalent of operator labor.
^One m an-equivalent of operator labor plus .5 m an-equivalent of unpaid 
family labor.
3
One m an-equivalent of operator labor plus 1.0 m an-equivalent of unpaid 
family labor.
Seasonal hired labor for both cotton chopping and picking can 
and is  effectively used in cotton production. This labor is  over and 
above operator and unpaid family labor, which are more or le ss  fixed 
resources as previously mentioned. Seasonal hired labor w as con­
sidered unlimited at a rate of $.45 per hour for chopping and $.65 ,e r  
hour for picking. A common practice in the area is  for chopping and 
picking crews to come in supervised groups, thus the amount of seasonal 
hired labor was assumed not to  be restric ted  by a lack of operator 
supervision.
Levels of Technology and Management
One of the objectives of th is study is  to determine possible net 
Income increases on farms of specified sizes from the adoption of im­
proved technological developments or practices combined with above- 
average managerial ab ility . As a re su lt, two alternative conditions are 
used with regard to level of management and state  of technology. They 
are: (1 ) present technology which represents average management and 
the use of presently accepted farm technology or the average of present 
production p rac tices, including Inputs, outputs, e t c . ,  (2 ) advanced 
technology which represents above-average management and the use of 
improved farm technology which reflects new and improved techniques 
and practices in increased production. The differences in the levels of 
management and technology are reflected in the different input-output 
coefficients used in programming. There are Important differences
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occurring In the cropping system under these different conditions. Under 
the first condition (present technology) the cropping system approxi­
mates the average of those generally being followed in the area. Under 
the second condition (advanded technology) improved practices and in ­
creased fertilizer rates are used on the various types of so il. These, 
together with th e  selection of improved varie ties, tim eliness of field 
operations, e tc . ,  are reflected in increased y ie ld s.
Capital
Capital was not used as a resource restriction for any farm situa­
tions programmed. Capital was unlimited as far as restraints on combi­
nations of resources and enterprises were concerned. However, amounts 
of operating capital required are shown at each programmed optimum.
These can serve as guides as to the amount of capital necessary for 
production of these enterprises when they are included in the farm plans. 
For example, a combination of enterprises including only crops has a 
small operating capital requirement. If a hog enterprise is included in 
the combinations, operating capital increases as well as net income. 
When dairying and commercial layers are included in the combinations, 
operating capital increases s till further, as well as net returns.
Only operating capital requirements are shown for the different 
resource situations programmed. Budgeted expenses for each enterprise 
have been used as an estimate of operating capital requirements. At any 
combination of enterprises, operating capital is a summation of the annual
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budgeted expenses for all the  en terprises included. Investm ent cap ital 
requirements may be of in te re s t. They Include the replacem ent value of 
the major cap ital item s, such as  machinery, equipment, liv esto ck , 
bu ild ings, e tc . Although investm ent cap ital requirem ents are not shown 
specifically  in the situations programmed, an estim ate can be made by 
multiplying the number of units of a specific  enterprise requiring addi­
tional investm ent cap ital by the per unit requirements found in the  d is ­
cussion  of the en terprise .
Enterprise Budgets 
The crop and livestock enterprises budgeted and used in th is  study 
are those most commonly produced on small farms in the 4 Parish Area.
Two levels of management and technology (present and advanced) and 
three soil types (clay, mixed, sand , and various combinations of these  
three soil types) were used for each of the crop budgets . Budgets used 
in  th is  study are those prepared by the D elta Subcommittee of the  Southern
o
Regional Project S -42 , or m odifications. All en te rp rises , both crop and 
livestock , compete freely for the farmers lim ited re so u rc e s . Various re ­
source restric tions are imposed on the en terprises so that the effects of
^Information concerning these  budgets may be obtained from 
Enterprise Budgets for Cotton Farms in the M ississipp i River D elta of 
A rkansas. Louisiana. and M iss iss ip p i, a Report Prepared by Members 
of the D elta Subcommittee of Southern Regional Project S-42 (D.A.E. 
C ircular Number 281, Baton Rouge: Louisiana Agricultural Experiment 
S tation, June, 1960).
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these restrictions can be ascertained. The solutions which result give 
a range of alternative farm plans or programs that w ill apply to a number 
of farm conditions.
For each of the budgets prepared, the assumption was made that 
each farm operator owned a tractor, seedbed preparation, seeding, and 
cultivating equipment, trailer wagon, mower, and other small items of 
equipment necessary for production. Appendix Table I contains e s ti­
mated performance ra tes , length of life , price, and total cost per hour 
for specified items of equipment commonly used on small farms in the 4 
Parish Area. As no large items of equipment were owned, it was assumed 
that custom services were available at specified rates in unlimited 
quan tities.
Crop Enterprises
As previously mentioned budgets were prepared for those crops 
most commonly grown in the 4 Parish Area. These included such crops 
as cotton, corn, soybeans, o a ts , and wheat. An example of a crop budget
4is  shown in Table XVI. It shows estimated costs and returns per acre 
for cotton on small farms with clay so il, hand harvest, and advanded 
levels of technology and management. Table XVII shows the monthly 
distribution of labor requirements for cotton under these conditions. In 
Table XVIII is  shown the estim ated annual labor, power, and machinery
4 See footnote on previous page.
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Table XVI. Estimated C osts and Returns Per Acre for Cotton on Small 
Farms, Clay Soil Group, Hand H arvest, Advanded 
Technology, 4 Parish Area, M ississippi River Delta Area of 
Louisiana 1
Item Unit Quantity Price Amount
(dollars) (dollars)
Income:
Cotton (Unt) lb . 450.0 .312 140.40
Cotton seed lb . 794.0 .025 19.85
Total 160.25
Expenses:
Seed3 cwt. .7 9.00 6.30
Fertilizer (ammonium nitrate) cwt. 2 . 8 3.80 10.64
Insecticide acre 1 . 0 11.05 11.05
Pre-emergence acre 1 . 0 3.20 3.20
Insecticide application4 acre 1 . 0 6.75 6.75
Tractor operation hour 8.44 1.05 8 . 8 6
Equipment operation hour 1 . 0 3.80 3.80
Ginning, bagging and tie s cw t. lint 4.5 2.70 12.15
Interest on operating capital acre 1 . 0 1.59 1.59
M iscellaneous^ acre 1 . 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0
Total expenses listed 65.34
Net returns above specified expenses 94.91
SOURCE: Enterprise Budgets for Cotton Farms in the M ississippi River 
Delta Area of A rkansas, M ississ ipp i, and Louisiana, a Report 
Prepared by Members of the Delta Subcommittee of Southern 
Regional Project S-42 (D.A.E. C ircular Number 281, Baton 
Rouge: Louisiana Agricultural Experiment S tation, June, 1960), 
p . 146.
^Small farms use 2 -row land preparation and cultivation equipment.
^Trash per ba le , 3.3% of harvested seed cotton weight (1,287 lb s .)
^Seeding rate 50 lb s . per acre one time over.
4Nlne applications a t $0.75 per acre .
3H oes, f i le s , pick sack s, e tc .
Table XVII. Monthly Distribution of Labor Requirements Per Acre for Cotton on Small Farms, Clay Soil Group, 
Hand Harvest, Advanced Technology, 4 Parish Area, M ississippi River Delta Area of Louisiana
Item Unit Total IanL Feb. Mar. Apr, Mav Tune Tulv Aua. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.
Cut stalks hour .40 . 1 1t . 1 1 ,08 . 1 0
Disk hour 1 . 0 0 .18 .18 .24 . .24 .16
Bed and rebed hour 1 . 2 0 .17 .17 .24 .24 .24 .24
Fertilize hour .60 .30 .30
Harrow hour .40 .18 . 2 2
Plant, replant 
and premerge
Cultivate
hour
hour
.84
3.00
.39
.42
.45
1 . 0 2 1 . 0 2 .54
Chop hour 16.63 2.50 6.64 5.82 1.67
Poison*
Harvest
Haul
hour
hour
80.43
4.00
24.14
1 . 2 0
36.19
1.80
2 0 . 1 0
1 . 0 0
Total labor hour 108.50 .46 .46 .78 4.27 8.33 6.84 2 . 2 1 25.34 37.99 21.42 .40
SOURCE: Enterprise Budgets for Cotton Farms in the M ississippi River Delta Area of Arkansas. Louisiana, and 
M ississippi, a Report Prepared by Members of the Delta Subcommittee of Southern Regional Project 
S-42 (D.A.E. Circular Number 281, Baton Rouge: Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station, June,
1960), p . 147. o>A
1 Multiple operation applicator attached to cultivator.
Table XVIII. Estimated Annual Labor, Power, and Machinery Requirements Per Acre for Cotton on Small Farms, 
Clay Soil Group, Hand Harvest, Advanced Technology, 4 Parish Area, Mississippi River Delta 
Area of Louisiana
Operation
Dates
performed
Equipment
size
Times
over
Per acre 
once over Man Tractor Eauioment
Equipment 
costs 
per acre
(hours) (hours) (hours) (hours)
Cut stalks 11-1 to 3-1 2 -row 1 . 0 .4 .40 .40 .40 .08
Disk 12-1 to 5-1 6 *—8 * 2 . 0 .5 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 .54
Bed and rebed 11-1 to 5-1 2 -row 2 . 0 . 6 1 . 2 0 1 . 2 0 1 . 2 0 .28
Fertilize 3-1 to 5-1 2 -cow 1 . 0 . 6 .60 .60 .60 .07
Harrow 4-1 to 6-1 2  section 1 . 0 .4 .40 .40 .40 . 0 2
Plant, replant and
premerge 4-1 to 6-1 2 -row 1.4 . 6 .84 .84 .84 .90
Cultivate 4-15 to 7-15 2 -row 6 . 0 .5 3.00 3.00 3.00 .72
Chop 4-15 to 7-15 1.25 13.3 16.63
Poison*
Ground 5-1 to 7-15 3.0 .5 1.50 .27
Plane (custom) 9.0
Total preharvest 24.07 7.44 2 . 8 8
Harvest^ 9-1 to 12-1 hand 80.43
Haul3 9-1 to 12-1 4.00 1 . 0 0 4.00 .92
Total harvest 84.43
Total 108.50 8.44 3.80
SOURCE: Enterprise Budgets for Cotton Farms in the Mississippi River Delta Area of Arkansas . Louisiana. and
M ississippi. a Report Prepared by the Members of the Delta Subcommittee of Southern Regional Project 
S-42 (D.A.E. Circular Number 281, Baton Rouge: Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station, June, 
1960), p . 148.
* Spray rig mounted to cultivator and spray applied simultaneously with cultivation.
3Hand harvest, 160 lbs. per 10 hour day. §
3Haul with 3 bale trailer and tractor.
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requirements per acre for cotton on small farms under the conditions 
explained above.
Livestock Enterprises
Three livestock enterprises, hogs, commercial layers, and dairy 
cows, were budgeted for this study. Livestock enterprises are shown 
under advanced levels of management, as returns from lower levels 
showed no substantial unit returns. In situations which livestock are 
programmed, crops are at advanced levels of technology and management. 
Beef cattle  were not included in the situations programmed. Beef cattle 
require larger amounts of capital and land and le ss  labor. Farm operators 
on small farms in the 4 Parish Area have more labor and less  land and 
cap ital. The following is a brief description of the livestock enterprises 
programmed.
Two-litter hoo system: Under th is system of swine production each 
sow farrows in March and September and the marketing months are 
September and March, respectively. An average of 13.6 pigs are marketed 
annually or an annual pork production per sow of 27,200 pounds. An 
average of . 4 market hog is kept each year for replacement of the sow or 
one 400 pound sow culled every three y ea rs . The input-output data for 
this system are combined for spring and fall litters and are included in 
Appendix Table II. One acre of pasture is  required for each sow and two 
litte rs . Hog production is limited to home grown grains, that i s ,  com , 
oa ts , and wheat. Concentrates are purchased. An additional $170 capital
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investment is required per sow and two litters of p ig s .
Dairying: The dairy enterprise includes cows of good productive 
capacity . Total annual production consists of 7,500 lb s . of grade A milk 
plus cull cows and calves sold as meat. The average productive life per 
cow is 5 yea rs . Thus, the culling rate for d iseased , slow and non­
breeders is assumed at twenty per cen t, five per cent of which is  assumed 
death ra te . The dairy enterprise is based on a 12-month pasture grazing 
program plus hay, silage and concentrates. Appendix Table IV shows 
estim ated costs and returns for a 40-cow dairy herd which includes the 
cost of keeping and raising replacem ents. An additional capital invest­
ment of $760 in anim als, buildings, and equipment is required per cow.
Commercial layers: The poultry enterprise is  based on 1,000 laying 
hens under the house floor p lan . Replacements are sexed pullets at 16 
weeks of age. Eighty-seven per cent of the laying flock is  replaced each 
year, 76 per cent of which are cull hens and 12 per cent mortality. The 
average annual egg production per hen is  185 eggs. Appendix Table V 
shows estim ated costs and returns per 1 , 0 0 0  layers under the floor plan 
with the purchase of replacements for the 4 Parish Area. An additional 
cap ital investment of $4,100 in b irds, buildings, and equipment is  re ­
quired per 1 , 0 0 0  lay e rs .
Technical Production Coefficients
The input-output coefficients used in preparing the enterprise 
budgets in th is study represent those production practices and rates now
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currently being achieved in the 4 Parish Area (present technology a s  
described  earlier) and those  p rac tices  and ra te s  th a t are expected to  be 
ach ieved  in the  near future (advanced technology). These are shown in 
Table XIX for the  major commodities produced in the  4 Parish Area. Levels 
of technology (present and advanced) w hich include different cu ltural 
p rac tices  a s  w ell a s  different ra te s  of fe rtiliza tion  are d ifferen tiated  by 
different m agnitudes of input-output coeffic ien ts in the  programming 
a n a ly s is . The different production po ten tia ls  of the three so il types (clay , 
mixed, sandy) are included in the above coeffic ien ts a ls o . For exam ple, 
cotton on clay  so il and under presen t lev e ls  of cu ltu ral p ra c tic e s , and 
management which includes 65 of N itrogen, is  estim ated  to  produce 350 
pounds of lin t, w hile cotton on the  same clay so il under advanced lev e ls  
of cu ltu ral p rac tices and management, which includes 90 pounds of 
N itrogen, is  estim ated  to produce 450 pounds of lin t co tton .
Prices
The in itia l prices paid and p rices received  used in th is  study are 
based  on the assum ption of continued government programs in ag ricu ltu re , 
foreign trade in agricu ltural com m odities, full employment in the  Industrial 
sec to r of the economy and a continued "cold" but not "hot" w ar.
The p rices of both inputs and outputs used  represen t annual p rices 
tha t are expected to be rea lized  by farmers in the 4 Parish Area of the 
M ississ ip p i River D elta Area of Louisiana during the next 3-5 y e a rs .
They are e ssen tia lly  a blending of present p rice s , averages of past p ric e s .
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Table XIX. Crop Yields and Associated Rates of Fertilization for Present 
and Advanced Technology for the Major Crop Enterprises by 
Soil Type, 4 Parish Area, M ississippi River Delta Area of 
Louisiana
Crop Yield Fertilization Rate
Crop and 
soil types Unit
Present
technoloov
Advanced
technology
Present
technology
Advanced
technology
Pounds of Nitrogen
Cotton
Clay lb s . lint 350 450 65 90
Mixed lb s . lint 500 600 90 1 2 0
Sand lb s . lint 625 750 1 0 0 150
Com
Clay bu. 23 46 32.5 45.5
Mixed bu. 35 65 45.0 65.6
Sand bu. 46 81 61.5 82.0
Soybeans
Clay bu. 15 2 0 0 0
Mixed bu. 18 24 0 0
Sand bu. 2 1 29 0 0
Oats
(fall sown)
Clay bu. 40 50 48.75 65.0
Mixed bu. 50 60 48.75 65.0
Sand bu. 50 60 48.75 65.0
Wheat
Clay bu. 2 0 25 48.75 65.0
Mixed bu. 25 30 48.75 65.0
Sand bu. 25 30 48.75 65.0
SOURCE: Enterprise Budgets for Cotton Farms in the M ississippi River 
Delta of A rkansas. Louisiana, and M ississ ip p i, a Report Pre­
pared by the Members of the Delta Subcommittee of Southern 
Regional Project Number S-42 (D.A.E. Circular Number 281, 
Baton Rouge: Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station, June, 
1960), p . 5.
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and estim ates of prices most likely to prevail over the future short-run 
period. This synthesis agrees, however, rather closely with 1957- 
1958 prices paid and received in the area under study* Appendix 
Table VII shows prices of selected  items used in th is study for the 
4 Parish Area.
CHAPTER V
ANALYSIS OF OPTIMUM FARM PLANS
The results of the analysis of the various farm plans programmed 
under different resource situations are presented in this chapter. These 
results include both the optimum enterprise combinations and the effects 
of changing the level of different resource situations. In the discussion 
that follows reference will be made to "optimums" and to "optimum com­
bination of resources." When these terms are used, they will mean the 
maximum net returns resulting from the various combination of enter­
prises under different levels of resources subject to specified restrictions.
Table XX shows the estimated yields, prices, labor, costs , and 
returns per acre on different soil groupings, at advanced levels of 
technology and management practices for the major enterprises produced 
in the 4 Parish Area*. These data were developed from the enterprise
Since the major objective of this study is the determination of 
adjustment opportunities available to small cotton farmers in the 4 Parish 
Area, most of the analysis in this chapter is directed toward advanced 
levels of technology and management practices. Advanced technology 
represents those practices that can and/or should be achieved by the 
majority of the small farms in the 4 Parish Area in the near future. 
Although situations were programmed under the present level of 
technology and managerial practices, most reference is  made to them 
in a later section of this chapter when comparisons are made with the 
advanced levels of technology.
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Table XX. Estimated Yield, Prices, Labor, C osts, and Returns Per Acre for Various Enterprises on Selected 
Soil Types, Advanced Technology, 4 Parish Area, M ississippi River Delta Area of Louisiana
Item Cotton Com Soybeans Oats Wheat Hoas
Yield 450 lb s . 1 46 bu.
Clav Soil Type
20 bu. 50 bu. 25 bu.
2
27.2 cwt.
Price $ .312 1b. $ 1 . 2 0  bu, $1.90 bu. $ .76 bu. $1.75 bu. $15.00 cwt.
Labor
D ec.-Feb. (hrs.) 1.32 1.39 1.06 . 1 1 . 1 1 21.25
Mar.-May (hrs.) 13.38 6.13 2.35 .14 .14 23.83
June-Aug. (hrs.) 9.05 1.98 2.35 .83 .83 14.55
Sept.-N ov. (hrs.) 84.75 14.00 .24 1.85 1.85 22.99
Gross returns $160.25 $55.20 $38.00 $38.00 $43.75 $423.39
Operating capital $ 65.34 $34.67 $26.66 $32.54 $30.67 $357.98
Net returns $ 94.91 $20.53 $11.34 $ 5.46 $13.08 $ 65.41
Table XX. Continued
Item Cotton Com Soybeans Oats Wheat Hogs
Yield 600 lb s . 1 65 bu
Mixed Soil Type 
24 bu. 60 bu. 30 bu. 2.72 cw t . 2
Price $ .312 1b. $ 1 . 2 0  bu $1.90 bu. $ .76 bu. $1.75 bu. $15.00 cwt.
Labor
D ec.-Feb. (hrs.) 1.36 1.39 .78 . 1 1 . 1 1 21.25
M ar.-M ay (hrs.) 4.69 3.41 2.61 .14 .14 23.83
June-Aug. (hrs.) 2.90 .64 5.12 .83 .83 14.55
Sept.-N ov. (hrs.) 111.35 19.72 .27 1.85 1.85 22.99
Gross returns $213.62 $78.00 $45.60 $45.60 $52.50 $423.39
Operating capital $ 84.55 $48.31 $29.68 $35.29 $33.02 $357.98
Net returns $129.07 $29.69 $15.92 $10.31 $19.48 $ 65.41
Table XX. Continued
Item Cotton Corn Soybeans Oats Wheat Hoas
Yield 750 lb s . 1
Sandv Soil Tvoe 
81 bu. 29 bu. 60 bu. 30 bu. 2.72 cw t. 2
Price $ .312 1b. $ 1 . 2 0  bu. $1.90 bu. $ .76 bu. $1.75 bu. $15.00 cwt.
Labor 
D ec.-Feb. (hrs.) 1.36 1.36 .27 . 1 1 . 1 1 21.25
Mar.-May (hrs.) 4.63 3.52 5.30 .14 .14 23.80
June-Aug. (hrs.) 2.90 . 8 8 6.98 .83 .83 14.55
Sept.-N ov. (hrs.) 140.29 24.36 -------- 1.85 1.85 22.99
Gross returns $267.10 $97.20 $55.10 $45.60 $52.50 $423.39
Operating capital $ 94.94 $55.37 $32.09 $35.29 $33.02 $357.98
3
Net returns $172.16 $41.83 $23.01 $10.31 $19.48 $ 65.41
^Also includes 794, 1,057, and 1,324 lb s. of seed cotton @ $50.00 per ton for Clay, Mixed, and Sandy 
Soils, respectively.
2Also includes 1.33 cwt. of cull sow at $11.57 per cwt. This assumes replacing a 400 lb . sow every 
3 years.
Net returns to land, labor (both operator and unpaid family) and management.
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2budgets used in this report. As can be noted from Table XX, enter­
prises such as cotton and hogs, which yield the greatest net returns 
per acre of land, also  have greater requirements for resource inputs, 
such a s , labor and operating cap ital. Other enterprises, such as 
wheat, oa ts , and soybeans, which require less  labor and operating 
costs per acre, also yield less  net returns per acre . Per acre resource 
requirements are generally greater on the mixed and sandy soil groups 
than on the clay so il. However, the returns are also  greater.
In order to facilitate a better comparison of the various enterprises 
produced in the 4 Parish Area, data in Table XX were converted into re­
source requirements per unit return. Table XXI shows the estimated land, 
labor and operating capital required per $ 1 , 0 0 0  net return for specified 
en terprises, by soil groups at advanced levels of technology and 
managerial practices for the 4 Parish Area. From th is table a comparison 
of enterprises can be made of the relative resource requirements neces­
sary to produce a unit ($1,000) of net return. As noted in Table XX, 
cotton and hogs make relatively greater demands on labor and operating 
costs per acre of land while yielding a greater net return. But in the 
utilization of resources per unit return, cotton and hogs s till require large 
amounts of labor and operating capital, yet require comparatively less  
land (Table XXI). In fact, cotton requires considerably less  land per
^See footnote page 61.
Table XXI. Estimated Average Land, Labor and Operating Capital Required Per $1,000 Net Return for 
Specified Enterprises, on Small Farms, by Soil Types, Advanced Technology, M ississippi 
River Delta Area of Louisiana
Amount of resource required per $1.000 net return
Labor
Enterprises Land capital D ec.-Feb. Mar.-May June-Aug, Sept.-Nov. _ Total
(acres) (dollars) (hours) (hours) (hours) (hours) (hours)
Clay'S o il Type
Crops
Cotton 10.5 6 8 6 13.9 140.5 95.0 889.9 1139.3
Com 48.7 1688 67.7 298.5 96.4 681.8 1144.4
Soybeans 8 8 . 2 2351 93.5 207.3 207.3 2 1 . 2 529.3
Oats 183.2 5961 2 0 . 2 25.6 152.1 338.9 536.8
Wheat 78.5 2346 8.4 10.7 63.5 141.5 224.1
Livestock
Hogs 15.3 5477 325.1 364.6 2 2 2 . 6 351.7 1264.0
Mixed Soil Tvoe
Crops __
Cotton 7.7 651 10.5 36.1 22.3 857.4 926.3
Com 33.7 1628 46.8 114.9 2 1 . 6 664.6 847.9
Soybeans 62.8 1863 49.0 163.9 321.5 17.0 551.4
Oats 97.0 3423 10.7 13.6 80.5 1P9.4 284.2
Wheat 51.3 1694 5.6 7.2 42.6 94.9 150.3
Livestock
Hogs 15.3 5477 325.1 364.6 2 2 2 . 6 351.7 1264.0
Table XXI. Continued
Amount of resource reauired Der $1,000 net return
Operating Labor
Enterprises Land capital Dec. -Feb. Mar. -Mav Tune-Aug. Sept.-Nov. Total
(acres) (dollars) (hours) (hours) 
Sandv Soil Tvoe
(hours) (hours) (hours)
Crops
Cotton 5.8 551 7.9 26.9 16.8 813.7 865.3
Com 23.9 1323 32.5 84.1 2 1 . 0 582.2 719.8
Soybeans 43.5 1396 11.7 126.7 166.8 ------ 305.2
Oats 97.0 3423 10.7 13.6 80.5 179.4 284.2
Wheat 51.3 1694 5.6 7.2 42.6 94.9 150.3
Livestock
Hogs 15.3 5477 325.1 364.6 2 2 2 . 6 351.7 1264.0
SOURCE: Table XX
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$1,000 net return than most enterprises produced In the 4 Parish Area* 
Enterprises such as soybeans, o a ts , and w heat, that require relatively 
le ss  labor per $1 , 0 0 0  return, Impose a greater demand on land resources 
than enterprises such as cotton and hogs. On the other hand, com 
Imposes a relatively large demand on land and labor in the production of 
$ J , 0 0 0  net return.
In general, the same relationships exist among the different enter­
prises when the different soil groups are considered. However, fewer 
units of land, labor and capital are required per unit of return for the 
sandy soil group, followed by the mixed and then clay so il. For ex­
ample, 5 .8 , 7 .7 , and 10.5 acres of land are required on sandy, mixed, 
and clay , respectively, to yield $ 1 , 0 0 0  in net returns from cotton produc­
tion. The same general relationship exists for labor and cap ital. This is 
a result of greater yield capabilities of sandy soils over other soil types, 
other things being equal.
Effect of Changes in the Quantity or Quality of Resources 
on Optimal Combinations of Enterprises
The quantity or quality of resources available to any farm manager 
varies through the y ea rs . The purpose of th is section is to estimate the 
impact of varying amounts of specified resource supplies on the most 
profitable combination of enterprises.
It is assumed com is hand harvested in this study
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Farm situations analyzed in th is  section  were programmed with 
five different so il groups at four different levels of resident labor . 4  
In each situation programmed, cropland was allowed to vary from 0 to  100
C
ac res . Each situation , in rea lity , is  a series of continuing programs or 
plans at various levels of cropland from 0  to  1 0 0  acres a t a specified level 
of available resident labor and a particular soil grouping. Other than land, 
and the hiring of cotton chopping and picking, the quantity of other av a il­
able resources remained constant over a ll s izes  of farms from 0  to  1 0 0  
acres of cropland. Cotton acreage allotment was restric ted  to 30 per 
cent of to tal acrea of cropland.
Effects pf Varying the Amount of Cropland
Table XXII shows the optimum combinations of enterprises from 0 
to 100 acres of cropland at 1.5 m an-equivalents on selected  soil groups 
at the advanced level of technology and managerial practices for the 4 
Parish Area. The size of a particular "optimum" (designated by 1st, 2nd, 
3rd, e t c . , in the caption of Table XXII), denotes the level of cropland 
acres a t which optimum combinations of enterprises change. The size 
of the optimums is determined by the relative requirements of the particular 
enterprises selected for the limited resource su p p lie s , and by the type of
^Resident labor includes both operator and unpaid family labor 
available and/or used during the year.
'’This variable resource provision permits scarce land resources 
to be allocated where its  marginal return w ill be h ighest.
Table XXII. Optimum Plans on Farms from 8 >to 100 Acres of Cropland, Selected Soil Types, One and
One-half M an-equivalents, Advanced Technology, 4 Parish Area, M ississippi River Delta 
Area of Louisiana
Optimum combinations
Item 1 st 2 nd 3rd 4th 5th 6 th
Crops 
Cotton (acres) 
Com (acres) 
Soybeans (acres) 
Oats (acres) 
Wheat (acres)
5.9
1 0 . 6
Clav Soil Grouoina
7.3 10.9 
13.1 19.8
17.3
31.3
19.6
28.8
7.3
28.9
28.8
21.5
7.3
livestock  ^
Hogs (acres) 3.1 3.9 5.8 9.2 9.7 9.7
Total acres 19.6 24.3 36.5 57.8 65.4 96.2
Operating capital $1,733 $2,204 $3,518 $5,914 $6,486 $8,178
Net returns $ 978 $1,164 $1,538 $2,096 $2,272 $2,881
Resident labor 
Hours used 
Hours unused
1,149
2,672
1,350
2,471
1,690
2,131
2,158
1,663
2,226
1,595
2,593
1,328
Hours labor hired 0 78 439 1 , 2 2 0 1,405 2,193
Limiting resource Oct. labor Sept. labor Nov. labor Com labor Com feed May labor
a>o
Table XXII. Continued
Optimum combinations
Item 1 st 2 nd 3rd 4th 5th
Crops
Cotton (acres) 
Com (acres) 
Soybeans (acres) 
Oats (acres) 
Wheat (acres)
4.5
7.4
Mixed Soil Grouping
5.6 8.4 
9.1 13.9
13.2
2 1 . 8
15.3
2 0 . 2
6 . 0
Livestock 
Hogs (acres) 3.1 3.8 5.7 9.0 9.6
Total acres 15.0 18.5 28.0 44.0 51.1
Operating capital $1,716 $2,158 $3,486 $5,804 $6,444
Net returns $1,005 $1,188 $1,585 $2,155 $2,390
Resident labor 
Hours used 
Hours unused
976
2,845
1,139
2,682
1,395
2,426
1,656
2,165
1,708
2,113
Hours labor hired 0 74 442 1,206 1,440
Limiting resource Oct. labor Sept. labor Nov. labor Com labor Com feed
Table XXII. Continued
Optimum combinations
Item 1 st 2 nd 3rd 4th 5th
Crops
Cotton (acres) 
Com (acres) 
Soybeans (acres) 
Oats (acres) 
Wheat (acres)
Sandy
3.7
5.6
Soil Grouoina
3.6
7.0
6 . 8
10.4
11.4
17.6
30.5
17.6
44.6
Livestock 
Hogs (acre^ 2.9 3.6 5.4 9 .0 9 .0
Total acres 1 2 . 2 15.2 2 2 . 6 38.0 101.7
Operating capital $1,578 $2,016 $3,208 $5,780 $10,770
Net returns $1,056 $1,263 $1,677 $2,419 $4,993
Resident labor 
Hours used 
Hours unused
962
2,859
1,118
2,703
1,338
2,483
1,645
2,176
2,087
1,734
Hours labor hired 0 79 431 1,333 4,016
Limiting resource Oct. labor Sept. labor Nov. labor Com labor June labor
Table XXII. Continued
Optimum combinations
Item 1 st 2 nd 3rd 4th 5th 6 th
Combination of 50% Clay and 50% Mixed Soil Groupings
Crops
Cotton (mixed acres) 4.7 5 .9  8.5 15.4 18.1 
Com (clay acres) 5 .0  6.4 9.1 16.5 20.4 
Com (mixed acres) 3.1 3.9 5.7 10.3 6 .0  
Soybeans (acres)
Oats (acres)
Wheat (mixed acres) 6 .1
22.3
27.8
14.6
Livestock _ 
Hogs (clay acres) 2 . 8 3.5 5 .0 9.1 9.7 9.3
Total acres 15.6 19.7 28.3 51.3 60.3 74.2
Operating capital $ 1 ,598 $2,066 ' $3,158 $6,196 $6,936 $7,724
Net returns $ ■ 982 $1,183 $1,519 $2,278 $2,545 $2,905
Resident labor 
Hours used 
Hours unused 2
897
,924
1,167
2,654
1,459
2,362
1,800
2 , 0 2 1
1,884
1,937
1,867
1,954
Hours labor hired 0 83 402 1,456 1,751 2,209
Limiting resource Oct. labor Sept. labor Nov. labor Com labor Com feed Mixed com land
00
CO
Table XXII. Continued
Optimum nnmhinatirms
Items 1 st 2 nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th
Combination of 34% Cla^
Crops
Cotton (sandy acres) 3.9 4.9
Com (clay acres) 1.9 2.4
Com (mixed acres) 4.2 5.4
Com (sandy acres) .4 .5
Soybeans (acres)
Oats (acres)
Wheat (mixed acres)
33% Mixed, and 33% Sandy Soil Groupings
6.9
3.3
7.5
.7
13.9
6.7
15.4
1.4
16.4
8.9
1 2 . 0
1 . 6
9.7
26.2
2 1 .1
2 . 6
28.8
Livestock
Hogs (clay acres) 2.5 3.2 4.4 9.1 9.7 8.7
Total acres 12.9 16.4 2 2 . 8 46.5 54.6 87.4
Operating capital $1,450 $1,904 $2,806 $6,542 $7,104 $9,256
Net returns $1,009 $1,228 $1,543 $2,543 $2,853 $3,981
Resident labor 
Hours used 
Hours unused
951
2,870
1 , 1 2 0
2,701
1,315
2,506
1,726
2,095
1,793
2,028
1,898
1,923
Hours labor hired 0 8 8 371 1,696 2,030 3,392
Limiting resource Oct. labor Sept. labor Nov. labor Com labor Com feed Mixed coi
*One acre per sow and two litters
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soil availab le . Under the clay soil group (Table XXII) the first optimum 
combination of enterprises occurred a t 19.6 acres of cropland. When 
cropland acres reached 19.6 ac re s , October resident labor was exhausted 
and thus became a restric tive resource. At th is point an optimum com­
bination of enterprises was determined, including the magnitude of the 
enterprises produced, the combined net re turns, operating capital re ­
quired, and to tal resident labor used and unused.
As cropland acres continue to vary, successive optimums are deter­
mined with the remaining unused resources, commensurate with the re ­
striction of October resident labor and the possibility  that labor for 
cotton chopping and picking can be hired in unlimited quantities* The 
second optimum combination of enterprises occurred a t 24.3 acres of 
cropland for clay so ils . At th is s iz e , September resident labor became 
the restric tive resource. Here again is  shown the magnitude of enter­
p rises grown, net returns, operating cap ita l, e tc . The number of hours 
of labor hired for October is  also  shown.
At the 5th optimum, at 65.4 acres of cropland, corn, which is  fed 
to  hogs, became restric tive due to its  demands on resident labor. No 
com labor can be hired under the given assum ptions. Since hogs were 
s till  profitable and were not restric ted  by resident labor -  no labor can
£
Each successive optimum, at which acres of cropland change, 
corresponds, respectively , to the levels at which October labor, 
September labor, November labor, Com labor. Cord feed, and May labor 
become effective restric tions.
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be hired for hog production under the given assumptions -  an enterprise 
less  demanding on resident labor was chosen to supply feed for hogs.
At th is optimum, wheat entered the program and was fed to hogs. At 
the 6 th optimum at 96.2 acres, hogs reached approximately 19 litters with 
both corn and wheat furnishing the home grown feeds. Soybeans, a re la­
tively labor extensive enterprise, entered the program to utilize addi­
tional cropland available, but remained, within the limits of the resource 
restric tions.
In general, with the exception of cotton, as the acres of cropland 
increase, there is  a decrease in the proportion of cropland acres a llo ­
cated to enterprises which require relatively large quantities of labor. 
Under the restrictions of 30 per cent of total cropland to cotton and 
unlimited hiring of chopping and picking, cotton enters each of the 
optimum plans at its full acreage allotment as cropland varies from 0  to 
1 0 0  acres.
As cropland acres increase from 0 to 100 acres, to tal returns 
increase, but returns per acre decrease, other resources remaining 
constan t. For example, under the clay soil group the marginal value 
product of each additional acre over the range of 0 .0  to 19.6 acres is 
$50.00, $39.20 in the range 19.6 to 24.3 acres, $30.74 in the range 24.3 
to 36.5 ac res, $26.15 in the range 36.5 to 57.8 acres, $23.05 in the 
range 57.8 to 65.4 acres, $19.78 in the range 65.4 to 96.2 acres, and 
$18.17 in the range 96.2 to 100.0 acres of cropland.
Figure 6  shows graphically the data in Table XXII for the clay 
soil grouping. The horizontal axis represents land from 0 and 100 
acres of cropland. The vertical axis represents in different sections 
the marginal productivity of land, to ta l income, and the different 
amounts from the enterprises included in the optimum plans for the 
continuous series of programs. The vertical axis at zero points repre­
sents the plan for 0 acres and $0.00 income. At the first optimum at 19*6 
acres of cropland, income from the enterprises Included ate represented 
by the broken line MN. Amounts of enterprises included at the first 
optimum are shown in Table XXII. At th is  optimum, approximately 6  
litte rs  of hogs, 10.6 acres of com , and 5 .9  acres of cotton are pro­
duced with a net income of $978.
Optimum plans can be determined for a farm of any specific size 
with similar resource restric tions. For example, the optimum plan for 
a farm of an arbitrary size  of 80 acres of cropland is shown by broken 
line RS. An interpolation is  made between the two optimums which the 
farm with 80 acres of cropland fa lls . In th is c a se , it is optimums 5 and 
6  with 65.4 and 96.2 acres of cropland, respectively . The 80 acres of 
cropland is  allocated proportionately among enterprises appearing in the 
5th and 6 th optimums.
Effects gt Different Soil Types and Soil Type Combinations
The effects of soil types and soil type combinations on optimum 
combinations of enterprises and net returns are a lso  shown in Table XXII.
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Marginal Productivity of Land |
Total Income
Cotton
Corn
Soybean*
Wheat
6 .
4 0  60
Acres of Cropland
Graphic Presentation of Table XXII (Clay Soil 
Grouping)
Soil types vary in physical characteristics, which cause differences 
in productive capabilities. Different productive capabilities are re ­
flected in the production coefficients. The production coefficients are 
greatest for a sandy soil followed by mixed, with clay soil la s t. At the 
first optimum, October resident labor became a restrictive resource at 
19.6 acres of clay cropland, at 15.0 acres of mixed and at 12.2 acres 
of sandy cropland (Table XXII).. Net returns for clay, mixed, and sandy 
soils are $978, $1,005, and $1,056, respectively. Net returns on 12.2 
acres of sandy cropland are substantially greater than 19.6 acres of clay 
cropland. The net returns relative to acres of cropland on a combination of 
soil types occur between the extremes of the individual sandy and clay 
groups, depending on the relative proportions of each soil type in the 
combination. For example, net returns from a combination of equal pro­
portions of clay, mixed and sandy soil types is $1,009 (Table XXII, last 
section).
When enterprises are combined for the greatest maximum net returns 
on a farm with a combination of soil types, the enterprise with the greatest 
unit net return will be grown on the soil group with the greatest productive 
capability. This, of course, is within the restraints of the limiting re ­
sources. For example, in the last section of Table XXII on a farm with 
a soil group combination of equal proportions of clay, mixed and sandy 
soil types, cotton,which has a high net return. Is grown on sandy soil
which has the greatest productive capability. Since cotton is restricted to
*
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30 per cent cropland, all sandy cropland is not utilized by cotton. The 
remaining sandy cropland acres are allocated to corn, the next most 
profitable enterprise. Additional com is grown on mixed so il, the soil 
type with the next greatest productive capability. In this situation, the 
remaining acres, after the cotton allotment has been exhausted, is 
allocated to corn and hogs. Other situations will have different combina­
tions .
Hogs are more profitable per acre than corn, but com must be
7
grown before hogs can be produced. Hogs are not restricted to any 
particular soil group but require one acre of land per sow and two litte rs . 
As a result, they are allocated to clay so il, the soil with the least pro­
ductive capability.
As cropland acres increase, limited resources such as labor be­
come restric tive . Labor can be hired for cotton chopping and picking . 
Optimums will then include enterprises with the next greatest net returns 
grown on the soil type with the next greatest capabil ity . At the fourth 
optimum (at 46.5 acres of cropland) labor for com production restricts 
further increases in corn acreage. Hogs are s till profitable and are not 
yet limited by resident labor. As a resu lt, wheat though an expensive 
feed, enters the optimum combination of enterprises and is fed to hogs.
When comparing the soil combination of equal proportions of sand,
7Hogs are restricted to home grown grains. Other feed can be 
purchased.
9 1
mixed, and clay with the individual sandy soil (Table XXII), It can be 
noted that the combination of enterprises on the combination of soil 
types compares favorably with the sandy soil group. For example, at 
the first optimum net returns is $1,056 on 12.2 acres of cropland on sandy 
soil while net returns is $1,009 on 12.9 acres of cropland on the com­
bination of soil ty p es .
A rather wide range exists in the composition of soils on individual 
farms in the 4 Parish Area. Some farms have a much higher percentage of 
one soil type while other farms have a lower percentage. Inferences 
made from the above soil types and soil type combinations should be 
limited to farms which approximate the soil restrictions specified.
Effects of Different Levels of Labor
The quantity of labor available on any farm changes over time.
The farm operator and his wife grow older and their productivity decreases. 
Children grow up and leave the farm for other pursuits. Situations were 
developed with different levels of resident labor availability to determine 
the effect on optimum combinations of enterprises and net income.
Table XXIII shows optimum farm plans for different combinations of enter­
prises from 0  to 1 0 0  acres of cropland on a clay soil group at selected 
levels of available resident labor and at advanced levels of technology 
and managerial skills in the 4 Parish Area.
The different levels of available resident labor appear to have no 
great effect on a particular time of the year at which it becomes a limiting
Table XXin. Optimum Plans on Farms from 0 to 100 Acres of Cropland/ Clay Soil Group/ Selected Levels 
of Resident Labor Availability, Advanced Technology, 4 Parish Area, Mississippi River Delta 
Area of Louisiana
Optimum combinations
Item 1 st 2 nd 3rd 4th 5th 6 th 7th 8 th 9th
Crops
Cotton (acres) 
Com (acres) 
Soybeans (acres) 
Oats (acres) 
Wheat (acres)
2 . 8
5.2
3.5
6.4
Two-thirds Man-eauivalent
5.3 8.4 9.5 10.0 
9.6 15.2 14.1 14.0
1 . 1
3.5 3.5
12.3
14.0
6.3
3.5
16.3 
1 1 . 2
23.4
18.3
10.4
29.2
Livestock 
Hogs (acres) 1.5 1.9 2 . 8 4.4 4.7 4.7 4.7 3.7 3.5
Total acres 9.5 1 1 . 8 17.7 28.0 31.8 33.3 40.8 54.7 61.4
Operating capital $ 840 $1,072 $1,704 $2,872 $3,152 $3,232 $3,656 $4,190 $4,500
Net returns $ 474 $ 565 $ 746 $1,018 $1,103 $1,133 $1,269 $1,515 $1,631
Resident labor 
Hours used 
Hours unused
553
1,131
657
1,027
820
8#4
1,046
638
1,080
604
1,097
587
1,155
529
1,132
552
1,141
543
Hours labor hired 0 38 2 1 2 593 683 720 939 1,279 1,853
Limiting resource Oct.
labor
Sept.
labor
Nov.
labor
Com
labor
Com
feed
May
labor
June
labor
Soybean
labor
April
labor
Table XXIII. Continued
_________________________ Optimum combinations
Item_______________1st 2nd_____3rd_____ 4th_____ 5th_____ 6 th_____ 7th_____ 8 th_____ 9th
One Man-equivalent
Crops
Cotton (acres) 
Com (acres) 
Soybeans (acres) 
Oats (acres) 
Wheat (acres)
4.3
7.7
5.3
9.6
8 . 0
14.4
1 2 . 6
22.7
14.3
2 1 . 0
5.2
15.0
2 1 . 0  
1 . 6
5.2
18.4
2 1 . 0
9.4
5.2
24.6
16.8
34.9
28.0
15.3
44.7
Livestock . 
Hogs (acres) 2 . 2 2 . 8 4.2 6.7 7.1 7.1 7.0 5.6 5.2
Total acres 14.2 17.7 26.6 42.0 47.6 49.9 61.0 81.9 93.2
Operating capital $1,260 $1,604 $2,564 $4,300 $4,718 $4,858 $5,494 $6,272 $6,796
Net returns $ 710 $ 847 $ 1 , 1 2 0 $1,524 $1,653 $1,699 $1,900 $2,269 $2,464
Resident labor 
Hours used 
Hours unused
830
1,694
980
1,544
1,236
1,288
1,575
949
1,625
899
1,652
872
1,701
823
1,723
801
1,745
779
Hours labor hired 0 57 320 8 8 6 1 , 0 2 1 1,099 1,450 1,913 2,228
limiting resource Oct.
labor
Sept.
labor
Nov.
labor
Com
labor
Com
feed
May
labor
June
labor
Com
feed
April
labor
40
CO
Table XXIII. Continued
Optimum combinations
Item 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th
Crops
Cotton (acres) 
Com (acres) 
Soybeans (acres) 
Oats (acres) 
Wheat (acres
5.9
10.6
One and One-half Man-eauivalents
7.3 10.9 17.3 
13.1 19.8 31.3
19.6
28.8
7.3
28.9
28.8
21.5
7.3
Livestock
Hogs (acres) * 3.1 3.9 5.8 9.2 9.7 9.7
Total acres 19.6 24.3 36.5 57.8 65.4 96.2
Operating capital $1,734 $2,204 $3,518 $5,914 $6,486 $8,178
Net returns $ 978 $1,164 $1,538 $2,096 $2,272 $2,881
Resident labor 
Hours used 
Hours unused
1,149
2,672
1,350
2,471
1,690
2,131
2,158
1,663
2,226
1,595
2,593
1,328
Hours labor hired 0 78 439 1,220 1,450 2,193
Limiting resource Oct.
labor
Sept.
labor
Nov.
labor
Com
labor
Com
feed
May
Table XXIQ. Continued
Optimum combinations
Item 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th
Crops
Cotton (acres) 
Com (acres) 
Soybeans (acres) 
Oats (acres) 
Wheat (acres)
7.5
13.5
Two-Man-ecrui valent s
9 .3  14.0 22.1 
16.7 25.2 39.8
25.0
36.7
9.3
37.2
36.7
28.5
9.3
Livestock 
Hogs (acres) 3.9 4.9 7.3 11.7 12.3 12.3
Total acres 24.9 30.9 46.5 73.6 83.3 124.0
Operating capital $2,208 $2,806 $4,482 $7,526 $8,256 $10,492
Net returns $1,245 $1,482 $1,961 $2,668 $2,892 $3,697
Resident labor 
Hours used 
Hours unused
1,454
3,663
1,665
3,452
2,102
3,015
2,749
2,368
2,840
2,277
3,325
1,792
Hours labor hired 0 99 560 1,551 1,787 2,830
Limiting resource Oct.
labor
Sept.
labor
Nov.
labor
Com
labor
Com
feed
April
labor
*One acre per sow and two litters
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resource. For example, at the first optimum combination of enterprises 
(Table XXIII) available October resident labor is the resource which 
limits all levels of available resident labor. The number of acres of 
cropland at which available resident labor becomes restricting differ 
greatly among the different levels of resident labor, however. In fact, 
October resident labor becomes a limiting factor at 9.5 acres of cropland 
at two-thirds man-equivalent of available resident labor, but is not a 
limiting factor until 24.9 acres of cropland at two man-equivalents 
(Table XXIII).
The marginal value productivity of labor is the price at which it 
can be hired for cotton chopping and picking so long as additional labor 
is needed for that purpose only. When resident labor for com production 
becomes limited in September, the marginal value product of labor in­
creases to $1.88 per hour at two-thirds and one man-equivalent. It reaches 
$1.21 per hour at one and one-half and two man-equlvalents. When the 
optimum combination of enterprises shifts to less labor Intensive enter­
prises as cropland increases, the marginal value productivity of labor 
returns to the price ($.65 per hour) at which it can be hired.
The ratio of labor to land can be altered as well by changing the 
quantity of land as by changing the level of labor. The ratio of land to 
labor was altered in every situation programmed because of the variable 
land resource. To facilitate comparison of selected levels of labor, an 
arbitrary 60 acres of cropland was chosen. An interpolation between the
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optimum com bination of e n te rp rise s , w ithin  which the  60 acres of 
cropland fa l ls ,  w as made from Table XXIII for the  se lec ted  lev e ls  of 
ava ilab le  residen t labor. This is  shown in  Table XXIV.
Table XXIV. Optimum Plans on Farms w ith 60 Acres of C ropland,
S elec ted  Levels of A vailable R esident Labor, C lay  Soil 
G roup, Advanced Technology, 4 Parish  Area, M ississ ip p i 
River D elta Area of Louisiana
Levels of labor
Item 2/3  M .E .1 1 .0  M .E . 1.5 M .E . 2 .0  M .E .
Crops
C otton (acres) 
Corn (acres) 
Soybeans (acres) 
O ats (acres) 
W heat (acres)
16.0
10.6
27.9
18.0
21.0
8 . 8
5 .2
18.0
30.6
2 .1
18.0
32.5
Livestock 
Hogs (acres) 3 .5 7 .0 9 .3 9 .5
Total acres 60 .0 60 .0 60 .0 60 .0
Operating cap ita l $4 ,436 $5,418 $6,434 $7,252
Net returns $1,606 $1,882 $2,147 $2,313
R esident labor 
Hours used  
Hours unused
1,139
545
1,696
828
2,178
1,643
2,424
2,693
Hours labor hired 1,797 1,377 1,274 1,054
SOURCE: Table XXIII.
1 M an-equivalent s .
2One acre per sow and two l i t te r s .
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At 60 acres of cropland under a ll levels of available resident 
labor, cotton, which is  limited to 30 per cent of to tal cropland, entered 
all optimum plans (Table XXIV). One of the original assum ptions, which 
permits the hiring of cotton chopping and picking after a ll available 
resident labor is  exhausted, makes th is possib le . Consequently, under 
these assum ptions, the level of available resident labor has no effect 
on cotton acreage.
The com enterprise, which is  limited to available resident labor, 
enters the optimum plans according to  the supply of available resident 
labor. No labor can be hired for com production. The number of acres 
of com produced ranges from 10.6 acres at tw o-thirds man-equivalent 
to 32.5 acres a t two man-equivalents of available resident labor on 60 
acres of cropland.
Since net returns from the soybean and wheat enterprises are quite 
similar and each is extensive in the use of labor, each enters the optimal 
combination of enterprises according to restrictions imposed by available 
resident labor. Their demands on a limited labor supply occur a t differ­
ent periods during the year. W heat, however, w ill enter optimal plans 
before soybeans when the available resident labor supply is low and 
feed for hogs is  needed. In th is situation , available resident labor has 
restricted  com but not hog production.
Hog production is  profitable but is  restric ted  by available resident 
labor and by com production. The hog enterprise is  limited to the amount
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of grain grown on the farm. When com production is restricted  by 
available resident labor, hogs are restric ted  a lso . Hog production 
ranges from 7 litte rs  at tw o-thirds man-equivalent to 19 litte rs  a t two 
m an-equlvalents, with 60 acres of cropland.
Net returns at 60 acres of cropland ranged from $1,608 at tw o- 
thirds man-equivalent to $2,313 at two m an-equivalents (Table XXIV).
A greater proportion of available resident labor was utilized at lower 
levels of available resident labor than at higher lev e ls .
Effects of Hiring No Labor
Although labor can generally be obtained in groups or crews for 
cotton chopping and picking, there may be Instances or areas in which 
labor may not be available to a farm operator. Consequently, situations 
were programmed in which the possibility  of hiring cotton chopping and 
picking at any price was elim inated. Table XXV shows optimum plans 
on farms from 0 to 100 acres of cropland at selected  levels of resident 
labor only, on a clay soil group at advanced levels of technology and 
management practices in the 4 Parish Area.
In general, the various resources which became restric tive did so 
a t the same optimums for all levels of resident labor. For example, 
October labor w as the first restric tive resource a t all levels of resident 
labor (Table XXV). In other w ords, October labor was the limiting resource 
which determined the size of the first optimum which is measured in 
acres of cropland. It should be noted, however, that the number of
Table XXV. Optimum Plans on Farms from 0 to 100 Acres of Cropland, Selected Levels of Resident 
Labor Only, Advanced Technology, Clay Soil Group, 4 Parish Area, Mississippi River 
Delta Area of Louisiana
Item 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th
Crops
Cotton (acres) 
Com (acres) 
Soybeans (acres) 
Oats (acres) 
Wheat (acres)
2.6
5.2
Two-thirds Man-eauivalent
3.0 1.2 1.2 
4.4 11.2 11.2
36.5
1.1 2.8 2.8
3.8
45.3
39.2
54.3
101.8
Livestock 
Hogs (acres)1 1.5 1.4 3.8 3.8
Total acres 9.5 9.9 19.0 55.5 88.3 156.1
Operating capital $ 840 $ 846 $1,752 $2,724 $2,658 $4,572
Net returns $ 474 $ 483 $ 630 $1,043 $1,384 $1,948
Resident labor 
Hours used 
Hours unused 1-
553
,131
547
1,137
716
968
971
713
842
842
678
1,006
Limiting resource Oct . labor Cotton labor Sept. labor June labor Com labor Nov. labor
Value of marginal product 
Labor (hour)
September 
October 
Land (acre) $50.00
$ 1.75 
$21.26
$ 2008 
$16.96
$ 1.39 
$ 1.28 
$11.34
$ 1.51 
$ 1.16 
$10.40
$ 3.13 
$ 8.32
Table XXV. Continued
Item 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
Crops
Cotton (acres 
Com (acres) 
Soybeans (acres) 
Oats (acres) 
Wheat (acres)
4.3
7.7
One-Man-eaui valent
4.5 1.8
6.5 16.9
1.7 4.2
1.8
16.9
54.5
4.2
5.7
67.8
58.4
Livestock
Hogs (acres)1 2.2 2.2 5.6 5.6
Total acres 14.2 14.9 28.5 83.0 131.9
Operating capital $1,260 $1,270 $2,614 $4,070 $3,970
Net returns $ 710 $ 725 $ 943 $1,561 $2,069
Resident labor 
Hours used 
Hours unused
830
1,694
826
1,698
1,072
1,452
1,453
1,071
1,260
1,264
Limiting resource Oct. labor Cotton labor Sept. labor June labor Com labor
ffalue of marginal product 
Labor (hour)
September 
October 
Land (acre) $50.00
$ 1.75 
$21.26
$ 2.08 
$16.06
$ 1.39 
$ 1.28 
$11.34
$ 1.51 
$ 1.16 
$10.40
Table XXV. Continued
Optimum combinations
Item 1st 2nd 3rd 4th
Crops
Cotton (acres)
Com (acres)
Soybeans (acres)
Oats (acres)
Wheat (acres)
Livestock 
Hogs (acres)
Total acres
Operating capital
Net returns
Resident labor 
Hours used 
Hours unused
Limiting resource
Value of marginal product 
Labor (hour)
September 
October 
Land (acre)
One and One-half Man-eauivalents
5.9
10 .6
3.1
19.6
$1,734 
$ 978
1,149
2,672
Oct. labor
6 .1
9.1
2.3
3.0 
20.5 
$1,745 
$ 997
1,136
2,685
$50.00
$ 1.75 
$21.26
2.5
23.1
5.8
7.7
39.1
$3,600
$1,296
1,473
2,348
Cotton labor Sept. labor
$ 2.08 
$16.06
2.5
23.1
105.5
5.8
7.7
144.6
$6,406
$2,493
2 ,2 1 2
1,609
June labor
$ 1.39 
$ 1.28 
$11.34
Table XXV. Continued
Optimum combinations
Item 1st 2nd 3rd 4th
Two Man-eauivalents
Crops
Cotton (acres) 7.5 7.8 3.3 3.3
Com (acres) 13.5 11.5 29.2 29.2
Soybeans (acres) 156.5
Oats (acres)
Wheat (acres) 2.9 7.4 7.4
Livestock .
Hogs (acres) 3.9 3.9 9.8 9.8
Total acres 24.9 26.1 49.7 206.3
Operating capital $2,208 $2,222 $4,568 $8,742
Net returns $1,245 $1,270 $1,650 $3,425
Resident labor
Hours used 1,454 1,447 1,875 2,970
Hours unused 3,663 3,670 3,242 21,47
Limiting resource Oct. labor Cotton labor Sept. labor June labor
Value of marginal product 
Labor (hours)
September 
October 
Land (acres) $50.00
$ 1.75 
$21.26
$ 2.08 
$16.06
$ 1.39 
$ 1.28 
$11.34
1One acre per sow and two litte rs .
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acres of cropland utilized at the first optimum differed greatly among 
the different levels of available resident labor. October labor was the 
restraining resource with tw o-thirds man-equivalent a t 9 .5  acres of 
cropland, 14.2 acres with one m an-equivalent, 19.6 acres with one 
and one-half, and 24.9 acres of cropland with two m an-equivalents of 
available resident labor (Table XXV).
Cotton, which is the most important crop in the 4 Parish Area, was 
limited to 30 per cent of to tal cropland. With the possib ility  of hiring 
both chopping and picking at $.45 and $.65 per hour, respectively , 
cotton entered a ll programs under the various other resource situations 
programmed. However, when hired labor was eliminated from the situa­
tions programmed, cotton was in the programs at its  maximum 30 per 
cent at only the first two optimums under all levels of available resident 
labor (Table XXV). At the third optimum under all levels of available 
resident labor, cotton acreage was approximately 6 per cent of to ta l 
acres of cropland. At the fourth optimum cotton acreage decreased 
further to approximately 2 per cent of to tal available cropland at a ll 
levels of available resident labor.
When available resident labor restricted com and hog production 
at the fourth optimum at the tw o-thirds and one man-equivalent level, 
cotton Increased to approximately 4 per cent of to tal available cropland. 
Under the higher levels of available resident labor com and hogs were 
s till included in the optimum combinations of enterprises when 100 acres 
of cropland was u tilized , so cotton acreage remained at approximately 2
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per cent of available cropland. The cotton land to other land transfer 
function permitted unused cotton land to  be transferred and used for 
other en terp rises.
Com and hog production continue to increase in s ize  to the fourth 
optimum under a ll levels of resident labor ava ilab ility , but the amounts 
of both hogs and acres of cropland included in each optimum are greatly 
different. Com and hogs u tilize  the limited available resident labor 
more fully and efficiently . A greater proportion (55 -  60 per cent) of 
available resident labor is  utilized when com and hogs are produced than 
most other combinations of enterprises on small farms with 0 to 100 acres 
of cropland. At the first optimum approximately 30 per cent of the to tal 
available supply of resident labor is  u sed . As acres of cropland in ­
crease , the available resident labor supply becomes more limiting and 
the optimum combination of enterprises Include more labor extensive 
en terp rises.
As units of one resource are increased while other resources are 
held constant, the value of each additional unit of the first resource may 
initially  increase but w ill ultim ately decrease , if sufficient units are 
added. For example, as can be noted in Table XXV, the marginal value 
product of an acre of land a t the first optimum combination of enterprises 
with tw o-thirds man-equivalent of available resident labor is  $50.00, 
$21.26 at the second optimum, $16.06 at the third and $8.32 per acre 
a t the sixth optimum combination of resources.
As previously mentioned, the limiting resources become re s tr ic ­
tive  a t the same optimum combination of enterprises for a ll levels of 
available resident labor. As a result the marginal value productivity 
of land was the same at each of the optimums. However, the number 
of acres of cropland included in each optimum varied considerably among 
the different levels of available resident labor. If a specific level of 
cropland acres is  se lec ted , however, the  value of the marginal product 
differs somewhat at selected levels of available resident labor. For 
example, at 20 acres of cropland the marginal value product is $50.00 
at 2 .0  man-equivalents of available resident labor, $21.26 a t 1.5 man- 
equivalents, $16.06 at 1.0 and $11.34 per acre at tw o-thirds man- 
equivalent of available resident labor (Table XXV). In other w ords, as 
available resident labor decreases the marginal value productivity of 
a unit of land also  decreases.
In those situations programmed thus far, in which labor for cotton 
chopping and picking could be hired in unlimited quantities at given 
p rices, the marginal productivity per unit of available resident labor 
was at the price at which labor could be hired. This was true in a ll 
cases  except when labor became limited for corn and hog production, 
as it was assumed no labor could be hired for these en terprises. When 
the possibility  of hiring labor was removed, labor became a limiting re ­
source for cotton production as well as the other en terprises. At each 
selected  level of available resident labor, cropland was permitted to
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vary from 0 to 100 a c re s . The ratio  of labor to  land , consequently , 
changed in two d irec tions, as  land Increased and as  labor Increased . 
Under each selec ted  level of resident labor a s  acres of cropland in ­
creased , optimum combinations of resources shifted from labor in tensive 
to  labor extensive en te rp rises . However, the sh ifts to le s s  labor in ­
ten sive  en terprises occurred a t higher levels of cropland acres as the 
amount of availab le  resident labor increased , as would be expected .
As w as the case  with land , the marginal productivity per unit of 
available resident labor at a ll levels  w as the same at each optimum com­
bination of en terp rises . However, the level of cropland acres varied 
greatly  at each optimum as the  level of availab le resident labor in ­
c reased . For exam ple, a t the first optimum the marginal productivity 
per unit of availab le October resident la b o r was $1.75 at each level of 
labor, while the acres of cropland varied from 9 .4  acres a t tw o-thirds 
m an-equivalent to  24.9 acres at two m an-equivalents (Table XXV). The 
marginal productivity per unit of available October residen t labor in ­
creased  to  $2.08 from the second to  the third optimum. This w as a re ­
su lt of increasing demands on availab le  resident labor for cotton picking 
as cotton acreage increased . The seasonal demands on labor are different 
between cotton, and corn and hog production. To more fully u tilize  a 
lim ited labor supply, th is  caused  labor to  be shifted from cotton to com  
and hogs at the third optimum. As a r e s u l t ,  the marginal productivity 
per unit of available October resident labor decreased  to  $1 .28 , and to 
$1.16 a t the fifth optimum (Table XXV).
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As the demands for a limited October availab le  resident labor 
decreased  with a decrease in cotton production, the demand for av a il­
able resident labor by the corn and hog en terprises increased  the 
marginal value productivity per unit of September residen t labor to 
$1.39 per un it. As cropland acres continued to  increase , the optimum 
combination of en terprises shifted to  le s s  labor Intensive enterprises 
(soybeans and /or wheat) which a lso  demanded September resident labor. 
As a re su lt, the marginal value productivity of availab le  September 
resident labor increased  to $3.13 per unit a t the tw o-thirds man- 
equivalent level of available resident labor. In general, At tw o-thirds 
m an-equivalent of availab le resident labor, the  marginal value product 
per unit of land decreased further and labor increased  further than for the 
other levels of availab le  resident labor.
Effects of Different Levels of Technology and Management
M anagerial concepts in agriculture have been claiming more and 
more attention  in the past few y e a rs . The ability  to  render good manage­
ment decisions differs from farm operator to farm operator. The level of 
management necessary  for one enterprise is  different from another en ter­
p rise . For exam ple, a be tter level of management is  required for hog 
production than for hay production. Net returns from a unit of hog pro­
duction a t a low level of management would be considerably lower than 
from a unit of hay production, other things remaining equal.
The major portion of the analysis presented thus far has been at
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an advanced level of technology and management, with the Intention 
of pointing out adjustment opportunities open to small farmers in the 4 
Parish Area. This, of course, assumes that the management level of 
a farm operator can be ra ised . Table XXVI shows the optimum plans on 
farms from 0 to 100 acres of cropland on selected soil types with 1.5 
man-equivalents of resident labor available at present levels of tech­
nology and management in the 4 Parish Area. These data can be com­
pared with data in Table XXII which are at advanced levels of technology 
and management. Combinations of enterprises are vastly different, as 
can be noted from Tables XXII and XXVI between the two levels of 
technology and management. Hogs do not enter optimum plans at 
present levels of technology and management. Com enters optimum 
plans at the lower levels of cropland acres on sandy so il. Cotton, how­
ever, appears in both optimum plans at both levels (Tables XXII and
g
XXVI). Only cotton and wheat are grown at present lev e ls . If wheat 
is  removed as a possible alternative, soybeans enter the optimum pro­
grams at present levels of technology and management. Cotton, soybeans 
and some wheat acreage are consistent with present existing conditions 
in the 4 Parish Area for small farms.
Although land is presumably one of the most limiting factors on
Q
Enterprise budgets for present technology and management on 
clay soil show a net returns to soybeans of $11.34 at $1.90 per bushel, 
and a net returns to wheat of $13.08 at $1.75 per bushel.
Table XXVI. Optimum Plans on Farms from 0 to 100 Acres of Cropland, Selected Soil Types, One 
and One-half M an-equivalents, Present Technology, 4 Parish Area, M ississippi 
River Delta Area of Louisiana
Optimum combinations
Item 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
Crops
Cotton (acres)
Clav
10.5
Soil Group 
13.8 15.3 28.0 31.7
Com (acres) 
Soybeans (acres) 
Oats (acres) 
Wheat (acres) 24.4 32.1 35.7 65.4 74.1
Total acres 34.9 45.9 51.0 93.4 105.8
Operating capital $1,184 $1,624 $1,848 $3,868 $4,488
Net returns $ 987 $1,230 $1,321 $1,932 $2,087
Resident labor
Hours used 1,209 1,523 1,593 2,136 2,245
Hours unused 2,612 2,298 2,228 1,687 1,576
Hours labor hired 0 101 183 1,081 1,400
Limiting resource Oct. labor Sept. labor Nov. labor May labor June labor
Table XXVI. Continued
Optimum combinations
Item__________________________ 1st 2nd t_____ 3rd 4th_________ 5th
Mixed Soil Group
Crops
Cotton (acres) 7.5 10.2 10.9 25.5 29.3
Com (acres) 
Soybeans (acres) 
Oats (acres)
Wheat (acres) 17.6 23.9 25.6 59.4 68.5
Total acres 25.1 34.1 36.5 84.9 97.8
Operating capital $ 946 $1,360 $1,618 $4,236 $4,996
Net returns $1,161 $1,502 $1,579 $2,901 $3,225
Resident labor
Hours used 1,091 1,360 1,415 2,085 2,201
Hours unused 2,730 2,461 2,406 1,736 1,620
Hours labor hired 0 115 371 1,586 2,026
Limiting resource Oct. labor Sept. labor Nov. labor $4ay labor June labor
Table XXVI. Continued
Optimum combinations
Item 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th
Sandv Soil Group
Crops
Cotton (acres) 
Com (acres)
4.7
11.0
6.3
14.6
8.4 8.9 22.9 26.6
Soybeans (acres) 
Oats (acres)
Wheat (acres 19.6 20.7 53.6 60.1
Total acres 15.7 20.9 28.0 29.6 76.5 88.7
Operating capital $ 690 $ 986 $1,172 $1,372 $4,184 $4,972
Net returns $ 969 $1,219 $1,558 $1,624 $3,268 $3,666
Resident labor
Hours used 1,066 1,306 1,188 1,353 2,061 2,158
Hours unused 2,755 2,515 2,633 2,468 1,760 1,663
Hours labor hired 0 106 122 332 1,850 2,352
Limiting resource Oct. labor Sept. labor Com labor Nov. labor May labor June lab<
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Table XXVI. Continued
Optimum combinations
Item 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
Combination of 50% Clay and 50% Mixed Soil Groups
Crops
Cotton (mixed acres) 7.5 10.2 10.9 25.5 29.3
Com (acres)
Soybeans (acres)
Oats (acres)
Wheat (clay acres) 12.5 17.1 18.3 42.4 48.9
Wheat (mixed acres) 5.1 6.8 7.3 17.0 19.6
Total acres 25.1 34.1 36.5 84.9 97.8
Operating capital $ 916 $1,320 $1,576 $4,146 $4,882
Net returns $1,085 $1,399 $1,469 $2,645 $2,929
Resident labor
Hours used 1,089 1,357 1,410 2,088 2,204
Hours unused 2,732 2,464 2,411 1,733 1,617
Hours labor hired 0 115 371 1,586 2,028
Limiting resource Oct. labor Sept. labor Nov. labor May labor June labor
Table XXVI. Continued
Optimum combinations
Item 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th
Combination of 34% Clay. 33% Mixed, and 33% Sandy Soil Groups
Crops
Cotton (sandy acres) 6.0 8.3 8.4 8.9 22.9 26.6
Com (sandy acres) .6 .8
Soybeans (acres)
Oats (acres)
Wheat (mixed acres) 6.6 9.1 9.2 9.8 25.2 30.2
Wheat (clay acres) 6.6 9.4 9.5 10.0 26.0 29.3
Wheat (sandy acres) .9 .9 2.4 2.7
Total acres 20.0 27.6 28.0 29.6 76.5 88.7
Operating capital $ 770 $1,136 $1,148 $1,348 $4,122 $4,900
Net returns $1 ,133 $1,483 $1,500 $1,563 $3,111 $3,484
Resident labor
Hours used 1,045 1,264 1,296 1,353 2,063 2,182
Hours unused 2 * CD 2,557 2,525 2,468 1,758 1,639
Hours labor hfered 0 121 122 332 1,849 2,353
Limiting resource Oct . labor Sept. labor Com labor Nov. labor May labor June labor
i
t
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farms 100 acres and under in tne 4 Parish Area, a greater number of 
acres per optimum are u tilized  at present levels of technology and 
management than at advanced le v e ls . For exam ple, on a clay so il type 
October resident labor is  exhausted a t 19.6 acres at advanced levels and 
at 34.9  acres at present levels of technology and management. Net 
returns on the 34.9  acres is scarcely  more than for the 19.6 acres at 
advanced le v e ls . Total hours of resident labor used is scarcely  more 
on the 34.9 acres at present levels than on the 19.6 acres of cropland 
a t advanced levels of technology and management p ra c tic e s .
The marginal value product per acre of clay  land for present levels 
of technology and management, over the range from 0 to  34*9 acres of 
cropland, is  $28.24; it is  $22.23 over the range from 34.9  to 45.9 
acres of cropland, $17.72 from 45.9  to  50 .0  ac re s , $14.44 per acre from
50 .0  to  93 .4 acres and $12.46 per acre from 93.4  to  105 .8 acres of 
cropland. Compared to the marginal value product per acre of cropland 
a t advanced levels of technology and management practices (page 86) 
the present levels are considerably lower. This is  a lso  true for net 
re tu rns, resident and hired labor hours u sed .
Effects of Including or Removing Selected Enterprises 
on the  Optimum Combination of Enterprises
Effects of Removing Hogs as a Possible Alternative Enterprise
Hog production is a profitable enterprise in the 4 Parish Area. It 
is  rea lized , however, th a t every farm operator on farms 100 acres and
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under w ill not w ish to produce hogs because of personal preference, 
risk  and uncertainty, cap ital outlay , labor requirem ents, e tc . On the 
other hand, if a ll farm operators in the 4 Parish Area on farms 100 acres 
and under did produce hogs to the limit of their resou rces, the market 
price would probably decrease to a point where production would no 
longer be profitable. If increased  production had no effect on p rice, 
farm operators would probably be faced with the problem of finding 
larger, more d istan t markets which would increase cost of production 
and reduce net re tu rn s .
As a re su lt, optimum combinations of enterprises were programmed 
removing hogs as a possib le  alternative en terp rise . Table XXVII shows 
the optimum plans on farms from 0 to 100 acres of cropland, on clay soil 
type, at 1.5 m an-equivalents, and advanced levels of technology and 
managerial p ractices w ith hogs removed as a possib le alternative en ter­
p rise . The combination of enterprises are not vastly  different from the 
optimum combinations cited  earlier at advanced levels of technology and 
managerial s k il ls .  C otton, of course , is  included in the optimum plans at 
a ll acreages of cropland. Corn is  a lso  included in the optimum plans but 
at larger ac reag es. Resident labor restric tions at the third optimum, or
36.8 ac re s , cause corn to be replaced by wheat in the p lan s. With the 
removal of hogs as  a possib le  alternative en terp rise , resident labor re ­
quirem ents, hired labor, operating cap ita l, and net returns a ll decrease 
in quantity . For exam ple, a t the third optimum, or 36.8 ac re s , resident
Table XXVII. Optimum Plans on Farms from 0 to 100 Acres of Cropland, Clay Soil Group, One and 
One-half M an-equivalents, Hogs $0.00, Advanced Technology, 4 Parish Area, 
M ississippi River Delta Area of Louisiana
Optimum combinations
Item • 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
Crops
Cotton (acres) 
Com (acres)
6.0
13.9
7.7
17.9
11.0 12.0 50.4
Soybeans (acres) 
Oats (acres)
Wheat (acres) 25.8 28.1 117.6
Total acres 19.8 25.6 36.8 40.1 168.0
Operating capital $ 872 $1,186 $1,742 $1,930 $9,236
Net returns $ 851 $1,038 $1,361 $1,398 $3,990
Resident labor
Hours used 978 1,168 1,196 1,243 2,249
Hours unused 2,943 2,653 2,625 2,578 1,572
Hours labor hired 0 94 354 433 3,590
Limiting resource Oct. labor Sept. labor Com labor Nov. labor May labor
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labor requirements decrease by 29 per cent from 1,690 to  1,196 hours 
(see Table XXII). Hired labor decreased from 439 to 354 hours or a 
decrease of 19 per cent. Operating capital decreased by 50 per cent 
from $3,518 to $1,742. Net returns decreased from $1,538 to $1,316 
or a decrease of 14 per cen t.
The results on the other soil groups and soil group combinations 
were similar to the clay soil group above, so far as resident and hired 
labor, operating capital, and net returns were concerned. However, 
there were some differences in combinations of enterprises on the sandy 
soil group. Com entered and remained in the optimum plans at larger 
proportions of total acres and to larger farm s iz e s . When available 
resident labor restricted com production as acres of cropland increased 
on sandy so il, soybeans entered the optimum plans instead of wheat.
Under selected levels of available resident labor there were dif­
ferent combinations of enterprises when hogs were removed as a possible 
enterprise. For example, on clay soil at two-thirds man-equivalent of 
available resident labor, com left the optimum plans and was replaced 
by wheat at 17.9 acres of cropland, at 26.8 acres for 1.0 man-equivalent,
36.8 acres for 1.5 man-equivalents, and 46.8 acres of cropland for 2 .0  
man-equivalents of available resident labor.
Effects of Removing Wheat as a Possible Alternative Enterprise
H istorically, wheat in the 4 Parish Area has been of minor impor­
tance . However, in the past few years small acreages are being produced.
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According to  the 1959 C ensus of Agriculture there were 24,988 acres 
produced In the 4 Parish Area (Table VIII). No wheat acreage w as re ­
ported In the 1954 C ensus of Agriculture. Under the present price su p ­
port and acreage con tro ls, wheat is  a profitable enterprise in  the 4 
Parish Area. Its  importance is  shown by its  appearance in the situations 
programmed. It is  rea lized , however, that if sufficient numbers of farm 
operators produced wheat in the 4 Parish Area, acreage restric tions would 
be im posed, assuming continued price supports and acreage con tro ls.
As a re su lt, situations were programmed with wheat removed as a 
possib le  alternative en terp rise . Table XXVIII shows optimum farm plans 
from 0 to  100 acres of cropland on a clay so il group, at 1.5 man- 
equivalents , at advanced levels of technology and management and with 
w heat removed as a possib le  alternative en terp rise . The primary d is tin c ­
tion between a program with and without wheat on clay  soil is  that when 
available residen t labor becomes restric tive  for com  and hog production 
without wheat in the program, soybeans enter as a possib le alternative 
en terp rise . Hog production is restric ted  by one litte r , since home grown 
feeds are lim ited with wheat removed as an a lte rna tive . Net returns are 
not greatly  d ifferent. Operating cap ital and residen t labor are reduced 
slightly  with w heat excluded from the program.
The effect of removing wheat as a possib le  alternative enterprise 
does not effect the other soil groups and soil group combinations any 
differently than the clay soil group. Soybeans continue to enter the 
optimum plans when availab le resident labor restra ins corn and hog
Table XXVin. Optimum Plans on Farms from 0 to 100 Acres of Cropland, Clay Soil Group, One and One 
half M an-equivalents, Wheat $0,00, Advanced Technology, 4 Parish Area, M ississippi 
River Delta Area of Louisiana
Optimum combinations
Item 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th
Crops
Cotton (acres) 
Com (acres) 
Soybeans (acre^ 
Oats (acres) 
Wheat (acres)
5.9
10.6
7.3
13.1
10.9
19.7
17.3
31.3
27.7
31.3
24.3
28.6
31.3
26.2
30.3
31.3
30.4
Livestock 
Hogs (acres) 3.1 3.9 5.8 9.2 9.2 9.2 9.2
Total acres 19.6 24.3 36.4 57.8 92.5 95.3 101.1
Operating capital $1,734 $2,204 $3,518 $5,914 $7,820 $7,976 $8,310
Net returns $ 978 $1,164 $1,538 $2,096 $2,783 $2,833 $2,935
Resident labor 
Hours used 
Hours unused
1,149
2,672
1,350
2,471
1,690
2,131
2,158
1,663
2,522
1,299
2,579
1,242
2,618
1,203
Hours labor hired 0 78 439 1,220 2,109 2,189 2,367
Limiting resource Oct.
labor
Sept.
labor
Nov.
labor
Com
labor
May
labor
April
labor
June
labor
^One acre per sow and two litte rs .
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production.
With wheat removed as a possib le alternative enterprise, soybeans 
enter the programs at different levels of cropland as the level of avail­
able resident labor is  increased. For example, tw o-thirds man- 
equivalent soybeans enter the optimum plans a t 28.1 acres of cropland,
42.0 at 1.0 m an-equivalent, 57.8 acres at 1.5 m an-equivalents and 73.6 
acres of cropland at two m an-equivalents of available resident labor.
When both wheat and hogs are removed as possible alternative 
en terprises, the optimum farm plans include cotton, com , and soybeans. 
The proportion of these enterprises in the combinations depends, how­
ever, upon the level of available resident labor and the soil group or 
soil group combination.
Effects of Including Commercial Lavers and Dairying as Possible 
Alternative
The reasons given in an earlier section of th is chapter for not pro­
ducing hogs in greater numbers in the 4 Parish Area can generally be 
applied to commercial layers and dairying. Some farm operators simply 
do not have the necessary capital outlay, or the managerial ab ility , or 
maybe they ju st prefer not to produce either. Granted many farm operators 
are willing to engage in dairying and commercial egg production, they 
would be hampered by inadequate marketing fac ilitie s . Further s ti ll ,  
there is  the possibility  that an increase in production of sufficient 
magnitude could eventually decrease the price and profitability of both
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commercial layers and dairying, even though the 4 Parish Area is a 
relatively small producing area.
Commercial egg production and dairying comprise a very small 
per cent of to tal farm income in the 4 Parish Area (Table X). As a re­
su lt, they do offer important adjustment opportunities for some farm 
operators who possess the capital outlay or have the potential for secur­
ing i t ,  who have the necessary management ab ility , and who prefer to 
enter into the production of either or both.
Table XXIX shows various optimum combinations of enterprises from 
0  to 1 0 0  acres with commercial egg production and dairying included.
One and one-half man-equivalents, with the usual restriction on labor 
hired for cotton chopping and picking, clay soil type , and advanced 
levels of technology and management are used in the presentation.
Commercial egg production was included in the first optimum 
combination of enterprises at a level of 3,000 hens. No cropland is 
required for commercial egg production. It remained in the optimum com­
bination of enterprises as cropland increased from 0 to 33.5 acres, 
although decreasing from 3,000 to 2,000 layess. At 33.5 acres commer­
c ia l layers left the programs completely.
As cropland Increased, cotton, which is restricted to 30 per cent 
of to tal cropland acres, entered the optimum combination of enterprises 
and remained at 30 per cent of total cropland acres throughout the range 
of 0  to 1 0 0  a c re s .
Dairying entered the optimum combination of enterprises at the
Table XXXX. Optimum Plans on Farms from 0 to 100 Acres of Cropland, Including Commercial Layers and
Dairying, One and One-half Man-equivalents, Advanced Technology, Clay Soil Group, 4 Parish
Area, M ississippi River Delta Area of Louisiana
Optimum combinations
Item 1 st 2 nd 3rd 4th 5th 6 th 7th 8 th 9th 1 0 th
Crops
Cotton (acres) 
Com (acres) 
Soybeans (acres) 
Oats (acres) 
Wheat (acres)
. 1 .3 .9 2 . 0 3.9 1 0 . 0 2 1 . 0 23.4
5.4
24.7
8 . 6
Livestock 
Hogs (acres)1 
Dairy (acres) 
Layers (numbers) 3,048
.4
3,033
. 6
3,024
2 . 2
2,961
4.7
2,858
9.1
2,681
23.5
2,003
48.9 49.1 49.1
Total Acres 0 .5 .9 3.1 6.7 13.0 33.5 69.9 77.9 82.4
Operating capital $18,152 $18,126 $18,112 $16,013 $17,852 $17,696 $16,456 $9,376 $9,758 #10,016
Net returns $ 2,521 $ 2,569 $ 2,596 $ 2,771 $ 3,052 $ 3,499 $ 4,886 $6,809 $6,962 $ 7,038
Resident labor 
Hours used 
Hours unused
3,073
748
3,094
727
3,101
716
3,147
674
3,227
594
3,272
549
3,381
440
2,976
845
3,066
755
3,096
725
Hours labor hired 0 0 4 43 1 0 1 294 862 1,662 1,874 2,016
limiting resource Mar.
labor
Oct.
labor
Nov.
labor
April
labor
Sept.
labor
April
tabor
Sept.
labor
Layers June
labor
May
labor
*One acre per sow and two litte rs .
2One dairy cow and replacement per 1.6 acres.
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second optimum but In inconsequential am ounts. Not until cropland 
acres increased to 70 acres did dairying reach a 30 cow herd. The dairy 
enterprise is  based on a 1 2 -month grazing program with concentrates 
added. Each cow requires 1.6 acres of cropland.
Net returns from farm plans Including commercial egg production 
and dairying was considerably greater at comparable cropland acres than 
optimum plans that did not include them. For exam ple, at 36.5 acres of 
cropland (Table XXII) net returns was $1,538, while a t 33.5 acres with 
commercial egg production and dairying included (Table XXIX), net returns 
was $4,886 or an increase of 317 per cen t. Capital requirements were 
also greater with layers and dairying than without them at the same level 
of cropland acres referred to above. Capital increased from $3,518 to 
$16,456 or an increase of 368 per cent.
Available resident labor was more fully utilized with layers and 
dairying Included. Under the previous situations programmed about 60 
per cent was the maximum amount of available resident labor used . This 
increased to approximately 80 per cent at 82.4 cropland acres with layers 
and dairy included.
Farm operators on farms 100 acres and under are unlikely to engage 
in both commercial layers and dairying simultaneously because of capital 
and labor restric tions if for no other reasons. In addition, commercial 
layers appeared in optimum farm plans at smaller cropland acres (no land 
is  required for commercial egg production) than did dairying (Table XXIX). 
A dairy herd of sufficient size to approach an efficient economic unit did
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not enter the optimum plans on farms with less  than 70 acres of crop­
land.
To determine the extent of differences in the allocation of re ­
sources, situations were programmed where layers and dairying were 
removed (one enterprise at a time) as a possible alternative enterprise. 
Other restrictions remained as those in Table XXIX.
In Table XXX is shown optimum farm plans with dairying removed 
as a possible alternative enterprise. Commercial layers entered the 
programs at approximately 3 , 0 0 0  hens and remained throughout all com­
binations of enterprises as cropland acres increased from 0  to 1 0 0  acres. 
The decrease in the number of layers was only slight over the entire 
range from 0 to 100 acres of cropland. Cotton entered all programs at 
30 per cent of to tal cropland acres. As cropland acres increased, 
wheat entered optimum programs to utilize additional acres, as avail­
able resident labor became limited for commercial egg production.
With commercial layers removed as a possible alternative enter­
prise and dairying included, dairying Increased in size consistently 
as cropland increased from 0 to 70 acres (Table XXXI). At 70 acres labor 
(1.5 man-equivalents) restric ts further increase in the size of the dairy 
herd. Again cotton entered all optimum combinations of enterprises at 
30 per cent of to tal cropland as cropland increased from 0 to 100 acres. 
Soybeans entered the optimum combinations to utilize surplus labor in 
the months not utilized by dairying or cotton production.
Table XXX. Optimum Plans on Farms from 0 to 100 Acres of Cropland, Including Commercial Layers,
One and One-half Man-equivalents, Advanced Technology, Clay Soil Group, 4 Parish Area,
M ississippi River Delta Area of Louisiana
Ontlmum combinations
Item 1 st 2 nd 3rd 4th 5th 6 th 7th 8 th
Crops 
Cotton (acres) 
Com (acres) 
Soybeans (acres) 
Oats (acres) 
Wheat (acres)
. 1
.4
.3
. 6
. 8
1.9
1.7
4.0
2.4
5.5
2 2 . 0
51.4
26.6
62.0
Livestock 
Hogs (acres) 
Dairy (acres) 2  
Layers (numbers) 3,048 3,048 3,045 3,028 3,028 3,049 2,786 2,724
Total acres 0 .5 .9 2.7 5.7 7.9 73.4 8 8 . 6
Operating capital $18,152 $18,148 $18,144 $18,146 $18,150 $18,380 $20,684 $21,232
Net returns $ 2,521 $ 2,539 $ 2,550 $ 2,591 $ 2,660 $ 2,710 $ 3,836 $ 4,082
Resident labor 
Hours used 
Hours unused
3,073
748
3,098
723
3,108
713
3,149
672
3,236
585
3,219
602
3,462
359
3,488
333
Hours labor hired 0 0 5 35 95 129 1,884 2,322
Limiting resource March
labor
Oct.
labor
Nov.
labor
April
labor
Sept.
labor
Com
labor
May
labor
June
labor
*One acre per sow and two litte rs .
^One dairy cow and replacements per 1.6 acres.
Table XXXI. Optimum Plans on Farms from 0 to 100 Acres of Cropland, Including Dairying, One and
One-half Man-equivalents, Advanced Technology, Clay Soil Group, 4 Parish Area,
M ississippi River Delta Area of Louisiana
Optimum combinations
Item 1 st 2 nd 3rd 4th 5th 6 th 7th
Crops 
Colton (acres) 
Com (acres) 
Soybeans (acres) 
Oats (acres) 
Wheat (acres)
. 8 7.9 9.2 19.3 2 1 . 0 23.4
5.4
24.7
8 . 6
Livestock 
Hogs (acres) 
Dairy (acres) 
Layers (numbers)
2 . 0 18.4 21.5 45.0 49.1 49.1 49.1
Total acres 2 . 8 26.3 30.7 64.3 70.1 77.9 82.3
Operating capital $ 326 $3,264 $3,832 $8,518 $9,332 $9,764 $10,008
Net returns $ 113 $2,781 $3,219 $6,300 $6,821 $6,970 $ 7,047
Resident labor 
Hours used 
Hours unused
184
3,637
1,469
2,352
1,716
2,105
2,812
1,009
2,983
838
3,028
793
3,034
787
Hours labor hired 0 272 325 1,457 1 , 6 6 8 1,877 2,016
Limiting resource Oct.
labor
Sept.
labor
Nov.
labor
Apr.
labor
Sept.
labor
June
labor
Man
labor
*One acre per sow and two litte rs .
2One dairy cow and replacement per 1.6 acres.
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A situation was programmed In which the possibility of hiring 
labor for cotton chopping and picking was removed. Included in the 
situation was a transfer activity which allowed cotton land to be trans­
ferred to other land for ^ s s i b l e  use in other more profitable enterprises. 
Table XXXII shows the optimum combination of enterprises Including 
commercial layers, dairying, and available resident labor only. Cotton 
did not enter any optimum combination of enterprises as cropland in­
creased from 0 to 100 acres. Commercial layers dominated the programs 
at smaller cropland ac res , and dairying became the predominant enter­
prise in the optimum combinations at larger acres of cropland. Soybeans 
entered the programs only to utilize excess labor and land not utilized 
by dairying.
A further set of restrictions was programmed in which labor could 
be hired for cotton chopping and picking, while at the same time cotton 
land could be transferred to other land if it could be more profitably 
utilized in other enterprises. Table XXXIII shows the optimum combination 
of resources with the above restrictions and possib ilities Included. Cotton 
entered the optimum combination of enterprises but 1b inconsequential 
amounts. As in Table XXIX commercial layers dominated the programs at 
smaller cropland acres and dairying was the predominant enterprise at 
larger acres of cropland.
Situations were programmed on the other soil types subject to the 
above re stra in ts . On the mixed soil group one acre of cotton entered
Table XXXII. Optimum Plans on Farms from 0 to 100 Acres of Cropland, Including Commercial 
Layers and Dairying, One and One-half Man-Equivalents, Advanced Technology, 
Resident Labor Only, Clay Soil Group, 4 Parish Area, M ississippi River Delta 
Area of Louisiana1
Ootimum combinations
Item 1 st 2 nd 3rd 4th
Crops 
Cotton (acres) 
Com (acres) 
Soybeans (acres) 
Oats (acres) 
Wheat (acres)
61.5
Livestock 2  
Hogs (acres) 
Dairy (acres) 3  
Layers (numbers)
4.8
2,837
23.5
2,009
49.1 49.1
Total acres 5.8 23.5 49.1 1 1 0 . 6
Operating capital $17,714 $15,246 $6,872 $8,516
Net returns $3,047 $4,483 $5,905 $6,602
Resident labor 
Hours used 
Hours unused
3,142
679
3,158
663
2,371
1,450
2,802
1,019
Hours labor hired 0 0 0 0
Limiting resource Apr. labor Sept. labor Mar. labor June labor
1The possibility of hiring labor for cotton chopping and picking was removed, and a transfer 
activity was included by which cotton land could be transferred to other land for possible u se .
^One acre per sow and two litte rs .
^One dairy cow and replacement per 1 . 6  acres.
Table XXXIII. Optimum Plans on Farms from 0 to 100 Acres of Cropland, Including Commercial Layers
and Dairying, One and One-half Man-equivalents, Advanced Technology, Clay Soil
Group, 4 Parish Area, M ississippi River Delta Area of Louisiana *
Ootimum combinations
Item 1 st 2 nd 3rd 4th 5th 6 th 7th
Crops
Cotton (acres) 
Com (acres) 
Soybeans (acres) 
Oats (acres) 
Wheat (acres)
. 1 . 2 . 1 . 2 .5
livestock 
Hogs (acres) 
Dairy (acres)^ 
Layers (numbers) 3,048
5.8
2,837
6 . 0
2,831
21.4
2,105
23.0
2,030
23.8
1,981
49.2
Total acres 0 5,8 6 . 1 2 1 . 6 23.1 24.0 49.7
Operating capital $18,152 $17,712 $17,706 $15,548 $15,312 $15,144 $6,904
Net returns $ 2,521 $ 3,047 $ 3,074 $ 4,337 $ 4,451 $ 4,520 $5,948
Resident labor 
Hours used 
Hours unused
3,073
748
3,142
679
3,159
662
3,188
633
3,158
663
3,147
674
2,376
1,445
Hours labor hired 0 0 1 1 0 1 54
Limiting resource Mar.
labor
Oct.
labor
Mar.
labor
Oct.
labor
Sept.
labor
Ain*.
labor
Mar.
labor
*In addition to the possibility of hiring cotton chopping and picking, land was allowed to be transferred 
from cotton land to other land for other u se s .
2 One acre per sow and two litte rs .
30ne dairy cow and replacement per 1 . 6  ac res.
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the optimum combinations of enterprises when cropland had Increased 
to 25 ac re s , but remained a t 1 .0  acre over the entire range to 100 
acres of cropland. On the sandy soil group cotton entered a ll optimum 
coii>blnations of enterprises as cropland increased from 0  to  1 0 0  ac res . 
The per cent of cotton to  to tal cropland varied, however, from 30 per 
cent at extremely low levels of cropland to approximately 2  per cent 
at slightly larger acreages to 30 per cent at larger levels as cropland 
increased from 0 to 100 ac res . The magnitude of to tal acres in cotton 
to to tal cropland acres for the different combinations of so il types was 
intermediate between the clay and sandy soil groups.
In general, it appears that cotton can be replaced by other enter­
prises in the 4 Parish Area of the M ississippi River Delta of Louisiana 
under certain  conditions mentioned above. It also  appears that the type 
of soil influences greatly the importance of cotton in optimum combina­
tions of en terprises. Other enterprises can replace cotton more easily  
on a clay soil than on a mixed or sandy so il. It should be remembered, 
however, that although many enterprises offer a greater net return than 
cotton, they also  require a greater unit investm ent.
CHAPTER VI
STABILITY OF OPTIMUM FARM PLANS
Optimum combinations of enterprises for selected farm situations 
under varying resource restrictions were determined in the preceding 
chapter. Assumptions were made that inputs, outputs, prices, levels 
of technology, management practices, e tc . ,  were known with certainty. 
If the above assumptions were valid , recommendations were made, and 
all farm operators in the 4 Parish Area responded, repercussions would 
most likely occur at the aggregate level, unless the increase in supply 
was exactly offset by a proportionate increase in demand.
The above assumptions are not always valid , however. Change of 
sufficient magnitude in any or all of the above factors will affect the 
stability of the optimum combination of enterprises. Changes in 
physical inputs or outputs, technology, and managerial ab ility , occur 
gradually over time. Consequently, these gradual changes will not 
greatly affect the optimum combination of enterprises in any short run 
period.
Variations in prices, particularly of outputs, occur rapidly, how­
ever. Even in this case , if changes in the prices of both inputs and 
outputs were proportionate, there would be no change in optimum farm 
plans. But the prices of some farm commodities fluctuate, sometimes
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rather violently, from year to year due to various demand and supply 
conditions, often without corresponding changes In Input p rices. As 
a resu lt, many farm operators are reluctant to adopt recommended farm 
plans that Include those enterprises subject to frequent and drastic 
price fluctuations. In th is chapter the price fluctuations of some of the 
more important enterprises In the 4 Parish Area are examined to deter­
mine the effects on the stability of optimum combinations of enterprises. 
The analysis was made with the use of price-mapping procedures .
Mechanics of Prict-M apping 
When price-mapping procedures are used, the assumption is made 
that a ll other prices, except those being varied, remain constant. In 
this analysis , net returns were varied so the yield , level of manage­
ment, e t c . , was assumed to remain constant. Net returns can be 
affected by a varying yield as well as a varying price. For example, 
net returns per acre from cotton on clay soil and advanced technology 
is  $94.91 with the price of cotton at $.312 per pound and the yield at 
450 pounds. Net returns remain at $94.91 if the yield is increased to 
500 pounds of lint per acre and the price is lowered to $.281 per pound. 
The price of enterprise was decreased sufficiently to reduce net returns 
to or near zero. As a resu lt, the enterprise did not appear in the 
optimum p lans. The net returns of the particular enterprise was then 
varied until it not only entered the optimum p lans, but replaced other 
enterprises, even to the point of utilizing most of the farm operator's
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lim ited re so u rces . This range of varia tion  In net price w as thus su ffi­
c ien t to  determ ine i ts  effect on the s tab ility  of optimum com bination of 
en terp rises (other factors held co n s tan t).
Varying the Price of Soybeans and W heat 
Soybeans are an important en terprise  on the  remaining acres of 
cropland after the cotton allotm ent has been exhausted  in the 4 Parish 
A rea. Under the  p resen t level of p rices w heat offers a c lo se  substitu te  
for soybeans under ce rta in  s itu a tio n s . As shown In Table VIII w heat has 
made a su b stan tia l in c rease  in to ta l acres in the  p as t five y e a rs . Since 
w hea t, under the  assum ptions of th is  study , appears to  be a profitable 
a lterna tive  for soybeans, information concerning s tab ility  of en terprise 
com binations over a range of p rices of both w heat and soybeans w as 
desired .
In Table XXXIV is  shown the optimum farm plans on 60 acres of 
cropland, 1.5 m an-equ ivalen ts, and clay  so il over a range of soybean 
and w heat p r ic e s . These optimum farm plans are presen ted  in  graphic 
form (price-m apping) in  Figure 7 . The price of soybeans w as varied 
upward from $1 .50  per bushel ($3.34 net returns per acre) and w heat 
w as varied upward from $1.25 per bushel ($.58 net returns per ac re ).
At th e se  p rices neither of th ese  en terp rises entered the optimum farm 
p lan s , as  represen ted  by Section  I , Figure 7 . The most profitable 
com bination of en terp rises when w heat and soybeans are $1.25 and 
$1 .50  per b u sh e l, re sp ec tiv e ly , is  18.0  ac res  of co tton , 30 .5  acres
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of corn, 2.1 acres of o a ts , and 19 litte rs  of hogs as shown In Section I, 
Table XXXIV.
Table XXXIV. Stability of Optimum Enterprise Combinations When Prices 
of W heat and Soybeans Vary, Total Cropland 60 Acres, One 
and One-half M an-equivalents, Clay Soli Group, 4 Parish 
Area, M ississippi River Delta Area of Louisiana
Ootimal Dlans
Enterprises I J I III IV V VI
Crops
Cotton 18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0
Com 30.5 30.5 26.4 31.3
Soybeans
Oats
Wheat
2 . 1
2 . 1 6.7 42.0
1.5 42.0
livestock
Hogs1 9.4 9.4 8.9 9.2
Total acres 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0
*One sow and two litte rs  per acre .
With the price of wheat at $1.25 per bushel, soybeans enter the 
optimal plans at $1.63 per bushel, The optimum combination of en ter­
prises over the range of $1.63 to $2.36 per bushel is  represented by 
Section V, Figure 7. The optimum combination of enterprises represented 
by Section V, Figure 7 , include 18.0 acres of cotton, 31.3 acres of com , 
1.5 acres of soybeans, and 18 litte rs  of hogs (Table XXXIV). This same 
combination of enterprises prevails from $1.25 to $1.46 per bushel for 
w heat. When the price of soybeans exceeds $2.36 per bushel and at a ll
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prices to $2.13 per bushel for w heat, all cropland Is planted to  soy­
beans except the 30 per cent of cropland planted to cotton. This 
combination of enterprises is  represented by Section VI, Figure 7 . The 
optimum combination of enterprises denoted by Section VI, Figure 7, 
includes 18.0 acres of cotton and 42.0  acres of soybeans (Table XXXIV).
With the price of soybeans at $1.50 per bushel, wheat enters the 
optimal plans a t $1.46 per bushel. The optimum plans over the range of 
$1.46 to $1.88 per bushel of wheat is  represented by Section II,
Figure 7 and shown in Table XXXIV. This same combination of enter­
prises prevails to a price of $2.36 per bushel for soybeans. When the 
price of wheat ranges from $1.88 to $2.13 per bushel, the combination 
of enterprises changes to  those represented by Section III, Figure 7 and 
shown in Table XXXIV. This same combination of enterprises holds to a 
price of $2.36 per bushel for soybeans. At any price over $2.13 for 
wheat to a price of $3.30 for soybeans, all cropland is  planted to  w heat, 
except the 30 per cent of cropland planted to cotton, as represented by 
Section IV, Figure 7 and shown in Table XXXIV.
Varying the Price of Cotton and Hogs 
As previously mentioned, cotton has been and s till remains the 
most important enterprise in the 4 Parish Area. But Government acreage 
allotments restrain  production to approximately 30 per cent of to tal crop­
land. As a re su lt, the problem arises as to which enterprises are the 
next best a lternatives. Hog production offers possib ilities for Increasing
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Incomes on the remaining acres of cropland. Thus, information w as 
desired  on the stab ility  of enterprise combinations over a  range of 
p rices of both cotton and hogs.
Optimum farm plans under varying cotton and hog prices on 60 
acres of clay cropland, a t advanced levels of technology are shown in 
Table XXXV. Figure 8  presents in graphic form optimum plans over a 
range of prices of both cotton and hogs. Cotton prices were varied 
upward from $20.00 net returns ($.15 per pound), and hog prices were 
varied upward from $12.85 net returns ($13.00 per hundredweight). At 
th ese  prices neither enterprise appeared in  the  optimum p lan s , as repre­
sented by Section I, Figure 7 . The optimum combination of enterprises 
with cotton and hog prices a t $ .15 and $.13 per pound, respective ly , is 
46 .2  acres of com  and 13.8 acres of soybeans. This is  shown by 
Section I of Figure 7 and Table XXXV.
With the price of hogs at $ .13 per pound, cotton enters the 
optimal plans a t approximately $.18 per pound but in small am ounts, 
a s  represented by Section II, Figure 8  and shown in Table XXXV. At 
$ . 2 1  to  $ . 2 2  per pound, cotton increases in acreage substan tia lly , but 
does not occupy 30 per cent of to ta l cropland until the price becomes $.25 
per pound. The price at which cotton occupies 30 per cent of to ta l crop­
land depends somewhat on the amount of other resources ava ilab le . For 
exam ple, at 40 acres of to ta l cropland, other things remaining equal, 30 
per cent of to ta l cropland acres is  reached a t $ .22 per pound. At prices
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Table XXXV. Stability of Optimum Farm Plans Under Varying Cotton and 
Hog P rices, 60 Acres of Cropland, Clay Soil Type, One 
and O ne-half M an-equlvalents, Advanced Technology, 4 
Parish Area, M ississippi River Delta Area of Louisiana1
Enterprise
Combinations Cotton Com Sovbeans Wheat Hoas2 Total
I 46.2 13.8 60.0
II .6 42.5 16.9 60.0
III 2.8 29.9 27.3 60.0
IV 9.6 50.4 60.0
V 12.0 48.0 60.0
VI 18.0 42.0 60.0
VII 8 .0 31.2 18.8 9.2 60.0
VIII 1.8 28.8 13.2 7.3 9.7 60.0
IX 1.5 26.6 23.0 8.9 60.0
X 10.3 28.1 12.1 9.5 60.0
XI 18.0 26.4 6.7 8 .9 60.0
XII 28.8 14.2 7 .3 9.7 60.0
XIII 14.2 28.8 7.3 9.7 60.0
XIV 10.2 28.8 4 .0 7.3 9 .7 60.0
XV 18.0 30.6 2.1 9 .3 60.0
XVI 31.3 19.5 9.2 60.0
XVII 4.8 13.2 37.6 4 .4 60.0
xvm 12.2 28.1 12.0 7.7 60.0
1The original assum ptions of com restric ted  to resident labor, hogs 
restric ted  to  home grown grains and cotton to 30 per cent of to tal 
cropland are in effect.
^One sow and two litters per a c re .
(punod 
rod 
a^
uoo) 
afioH
16.0
15.5 XIII
1 5 .0 '
XII XIVVIII XV
14.0
XVIII
XVI VII IX
13.5
XVII IV
II VI
13.0
1577 2577 3577
c o tto n  (conto p o r pound)
1770 2 9 7 0 31701970 2177 2777
Flguro  8 . P rlco  Nap Shoving Option* P lana W ith v ary in g  P rleoo  o f  C otton and Hoga, Clay 
S o il  Typo, Ono and o n o -h a lf  M an -o q a lra lan ta , Advaneod Tochnology, 60 Acros 
C ropland, 4 P a riah  Aroa, N la a la a lp p l R ivor D o lta  Aroa o f  L oulalana
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above $.25 per pound cotton remains at 30 per cent of total cropland 
because of the acreage restriction imposed. Sections n .  III, IV, V and 
VI, Figure 8  and Table XXV, show optimum plans as cotton prices in­
crease with hog prices held constant at $ .13 per pound. Cotton acreage 
enters optimal plans gradually to 30 per cent of total cropland 
(Table XXXV).
With the price of cotton at $.15 per pound, hogs enter the optimal 
plans at $13.60 per hundredweight, as represented by Section XVI,
Figure 8 . The optimum combination of enterprises (Section XVI, Table 
XXXV) includes 31.3 acres of com , 19.5 acres of soybeans, and 19 litters 
of hogs. At prices above $13.70 per hundredweight hogs enter optimum 
plan in maximum amounts (Section XII, Table XXXV). Hogs are limited 
to home grown grains and resident labor.
Between the area, along the horizontal axis where cotton, but 
not hogs, enter the optimal plans as cotton prices increase, and along 
the vertical axis where hogs, but not cotton, enter the optimum plans, 
as hog prices increase, are areas in which both cotton and hogs are 
Included in optimum enterprise combinations. The magnitude at which 
each enterprise enters the optimum combinations of enterprises depends 
on the levels of prices of each commensurate with resource restrictions. 
Generally, at prices above $13.50 per hundredweight hogs entered optimum 
plans regardless of the price of cotton. At prices above $21.00 per 
hundredweight, cotton entered optimum plans regardless of the price of
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hogs. As the price of both cotton end hogs Increased, both entered 
the optimum combination of enterprises to the limit of restric tions, at 
the expense of such enterprises as soybeans and wheat. The general 
pattern is shown by moving from Section XVI to VII to IX to X to XV,
(Figure 8  and Table XXXV). The amounts by which either cotton or hogs 
enter the optimum plans depends on the level of prices of each and the 
restrictions imposed on either or both.
As the price of cotton increases with hog prices remaining constant, 
cotton enters optimum plans gradually up to 30 per cent of to tal cropland. 
Hogs, on the other hand, appear to be unprofitable at a price below 
$13.60 per hundredweight, and no hogs are produced. At the next 
highest price, hogs are profitable and are produced almost to the limit 
of restric tions. This is partially caused by the restriction of hog produc­
tion to home grown grains and available resident labor. Labor can be 
hired for cotton chopping and picking as acres of cotton increase.
In general, the purpose of price-mapping is to determine the 
stability of optimal farm plans as the price of one enterprise is varied, 
while all others are held constant. The analysis show that not only does 
the output of an enterprise change as its  price changes, but the output of 
other enterprises included in the optimal plans also changes. For ex­
ample, as the price of cotton increases from $.20 to $.30 per pound,
*The restriction of 30 per cent of total cropland to cotton, and hogs 
to home grown grains, prevents either enterprise from occupying all crop­
land as the price of either increases.
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with hogs a t $13.00 per hundredw eight, cotton acreage increases  from 
.60 to  18.0 a c re s . Com  acreage d ec reases  from 42.5  acres to  zero . 
Soybean acreage a lso  d ec reases  from 16.9  ac res to ze ro , w hile w heat 
acreage increased  from 0 to  42 .0  a c re s . This shows considerable in te r­
dependence among en terp rises in optim al p lans in  response to  a change 
in the price of one en te rp rise .
There are Important d ifferences in net re tu rn s , in some in s tan ces , 
if  farm operators do not a lte r  en terprise  com binations in response to a 
change in the price of an en te rp rise . For exam ple, net returns are $706 
le s s  If a farm operator continues w ith a com bination of en terp rises a s  
shown in Section VI, Table XXV, in stead  of adjusting  to  a com bination 
of en terp rises shown in Section  XV in response to an increase  in  hog 
price from $13.50 to  $15.00 per hundredweight w ith a ll  other p rices 
remaining co n stan t.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Summary
Technological innovations, increased  m echanization, shifting 
market dem and, and improvements in production p ra c tic e s , pose con­
tinuing problems to  farm o p era to rs . The growing com plexity of the  
agricu ltural industry has made farm planning equally  com plex. There is  
a growing need for more and b e tte r farm planning for a ll  farmers regard less 
of s ize  of farm operation in  a ll a reas of L ouisiana. However, th is  study 
is  confined to four p arishes in  the upper M iss iss ip p i River D elta Area.
The farms in  the 4 Parish Area are predominantly sm all. Approxi­
m ately seventy  per cen t have le s s  than  100 ac res of to ta l lan d . On a 
majority of th e  sm all farms incom es are low and in  many in stan ces  sub­
standard . Many sm all farms have fa iled  to  make necessary  technological 
ad ju stm en ts . Tenancy, though decreasin g , s t i ll  remains a problem. 
Previous research  and general observations of farms in the  area show that 
on too many farms resou rces are Inefficiently  u se d . If more formal farm 
planning w ere u sed , farm Incomes would be higher even where resources 
are lim ited . This study is  concerned w ith a method of providing both 
da ta  and procedure useful in farm p lanning .
In the  4 Parish  Area cotton is  a highly im portant source of incom e. 
Only a sm all per cen t of to ta l income is  from livestock  and livestock  
p roduc ts . T hus, farm operators have been particu larly  affected  by
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acreage controls on cotton . P ossib ilitie s  for increasing incomes from 
Increased cotton acreage allotm ents seem rather removed at the present 
tim e. As a re su lt, farm operators are faced with the problem of s e le c t­
ing the most profitable crop and livestock enterprises for the remaining 
acres of cropland and other resou rces. Farm operators need information 
relating to  the profitability  of particular enterprises and enterprise 
com binations, if adjustm ents are to be made and incomes increased .
The primary objective of th is  study w as to  examine alternative 
adjustm ent opportunities for increasing incomes on small cotton farms 
in the 4 Parish Area of the M ississipp i River D elta Area of Louisiana. 
Linear programming techniques were used  to  determine optimum farm 
plans with different quantities and proportions of availab le  resources, 
subject to  a se t of assum ptions approximating resource conditions ex is t­
ing on small farms in the a rea .
The Procedure
Optimum combinations of en terprises were determined for each 
of the resource situations studied by the use of a modified Simplex method 
of linear programming. Linear programming may be described as a highly 
formalized type of budgeting. As the primary purpose of th is  study was 
to point out adjustm ent opportunities, most of the resource situations in 
th is  study were programmed at advanced levels of technology and 
managerial sk il ls .  Resource situations were programmed at four levels 
of available resident labor and for five se lec ted  so il types and soil type
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com binations. Soil capability maps from the Parish offices of the 
Agricultural S tabilization and Conservation Service in the 4 Parish Area 
were used as a b asis  for determining the percentages of soil types and 
soil type combinations to represent the farm soil situations programmed.
Additional resource situations were programmed in which specific 
restric tions on resources were im posed, such a s ,  removing wheat and 
hogs as possible alternative en terp rises, adding dairying and commer­
c ia l layers as possible alternative en terprises, using only available 
resident labor, and relaxing the restric tion  of 30 per cent of to tal crop­
land planted to  cotton. Situations were programmed at present levels of 
technology and management, and comparisons were made with advanced 
le v e ls .
In a ll resource situations programmed, cropland was permitted to  
vary from 0 to 100 ac res . Each resource situation programmed is ,  in 
rea lity , a series of optimum farm plans at various levels of cropland 
from 0 to  100 ac res . The variable resource provision, made possible 
through the programming technique, permits a more efficient u tilization  
of scarce land resources, subject to  other resource lim itations.
Prices of the more important enterprises grown in the area were 
varied and price-mapping procedures were used to  determine the stability  
of optimum farm p lans. The market price of an enterprise was decreased 
sufficiently to reduce net returns to or near zero. As a re su lt, the en ter­
prise did not appear in the optimum p lans. Net returns to the enterprise
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was then varied until It not only entered the optimum p lans, but re­
placed other en terprises. This range of varia tion  in market price w as 
sufficient to determine its  effect on optimum combinations of en terp rises.
The Optimum Farm Plans
The optimum farm plans a t advanced levels of technology included 
cotton, com , w heat, soybeans and hogs, the amounts of each depending 
on size of farm and other resource re stric tions. When included in the 
programs, dairying and commercial layers entered the optimum farm plans 
in substantial amounts. Farm income varied considerably, depending on 
the level of resource restric tions and the size of farm.
As the size of farm increased with other resources remaining 
constan t, optimum plans included crop and livestock enterprises that 
were more extensive in the use of limited resources. Enterprises inten­
sive in the use of resources, such as hogs and commercial layers, de­
creased in numbers as the size of farm increased . Farm income increased 
as size  of farm increased but not in proportion. A greater proportion of 
available resident labor was utilized  as the size of farm increased with 
to ta l labor held constan t.
Incomes were greater on farms with a sandy soil than on either 
mixed or clay s o i ls . Incomes on farms with a combination of soil types 
were between the extremes of incomes on sandy and clay so ils . When 
enterprises were optimally combined on a farm with a combination of soil 
ty p es , the most profitable enterprise (usually cotton) was produced on the
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soli with the highest productivity (sandy so il). The second most 
profitable crop was produced on the second most productive so il, e tc .
The ratio of labor to land can be altered by changing the level of 
land as w ell as by changing the level of labor. When the level of land 
was held constant and the level of available resident labor increased , 
optimum farm plans included greater proportions‘Of labor intensive 
en terp rises. As the level of labor increased , hogs entered the optimum 
plans in greater numbers, and enterprises such as soybeans and wheat 
decreased in ac re s . As the level of labor increased , income increased 
but not in proportion. A greater proportion of available resident labor 
remained unused as the level of labor increased , with land held constant.
With the removal of hogs as a possible alternative enterprise, the 
combination of enterprises were not vastly  d ifferent. Resident labor re ­
quirem ents, hired labor, operating cap ita l, and net returns decreased 
in quantity , however. When wheat was removed as a possible alternative 
enterprise, soybeans entered plans in place of w heat. When both wheat 
and hogs were removed, the optimum plans included cotton, com and 
soybeans.
As a farm operator's managerial sk ills  changed (and it is  assumed 
the management level of an operator can be improved) from present levels 
of technology and managerial sk ills  to advanced lev e ls , limited resources 
were not only more fully u tilized , but net income also  increased . Com­
binations of enterprises were greatly different between the two levels 
of technology and management. At present levels of technology and
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management only cotton, soybeans and wheat were produced. At 
advanced levels cotton, soybeans, and wheat were not only produced 
In Increased amounts, but com and hog enterprises entered optimum 
farm plans to increase farm income. In general, incomes increased 
over 50 per cent when technology and management erne raised  to ad­
vanced levels, other things remaining constant.
When labor for cotton chopping and picking could not be hired, 
cotton entered the optimum plans at a full 30 per cent of to tal cropland 
only at the lower levels of cropland, regardless of the amount of avail­
able resident labor. The level of cropland acres at which cotton acreage 
decreased below 30 per cent of total cropland was greater as levels of 
available resident labor increased, however. At higher levels of crop­
land acres, cotton occupied as little  as 2 per cent of to tal cropland 
ac res . Ordinarily, when labor for cotton chopping and picking was 
hired the marginal productivity of labor was that price at which it could 
be hired. When only resident labor was available the marginal produc­
tivity of labor increased, however. As acres of cropland increased with 
available resident labor restricted  to two-thirds man-equivalent, the 
marginal value product of October resident labor increased to $3.13 
per hour. As acres of cropland increased and available resident labor 
at two-thirds man-equivalent, the marginal value product per unit of 
land was lower and the marginal value product per unit of labor was 
higher than when more resident labor was available.
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When commercial layers and dairying were included as possible 
alternative enterprises on clay so il, both entered optimum farm p lans.
Net Income, as well as operating cap ita l. Increased over 300 per cent 
on comparable acres of cropland over the optimum farm plans which ex­
cluded dairying and commercial layers in the programs • Commercial 
layers entered the optimum plans a t lower levels of cropland ac res , 
while dairying predominated a t higher lev e ls . The d tiry  enterprise was 
„ based  on a 12-month grazing program with concentrates added.
When commercial layers and dairying were included in a program 
on clay so il, labor for cotton chopping and picking could not be hired, 
and cotton land could be used for other enterprises if more profitable, 
cotton did not enter the optimum farm p lans. On the other hand, when 
labor could be hired for cotton chopping and picking, and cotton land 
could be used for other enterprises if more profitable, cotton entered the 
optimum plans in small amounts.
When commercial layers and dairying were programmed on mixed 
so il, labor for cotton chopping and picking could be hired, and cotton 
land could be used for other purposes, only one acre of cotton entered 
optimum farm p lan s.
On sandy so il, when commercial layers and dairying were in the 
program, labor for cotton chopping and picking could be hired, and cotton 
lanti could be used for other enterprises if more profitable, cotton entered 
optimum plans from 2 to  30 per cent of cropland as cropland varied from 0 
to 100 ac res .
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In general, It appears that cotton can be replaced In farm organiza­
tions in the 4 Parish Area when dairying and commercial layers are in­
cluded in optimum farm plans or when labor is restricted to available 
resident labor. It also appears that the type of soil greatly influences 
the importance of cotton in optimum combinations of en terprises. Other 
enterprises replace cotton more readily on a clay soil than on a sandy 
so il.
Price-mapping procedures were used to determine the stability  of 
optimum conkbinations of enterprises, as the net returns of selected 
enterprises were varied. Cotton entered optimum plans gradually, as 
price increased. It occupied 30 per cent of total cropland at a price of 
$.25 per pound. Hogs entered optimum plans at prices above $13.50 
per hundredweight, the amount depending on resource restric tions.
Wheat and soybeans were both excluded frpm the optimum plans at 
prices below $1.46 and $1.63 per bushel, respectively. Over the range 
of $1.46 6o $2.13 per bushel wheat entered optimum plans over soybeans 
with the price of soybeans ranging to $2.36 per bushel.
In general, price-mapping shows the stability of optimum farm 
plans as the price of one enterprise is  varied, while all other prices 
are held constant. The analysis in th is study shows that not only does 
the output of an enterprise change as its  price changes, but the output 
of other enterprises included in the optimum combinations also changes. 
This suggests there is  considerable Interdependence among enterprises 
included in optimal farm plans that is  reflected in response to a change
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in the price of one enterprise.
Conclusions
If small farms in the 4 Parish Area are to maximize incomes the 
organization of crop and livestock enterprises should differ between 
farms. The most profitable farm organization for small cotton farms 
varies with the quantities of land, labor, capital and management.
Each farm has a different "bundle of resources, ” and there is no one 
best plan for the wide range of resource situations existing on small 
farms in the area. Some enterprises lend themselves to smaller farms, 
while other enterprises are better adapted to farms with more acres of 
cropland.
For Crop Enterprises
Cotton, the most important enterprise in the area, entered optimum 
farm plans under varied resource situations, so long as additional labor 
for chopping and picking could be hired. If the labor supply was limited 
to available resident labor, other enterprises were more competitive with 
cotton. Labor requirements are high for cotton harvest, and its  profit­
ability greatly depends on availability of labor.
Corn production in the 4 Parish Area offers adjustment possib ilities, 
particularly at advanced levels of technology and management where high 
yields can be expected and obtained. Com is highly responsive to in­
creased levels of fertilization and management p rac tices.
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Soybeans are Important In optimal farm plans , especially  as acres 
of cropland increase and other resources become limited. However, 
under present Governmental price and acreage controls, wheat tended 
to replace soybeans on clay and mixed so ils . Oats entered farm plans 
only when wheat and soybeans were eliminated as possible alternative 
enterprises.
For Livestock Enterprises
Hog production is a profitable alternative adjustment possibility 
at above average levels of management and on farms having small 
acreages of cropland. Hogs would have entered optimal farm plans in 
greater numbers if they had not been restricted to home grown gra ins.
When commercial layers were included as an alternative enter­
p rise , they entered optimal farm plans in substantial numbers on the 
smaller farms (no cropland was required for layers). As a resu lt, they 
lend themselves to greater adjustment possib ilities on farms with smaller 
acreages of cropland. ,
Dairying offers profitable adjustment a lternatives, especially as 
acres of cropland increase. The dairy enterprise was budgeted to  a 12- 
month grazing program which requires 1.6 acres of cropland per dairy 
cow and replacem ent.
For Capital
Capital was unlimited in all resource situations programmed.
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However, this does not ignore the fact that increased Income is closely 
related to the amount of capital available or potentially availab le . In 
fac t, as enterprises that increased income were Included in the various 
situations programmed, there w as usually a corresponding Increase in 
capital requirem ents. For example, when enterprises such as hogs, 
commercial layers, and dairying entered optimal farm p lans, incomes 
increased as well as capital requirem ents. When optimal plans included 
enterprises that required no additional cap ita l, incomes were correspond­
ingly lower. When combinations of enterprises included only crop enter­
p rise s , capital requirements were usually lower, as was net income.
For Application of Results to Farm Situations
Resource situations programmed in th is  study include a wide range 
of situations existing in the 4 Parish Area. Even though all the s itua­
tions programmed may not exactly apply to any one farm, they should 
serve as guides for many farms with similar resou rces. As most farm 
planning is done for Individual farms, adjustments can be made to fit 
any individual resource situation .
In actual application, for example, the optimum plan for a farm 
with 75 acres of clay cropland and 1.4 man-equivalents of available 
resident labor would closely  approximate those programmed in th is study 
on clay so il and 1.5 m an-equivalents of available resident labor. An 
optimum plan for the farm can be determined by interpolating from the 
two programmed optimums between which the 75 acres of cropland fa lls .
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Adjustments would be necessary for differences between levels of 
available resident labor. Only minor adjustm ents w ill be necessary 
for those resource situations approximating the situations programmed 
in th is  study. Other resource situations will require more adjustm ents. 
For any resource situation on small farms in the 4 Parish Area the changes 
in optimum combinations of enterprises and income, as resources (for 
example, size of farm) change, are the basic  relationships which any 
farm operator should consider when deciding on the optimum farm plan 
to maximize income from his particular bundle of resources.
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APPENDIX
Appendix Table I . Estimated Length of Life, Annual Use, Repairs, Price, and Total Cost Per Hour for Specified
Items of Equipment, 4 Parish Area, M ississippi River Delta Area of Louisiana
Item Size
Length 
of life
Average
annual
use
Total 
length 
of life
Repairs 
as a % 
of new 
cost
1958
price
Cost per hour of use 
Deprecia­
tion Interest Repairs Total
(years) (hours) (hours) C%) —dollars—
Tractor 2-row 15 800 12,000 150 2,640 .22 .10 .33 .651
Stalk cutter 2-row 12 133 2,000 35 225 .11 .05 .04 .20
Middle breaker 2-row 15 133 2,000 80 200 .10 .05 .08 .23
Moldboard
plow 2 bottom 15 133 2,000 80 325 .16 .07 .13 .36
Disc harrow 6 foot 15 133 2,000 80 485 .24 .11 .19i
.01 i
.54
Section
harrow 2 section 20 125 2,500 40 45 .02 .01 .04
Cultlpacker 10 foot 25 60 1,500 40 365 .24 .18 .10 .52
Fertilizer
distributor 2-5o3 10 120 1,200 70 75 .06 .02 .04 .12
Planter 2-row 20 60 1,200 70 230 .19 .12 .13 .44
Cultivator 2-row 12 208 2,500 80 285 .11 .04 .09 .24
Mowing
machine 7 foot 12 167 2,000 125 395 .20 .07 .25 .52
Trailer 3 bale 25 200 5,000 80 465 .09 .07 .07 .23
SOURCE: Adapted from Enterprise Budgets for Cotton Farms in the M ississippi River Delta Area of Arkansas, 
M ississippi, and Louisiana, a Report Prepared by Members of the Delta Subcommittee of Regional 
Project S-42, (D.A.E. Circular Number 281, Baton Rouge: Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station, 
June, 1960), pp. 3 -4 .
1Does not include the cost of fuel, which is estimated at $.40 per hour.
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Appendix Table II. Estimated C osts and Returns Per Sow, Advanced
Technology, 4 Parish Area, M ississippi River Delta
Area of Louisiana
Item Unit Quantity Price Amount
(dollars) (dollars)
Income:
Market hogs cw t. 27.20 15.00 408.00
Sows (culls)2 cw t. 1.33 11.57 1$t3?
Total 423.39
Expenses:
Feed
Starter cw t. 4.90 4.89 23.96
Com13 bu. 136.46 1.05 143.28
Oats bu. 35.16 .76 26.72
Tankage cwt. 5.93 6.00 35.58
Soybean ollmeal cwt. 3.92 3.60 14.11
Grind feed cwt. 87.67 .25 21.92
Mix feed cw6. 97.52 .10 9.75
Spray lb . 4.00 .75 3 .00
Worming lb . 3.62 .32 1.16
Vaccination and medicine head 14.00 .80 11.20
Salt c3 t. .60 1.50 .90
Steamed bonemeal cwt. 1.20 6.00 7.20
O ystershell flour cwt. 1.20 1.50 1.80
Pasture (bermuda) acre 1.00 9.40 9.40
Building and equipment
depreciation^ 24.58
Marketing cw t. 28.53 .28 7.99
Interest on capital 15.43
Total expenses listed 357.98
Net returns above specified expenses $ 65.41
SOURCE: Adapted from Enterprise Budgets for Cotton Farms in the M iss iss ­
ippi River Delta of Arkansas. Louisiana, and M iss iss ip p i, a 
Report Prepared by Members of the Delta Subcommittee of 
Regional Project S -42, (JDuA.E. C ircular Number 281, Baton 
Rouge: Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station, June, 1960), 
p . 131.
*This assum es marketing 13.6 good and choice hogs. An average of 0.4 
market hog is  kept each year for replacement of sow.
Footnotes continued on following page.
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^One 400 pound sow culled every 3 years.
3Market price of com less  $.15 per bushel marketing co st.
^Includes farrowing houses, fences, w aterers, mineral boxes, and 
feeders. Total cost $122.90 prorated over a 5-year period.
^Interest charged a t 6% on value of sow; 6% on one-half the investment 
in equipment; and 2 1/2% of operating costs excluding depreciation and 
pasture co st.
Appendix Table III. Monthly Distribution of Labor Requirements per Sow and Two Litters, Advanced
Technology, 4 Parish Area, M ississippi River Delta Area of Louisiana
Stem Unit Total Tan. Feb. Mar. Aor. May Tune July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov.- Dec.
Feeding 
and care hr. 77.50 5.42 10.41 10.42 5.43 5.42 5.42 3.73 3.73 10.41 8.34 3.35 5.42
Market­
ing hr. 3.32 .83 .83
i
.83 .83
Pasture hr. 1.80 .03 .83 .04 .04 . CO o .03 .03
Total
labor hr. 82.62 5.42 10.41 11.28
•
7.09 5.46
I
5.46 4.53 4.56 11.24 8.37 3.38 5.42
SOURCE: Enterprise Budgets for Cotton Farms in the M ississippi River Delta Area of Arkansas. Louisiana 
and M ississippi. A Report Prepared by Members of the Delta Subcommittee of Southern Regional 
Project S-42, (D.A.E. Circular Number 281, Baton Rouge: * Louisiana AgriculAtral Experiment 
Station, June, 1960), p. 131.
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Appendix Table IV. Estim ated C o sts  and Returns from a 40 Cow Dairy
H erd, 4 P arish  A rea, M iss iss ip p i River D elta Area 
of Louisiana
Item Unit Q uantity Price Amount
(dollars) (dollars)
Income:
W hole m ilk1 cw t. 2 ,848 5 .5 6 15 ,834 .88
C ull cows each 6 106.50 639.00
C ull c a lv e s5 each 20 9 .75 195.00
Total
•
16 ,668 .88
Expenses
C oncen tra tes cw t. 529 .1 3 .55 1 ,8 7 8 .3 0
Hay4 ton 26 8 .4 4 219.44
SU agt acre 13 45 .26 588.38
Perm anent pastu re acre 21 24.45 513.45
W inter pastu re acre 38 28.44 1 ,08 0 .7 2
Summer pastu re acre 19 27 .00 513 .00
Building u se 5 1 ,0 4 3 .3 2
Dairy equipment** 633.12
Farm m achinery7 292.39
Breeding each 40 5 .0 0 200.00
Milk hauling cw t. 2,848 .25 712 .00
In te res t on herd 574 .00
Fence c o s ts 94.21
M iscellaneous 627.00
Total 8 ,9 6 9 .9 3
Net re turns above spec ified  expenses 7 ,6 9 8 .9 5
SOURCE: Adapted from C harles  M ack W oolf, R esource Requirem ents and
Returns for a  Fam llv-S lze Dairy Farm (A Study in  Farm P lann ing!. 
(U npublished M as te r 's  T h e s is , Baton Rouge: Louisiana S tate  
U n iv ersity , 1960), p .  69 .
W h o le  milk computed a s  follow s: 32 mature producing 7 ,5 0 0  pounds per 
cow or 240,000 pounds; 8 f irs t c a lf  he ife rs producing 5 ,600  pounds per 
he ife r or 44 ,800  pounds; to ta l -  284,800 pounds.
Footnotes continued on following page .
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9Culling rate assumed at 20 per cen t, five per cent of which was 
assumed death ra te . Six cull cows remain to be sold .
3
Birth rate 80 per cent and mortality rate 9 per cen t. Twenty calves 
remain to be sold.
4
Harvesting costs only, production costs are included in the cost of 
pasture production.
^Estimated in terest, depreciation and repair for milking parlor, hay and 
loafing bam , calf shed, machinery shed, silo  and water system .
C
Estimated annual in terest, depreciation and repair costs for bulk tank, 
pipe-line milking system and hot water tank.
R ep resen ts  a charge for in te rest, depreciation and repair of farm 
machinery. Tractor operating cost included in cost of roughage pro­
duction .
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Appendix Table V. Estimated C osts and Returns Per 1,000 Layers, Floor
Plan, Replacements Purchased, 4 Parish Area,
M ississippi River Delta of Louisiana
Item Unit Quantity Price Amount
Income:
Eggs
(dollars) (dollars)
Grade A large doz. 12,210 .38 4,639.80
Grade A medium doz. 4,070 .32 1,302.40
- Other grades and sizes 
Cull hens
doz. 2,220 .20 444.00
lb. 3 ,062 .4 .10 306.24
Manure
Total
ton 18 4.50 81.00
6,773.44
Expenses
Replacement birds z head 870.0 1.85 1,609.50
Feed3 ton 47.18 81.00 3,821.58
O ystershells ton 1.25 30.00 37.50
C ases (30 doz.) each 6.00 .30 1.80
Electricity 100 head 10.00 7.30 73.00
Medicine and veterinary 100 head 10.00 6.00 60.00
Litter ton 3.00 5.40 16.20
Hauling^ mile 30.00 .235 7.05
Insurance, building
depreciation and repair
Building head 1,000.00 .09 90.00
Equipment head 1,000.00 .05 50.00
Interest on operating
capital 169.13
Total expenses listed 5,953.76
Net returns above specified expenses 826.73
* Eighty-seven per cent replaced per year; 75 per cent cu ll, 12 per cent 
m ortality.
2Sixteen week old pu lle ts.
35 .1  pounds of feed per dozen eggs.
^Eggs marketed twice per week.
Appendix Table XI. Monthly Distribution of Labor Requirements for 1,000 Commercial Layers, Floor Plan,
Replacements Purchased, 4 Parish Area, Mississippi River Delta Area of Louisiana
Item Unit Total Tan. Feb. Mar. Aor. May Tune July _ Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.
Feeding 
and care hr. 800.0 67.9 61.5 67.9 65.8 67.9 65.8 67.9 67.9 65.8 67.9 65.8 67.9
Market­
ing hr. 208.0 17.6 16.0 17.7 17.1 17.7 17.1 17.7 17.6 17.1 17.7 17.1 17.6
Total
labor hr. 1008.0 85.5 77.5 85.6 82.9 85.6 82.9 85.6 85.5 82.9 85.6 82.9 85.5
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Appendix Table VII. Projected P rices, Paid and Received, by Farmers,
for Selected Item s, 4 Parish Area, M ississippi
River Delta Area of Louisiana 1
- Item Unit Price
(dollars)
Prices Paid
Seed;
Cotton cw t. 9 .00
Corn bu. 10.10
Oats bu. 1.55
Soybeans bu. 4 .50
Wheat bu. 3 .20
Sorghum lb . .12
Lespedeza cw t. 17.10
Sudan cw t. 12.85
Ryegrass cw t. 11.30
White clover cw t. 85.60
M illet cw t. 13,00
C oastal bermuda (sprigs) bu. 1.00
Common bermuda cw t. 66.0.0
D alllsgrass cw t. 93.00
Fescue cw t. 23.00
Johnsongrass cw t. 23.00
Fertilizer:
Nitrate of Soda ton 65.60
Anhydrous Ammonia ton 122.00
Ammonium Nitrate ton 76.00
Limestone ton 6.50
3-12-12 ton 47.60
5-10-5 ton 46.40
8-8-8  ton 56.40
12-24-12 ton 102.40
16-20-0 ton 96.00
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Appendix Table VII. Continued
Itsa
Prices
Feed:
Hay, baled 
Cottonseed meal 
soybean meal 
laying mash 
Pig Starter 
Tankage
Steamed bonemeal 
Oystershell flour 
Salt
Mixed dairy feed:
Under 29% protein 
16% protein 
18% protein 
20% protein 
24% protein 
Over 29% protein 
Under 16% protein
Fuel and lubricants:
Gasoline 
Fuel 
Butane 
Motor oil
Labor:
Tractor driver 
Other regular labor 
Chopping 
Picking 
Ricking1
- Unit__________________ Price
(dollars)
Paid
ton 31.90
cwt. 4.03
cwt. 3.60
cwt.
cwt. 4.89
cwt. 6.00
cwt. 6.00
cwt. 1.50
cwt. 1.50
cwt. 4.08
cwt. 3.94
cwt. 4.21
cwt. 4.32
cwt. 4.39
cwt. 4.65
cwt. 3.55
gal. .21
gal. .15
gal. .10
gal. .82
day 5.72
month 157.50
day 4.52
cwt. 4.04
hr. .65
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Appendix Table VII. Continued
— lism__________________________Jlnis_________________ eeIss-
(dollars)
Prices Paid
Chemicals:
Karmex gal. 19.50
Toxaphene dust lb . .077
Endrln gal. 6.80
Aldrln g a l. 3.05
Dieldrin gal. 4.45
DDT g a l. 1.25
Defoliant (spray) gal. 1.15
Defoliant (dust) lb . .036
Herblcldal oil gal. .23
Supplies:
Bagging and ties (cotton) cwt. (lint) 2.70
Pullets each 1.85
Custom hay baling bale .20
Custom silage cutting ton 1.50
Wire, 4-point barb roll 9.50
Staples lb . .13
Fence post each .40
Milk hauling cwt. .25
Breed fee (artificial) head 5.00
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Appendix Table VII. Continued
Item Unit Price
Prices Received
(dollars)
Crops;
Cotton (lint) lb . .312
Cotton (seed) ton 50.00
Com bu. 1.20
Soybeans bu. 1.90
Oats bu .76
Wheat
Livestock and livestock products:
bu 1.75
Market hogs cwt. 15.00
Sows (culls) 
Hens (culls) 
Eggs
cwt. 11.57
Grade A large doz. .38
Grade A medium doz. .32
Other doz. .20
Whole milk cw t. 5.56
Cows (cull dairy) head 106.50
Calves (cull dairy) head 9.75
Projected prices are based on average prices from Agricultural P rices, 
Agricultural Marketing Service, Crop Reporting Board; Louisiana State 
Market News; Feed, Seed, Fertilizer, and Equipment Dealers; and 
Farmers.
2Based on 160 pounds per 10 hour day.
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